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Editor's Introduction to Iyar 5764 Edition

KKoorrnn 11

Welcome to the Iyar 5764 edition of The Edah
Journal. Recent data indicate that last year our jour-

nal was accessed electronically more than 50,000 times.
This makes The Edah Journal one of the most widely read
and influential journals in publication. We look forward
to your continued interest that sustains our growing pop-
ularity. As always, we invite you to join the discussion of
the ideas expressed in the journal's articles, which are so
essential to the spiritual vitality of Torah and Modern
Orthodox life. Send your letters and responses to me at
editor@edah.org.

In this edition, Professor Alan Brill challenges us to
rethink our conceptualization of Torah U'Madda. In a
wide ranging essay reflecting on the realities of contem-
porary life, the value-choices we actually make, and the
life-style of suburban America, he uses the musings of
post-modern thinkers to analyze the assumption that
Torah and Madda—indeed Torah and all culture—are
independent of each other. For Brill, the post-moderns
and us, Torah is always embedded in, and therefore
reflective of, certain cultures. Modern Orthodoxy and its
spiritual directions as we know them are products of 20th
Century American culture and life. This is not to under-
mine the validity of our religious model, for honestly
compels us to acknowledge that all forms of traditional
religious life throughout history were embedded in spe-
cific cultural contexts. Clearly, each needed to maintain
continuity with past generations, but also to stake out a
degree of independence from the precedents found in
previous cultures. To what extent can pre-Emancipation
eastern European religious life meet the existential, spiri-
tual and economic needs of Orthodox Jews in 21st

Century America? Brill asks "hard questions" regarding
the role of Torah study in our lives and its ability to com-
pete with the trappings of our comfortable life-styles.
Most importantly, he urges us to build our religious lives
in a way that weaves God and spirituality throughout the
entire fabric of our daily activities.

The Israeli scholar, Dr. Ruth Halperin-Kaddari, offers an
extensive legal analysis of the halakhic presumption, "Tav
Lemeitav Tan Du Mi-Lemeitav Armalu," (It is better to live
as two than to live alone.)  The principle has gained cur-
rency of late with the popular implementation of qid-
dushei ta`ut (i.e. voiding a marriage on the grounds of
error) in order to alleviate the plight of agunot—"chained"
women barred from remarrying until their husbands
grant them a religious writ of divorcement. It is fre-
quently argued that the presumption rules out a hypo-
thetical refusal of a woman to reject marriage with a man
however defective, and therefore bars the use of qiddushei
ta`ut as a tool to free agunot. Dr. Halperin-Kaddari dis-
cusses the logical and halakhic status of the presumption:
Is it an "ontological" principle that applies categorically to
all women in all cases? Is it a "rebuttable" presumption?
Is it descriptive or prescriptive? Is its application cultural-
ly influenced? The author analyzes its Talmudic contexts
and finds potential for protecting the rights of women in
the ways that Rabbis Isaac Elhanan Spector and Moshe
Feinstein applied the principle to reflect the empirical
attitudes of women of their times. Lastly, she sees the
contractual analysis of the marital bond as implying flex-
ibility and adaptablity regarding the husband's and wife's
intents in marriage, thus opening the possibility for
greater use qiddushei ta`ut in cases of agunot.

The Edah Journal 4.1 /Iyar 5764
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There has been much talk of "the move to the right" and
"the decline of Modern Orthodoxy" in the last two
decades. "The future," common wisdom holds, "belongs
to the Haredim." In his sociological analysis, "American
Modern Orthodoxy: Confronting Cultural Challenges,"
Professor Chaim I. Waxman challenges both contentions.
Surveys and data show that Modern Orthodox opinions
and demography continues to hold strong, despite
Modern Orthodox Jews having less visibility and exhibit-
ing weaker communal organization than their counter-
culture Ultra-Orthodox counterparts.

Modern Orthodox schools have never been as numerous
or as strong as they are today, and Modern Orthodoxy
has begun to develop the institutional structure it previ-
ously lacked. Finally, Modern Orthodox life has recently
spawned healthy diversity, with new organizations, such
as Edah, and new rabbinical academies, such as Yeshivat
Chovevei Torah, thriving. The pivotal question facing
Modern Orthodoxy is how it will adjust to the decline of
rabbinical authority and the loss of acknowledged charis-
matic leaders, such as Rav Joseph Soloveitchik. The
future of Modern Orthodoxy may rest largely on an intel-
ligent and committed laity.

Jeremy Stavsky, principal of Jerusalem's Himmelfarb
Boys High School—one of the most prestigious schools
in the religious Zionist community—reflects on the chal-
lenges to educational philosophy and practice posed by
pluralistic, democratic and modern Israel. His dilemmas
and critical choices resonate to American Orthodox edu-
cators, parents and rabbis, since the problems of moder-
nity for Orthodox life transcend borders and continents.
Stavsky finds that pluralism, democracy, sexuality, auton-
omy and ahavat yisrael present difficulties to educators that
were largely unknown in Jewish history. Understanding
that education does not occur in an absolute or theoreti-
cal world, he advocates synthesis and moderation in bal-
ancing our ideals with the realities of modern life.

We are pleased to present in this edition reviews of two
enormously important books for Orthodox life.
Professor Menachem Kellener reviews Marc Shapiro's,
The Limits of Orthodox Theology: Maimonides' Thirteen
Principles Reappraised, a book that has already stirred much
controversy, rhetoric and (we hope) serious Torah study.
Shapiro documents the rich variety of opinion regarding
Maimonides' thirteen principles of faith, principles that
have become so "axiomatic" in some circles that they are
now used as a touchstone for membership in the
Orthodox community. Finding Shapiro's scholarship
"crushingly effective," Kellner reflects on the historical
evolution of this use of Rambam's articulation of Jewish
dogma. Rabbi Alan J. Yuter reviews Professor Alan Brill's
comprehensive work, Thinking God: The Mysticism of Rabbi
Zadok of Lublin. Yuter explores Brill's exposition of the
antinomic tension between conformity and spirituality,
determinism and autonomy, objectivity and subjectivity,
and modernity and tradition, all reflected in the deep
piety of R. Zadok. Given the flood of recent books
devoted exclusively to halakhah, Brill's book is a welcome
addition to Orthodox spiritual life.

Passionate commitment to ideas and values has always
nurtured Jewish religious life. The Edah Journal offers
these studies to enrich Orthodox life, stimulate profound
spiritual inquiry and inspire further Torah study.

b'vrakhah,

Eugene Korn

The Edah Journal 4.1 /Iyar 5764



Judaism in Culture: 
Beyond the Bifurcation of
Torah and Madda

Alan Brill

Abstract: This essay attempts to reformulate
the questions concerning the relationship of
Judaism and culture, arguing for a need to rethink
the bifurcation of Torah and secular studies. The
limits of prior analysis of Torah and Madda are
pointed out through describing various ideologi-
cal forms of the bifurcation and their theoretical
underpinnings. The paper does not critique actu-
al practice, rather their formulations. It concludes
with some suggestions for starting the discussion
of new formulations.

BBiiooggrraapphhyy::  Rabbi Dr. Alan Brill teaches at
Yeshiva University and Yeshivat Chovevei Torah. He
is also the Founder and Director of Kavvanah:
Center for Jewish Thought and the author of
Thinking God: The Mysticism of R. Zadok of Lublin.
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Alan Brill

Brill 22

In the nineteenth century, culture was identified with the
high culture of Europe, comprising Enlightenment val-
ues combined with the influence of science and human-
ism. For a peasant or non-European immigrant to
become cultured meant to acquire this high culture
through embourgeoisement by entering the middle class.
Most contemporary theories of Torah u-Madda draw upon
this definition to explain the integration of Judaism with
general culture in both the present and the pre-nineteenth
century past. In these theories, Torah exists outside of
culture, and Madda relates to the values of the
Enlightenment and European high culture. However, as
early as the nineteen thirties, social scientists had already
rejected defining culture as high culture and used the
term "culture" to cover the entire functioning of a socie-
ty. Current theories of culture, relying largely on Clifford
Geertz's interpretation, apply the term universally to all
societies, defining culture as the systems of meaning
inherent in every action, which create order, purpose, and
reason.1 In these theories, culture encompasses all of
human existence. From the standpoint of this scheme of
conceptualization, much of the literature on Torah u-
Madda becomes outdated, in so far as it issues from a nar-
rower understanding of culture. Using the analysis of
these theories, Torah and Madda together form part of a
unified construction of modern Orthodox culture. Both
aspects are inherent in every action.

Torah u-Madda ideology therefore needs to engage the
implications of the current understandings, updating its
self-presentation from the nineteenth century debates to
current theories. While we should not be beholden to
contemporary thought solely because of its newness, this
essay will show the usefulness and relevance of these late
twentieth-century categories for appreciating the topic of
Torah u-Madda, offering a richer and more self-conscious
understanding. Asking the right questions will help us
effectively determine the type of culture that we want; to
analyze the continuities, dynamics, and ruptures from
past cultures, and enhance the potential for a meaningful
construction within our spirituality.

I will begin with a definition of religion as embedded
within culture and then survey three theological
approaches to the issue of cultural analysis, using histor-
ical data and personal experience to make the case for the
inadequacy of the current conceptualization. The three
approaches are: (1) particularism, the apparent rejection
of culture, (2) bifurcation, the separation of Torah from
culture, (3) handmaiden, the selective acknowledgement
of culture. I will then present openings for a cultural
understanding of Torah u-Madda based on my experiences
in education within the community, I will conclude by
offering several suggestions about means to overcome
the bifurcation through embracing our situation within
culture and understanding our constructions.

The Edah Journal 4.1/ Iyar 5764

1 Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New York: Basic Books, 1973). Thirty years later the fol-
lowing works are indicative of current thinking on the subject: James Clifford, The Predicament of Culture: Twentieth-
Century Ethnography, Literature, and Art (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1988); James Clifford, & George
E. Marcus, Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnography, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986). Adam
Kuper, Culture: The Anthropologists' Account (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999). Current critics point out
that Geertz does not give consideration to the political-economic realm and that he treats culture, symbols, and the
observer status as static entities. Bearing these criticisms in mind, my goal in this essay is to move the discussion from
nineteenth- to twentieth-century categories.
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Religion and Culture
According to Clifford Geertz's Interpretation of Cultures
(1973), culture refers to the webs of significance or
meaning that man has constructed for his actions, includ-
ing both the action and the significance of the action.
Culture is the pattern of meanings or ideas, carried in
symbols, through which people pass along their knowl-
edge and express their attitudes toward life. Given the
diverse attitudes and different forms of knowledge to be
passed on, different "cultural systems" are required to
carry them. Since everything is part of culture, what does
it mean to call religion a cultural system? According to
Geertz, religion is:

(1) a system of symbols which acts to (2) estab-
lish powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting moods
and motivations in men by (3) formulating con-
ceptions of a general order of existence and (4)
clothing these conceptions with such an aura of
factuality that (5) the moods and motivations
seem uniquely realistic. 2

Ideas and meanings are embedded within our worldview
or ethos, and this general order is responsible for deter-
mining the mood and motivation of an action. To mod-
ify an example used by Geertz, had the Vilna Ga'on seen
a typical American Sabbath meal of unlimited quantities
of food, especially meat, he would have felt a strong neg-
ative reaction, an aversion to the consumption of food in
such quantities, because attachments to food weigh him
down in his struggle for a redemptive connection to con-
templating Torah. On the other hand, an American
Modern Orthodox Jew would not feel any aversion to
eating meat, just as he would not view speaking English
or entering a profession as a cultural embracement of
Americanization. The Vilna Ga'on and the Modern
Orthodox American Jew are embedded, according to

Geertz, in two different cultural constructions.

In Geertz's method, the understanding of divergent cul-
ture seeks to capture the implicit web of cultural mean-
ings. Within a traditional Jewish culture one finds diver-
gent elements interwoven into a single whole; they
include profession, lifestyle, the use of rabbinic texts, ide-
ologies, eating habits, spirituality, and family structure.
Describing the differences between the cultural worlds of
the Vilna Ga'on and of Modern Orthodoxy requires the
ability to offer a "thick description" of the cultural weave.
In contrast, Geertz notes several types of "thin descrip-
tion" that operate without a cultural understanding,
which are especially relevant to conceptualizing Torah u-
Madda culture.

Examples of "thin description" characteristics that do
not offer cultural understanding include: a failure to rec-
ognize that a legal "code does not determine conduct,"
that a theological, a priori weltanschauung imagines a reality
that cannot be found, and that neo-Kantians accept sym-
bols and ideal types as identical with their reality. 3 In each
of these cases, one confuses a theoretical statement with
the actual cultural dynamics. Similarly, theoretical
halakhah or philosophies of Torah u-Madda do not auto-
matically correspond to any reality of lived practice.
Ideologies are themselves embedded in a web of cultural
meanings, even though neo-Kantians spoke of ideal
types. Actual practice is embedded in culture. Cultural
analysis does not only ask what the person intends, but
how the action is embedded in culture. For example, an
ideology of a halakhic or Modern Orthodox community
needs to be treated as only an ideology or theoretical
statement; the statement itself is not reflective of the cul-
tural construct, nor does it offer a "thick description" of

The Edah Journal 4.1 / Iyar 5764

2 Geertz, Interpretation of Cultures, 90.
3 Id., 18, 20, 92.
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the community. At the same time that Geertz was devel-
oping his reconceptualization, Peter Berger, in his now
classic work, The Sacred Canopy (1967), characterized cul-
ture as embracing all human activity including marriage,
family life, professions, culinary traditions, lifestyle,
worldview, material objects, and attitudes towards daily
activities. According to Berger, religion is always embed-
ded in culture and functionally serves as the sacred
canopy, offering meaning in the construction of a cultur-
al life. Theological questions, ritual patterns, and religious
worldviews give meaning to marginal situations and
maintain the world building cultural enterprise. Berger
writes that culture is created through a three-part process
of externalization (identification of a problem that needs
to be answered), objectification (the creation of the cul-
tural solution), and internalization (the acceptance of the
culture by the society). One internalizes culture because it
is functionally needed to answer a question or it fits into
the "plausibility structure" of the society. 4

Despite widespread acceptance in college-educated cir-
cles of Peter Berger's functional (and Clifford Geertz's
interpretive) cultural framework, theories of Torah u-
Madda continue to use nineteenth century understand-
ings. For example, a recent work of Modern Orthodox
historical theology is entitled Judaism's Encounter with Other
Cultures: Rejection or Integration.5 The book assumes that
culture is produced by the surrounding non-Jewish soci-
ety: non-Jews produce culture whether philosophy, med-
icine, literature, or entertainment, and Jews can decide to
accept or reject it. The book does not assume that

Judaism itself exists within, arises from, and can produce
culture. Goyim have the cultural problems that need to be
solved, and therefore they create philosophy, social struc-
ture, healing techniques, professional achievements, or
poetics. Jews on the other hand, are acceptors or rejecters
of this culture: Jews can only choose whether or not to
internalize this external knowledge; they are not among
the producers.6

However, in actuality non-Jews have neither a monopoly
nor even a temporary proprietary right over culture. Peter
Berger's model nicely explains the medieval, early mod-
ern, and contemporary (excluding the limited, and limi-
nal, period of modernity) formations of Jewish culture in
which Jews externalized their problems and created their
own religious and secular culture. The medicine of
Maimonides differs from Galen's on medical grounds;
but, nevertheless, the medicine is the creation of
Maimonides the Jew for the Arabic speaking world.
Similarly, the astronomy and logic of Gersonides, the
political clout of Rashba, the translations of the Ibn
Tibbons, and Isaac Abarbanel's philosophy were creators
of the culture of their own time, even for non-Jews. Jews
have an internal cultural life and have created philosophy,
poetry, science, and politics for their own purposes. The
poetics of Moses Ibn Ezra and Todros Abulafia, the the-
ology of Hasdai Crescas, the political theory of
Abarbanel, and the philosophy of Narboni were all cre-
ators of culture to answer internal Jewish needs. When
Moses Ibn Ezra used Arabic poetics, or Crescas relied on
Christian thought, their goal was to produce cultural
products for the Jewish community. Internal Jewish cul-
ture even includes the cultural production of gainful
employment, whether as a tailor, physician, or philoso-
pher. Furthermore, at the beginning of the Middle Ages,
Jews were heirs to the civilization of late antiquity, while

4 Peter Berger, The Sacred Canopy (Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1967).
5 Jacob J. Schachter, ed., Judaism's Encounter with Other Cultures: Rejection or Integration? (Northvale, NJ: Jason Aronson,
1997).
6 Several of the essays have statements, which seem to transcend the stated model and accept the role of Jews in an
open and vibrant cultural sphere or the role of material culture and folklore upon Judaism, but they do not substan-
tively change the volume (see pages 4, 63, 146). Defining culture and civilization as the gentile society is typified in
Cecil Roth's slim volume, The Jewish Contribution to Civilization (London, East and West Library, 1956), where he lists
the places in which Jews contributed to Western Christian culture.
The Edah Journal 4:1 / Iyar 5764
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the northern Christians and Arabic tribes were the
groups newly affected by Mediterranean culture. If there
was influence, at the end of late antiquity, it was from
Jews to non-Jews, and not vice-versa.

Culture is not outside of Judaism but is the very plane
into which Judaism is manifest. There is no pristine
autonomous essence of Judaism outside of culture. If we
consider Hirsch's model of Torah and general culture, in
which culture is outside Judaism, we find that his theory
was only reflective of a specific moment in history, dur-
ing which Jews submitted to Western culture and formu-
lated a nineteenth-century form of Judaism, in which the
Torah is considered outside culture (unlike the integrated
forms of medieval Jewish culture). However, rejecting
philosophy and culture is itself a cultural decision, not an
outside-culture decision. A religion of faith without cul-
ture is a nineteenth-century Protestant vision of religion,
in which the secular reason of modern culture is opposed
to a salvation through a faith that rejects culture. The
nineteenth century theological vision rejecting culture
was not historically accurate concerning sixteenth centu-
ry Protestants7 and certainly it was not true for Jewish
cultures before the nineteenth century. They projected
this dichotomy onto the birth of sixteenth century
Protestantism and claimed that Protestant faith was
always against culture.

Modern Orthodoxy has adopted a Protestant division
between faith and culture. This modern dualism is pro-
jected by nineteenth-century Jewish ideology onto the
past of Jewish history, postulating that obedience to
Judaism stemmed from uncultured simple Jews following
a mimetic tradition, while philosophic understandings of
Judaism, including those of Maimonides, grew out of
alien influence of a foreign culture. However, Aristotelian
philosophy is not outside Judaism; in fact, according to

Maimonides' own self-understanding, specified sections
of metaphysics are the essence of Judaism.

Rather than assuming that Judaism encounters other cul-
tures, this essay assumes that the construction of Judaism
itself is embedded in culture, which has non-indigenous
but not necessarily foreign, elements. This is not a
semantic definition of culture, but a substantive one. In
Peter Berger’s terms, secular culture does not exist; nor
does religious culture exist. We live in a single cultural
worldview and create as much “sacred canopy” as need-
ed to find meaning in life. The encounter with “western
secular culture” was from Berger’s perspective not an
encounter with an other but a breakdown of the older
Jewish plausibility structure and a replacement with
another Jewish plausibility structure. Berger formulates
the Jewish encounter with modernity as the breaking of
the Eastern European sacred canopy in the move to
America, and the subsequent need to reformulate a new
sacred canopy. Yet, both the Eastern European cultural
pattern and the new American formulation are Jewish
culture. Within the melting pot of America, there are sep-
arate Hispanic, Afro-American, Jewish, Southern Baptist
sub-cultures and enclaves consisting of a certain integrat-
ed construction of Americanism and sacred canopy. The
acceptance of secular studies or "other cultures" by
Modern Orthodoxy is part of the very definition of their
sacred canopy of Judaism.

Clifford Geertz's method involves a "thick description"
of these elements, asking how each Jewish cultural con-
struction works, the meaning of the cultural elements
within their own context, and the changes between vari-
ous cultural constructions. Instead, the ideology of the
Modern Orthodox book, Judaism's Encounter with Other
Cultures, uses a "thin description" question and projects
the nineteenth-century model of Judaism confronting

7 Ernest Troelesch, Protestantism and Progress: A Historical Study of the Relation of Protestantism to the Modern World
(Boston: Beacon Press 1958); Heiko Augustinus Oberman, The Reformation: Roots and Ramifications (Grand Rapids: W.B.
Eerdemans 1994); Idem, The Harvest of Medieval Theology: Gabriel Biel Late Medieval Nominalism (Grand Rapids: W.B.
Eerdemans 1967).

The Edah Journal 4:1 / Iyar 5764
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secular studies, onto the cultural constructions of prior
centuries. However, each time and place needs its own
questions and definitions of what the culture is and
where the boundaries are located. Asking nineteenth cen-
tury questions about other eras is unproductive. For
Maimonides, philosophy was not other cultures but part
of Mosaic prophecy; for others in the Judeo-Islamic
worldview, philosophy was part of our tradition (mesorah);
it was neither secular nor an outside influence.

Rather than pointing to the rejection of culture by an
autonomous Judaism, current thinking about the
Maimonidean controversy finds the opponents of the
Maimonideans debating power, paideia, theology, laity, qab-
balah, Church relations, and regional autonomy.8 On the
other hand if we consider Ashkenazi Jewry, knowledge
outside the rabbinic corpus was so much an "other", that
they even considered Latin characters as embedded with-
in Christian society. Yet, a non-reflective isolationist posi-
tion of a simple Ashkenazi would not be intelligible to a
Jewish financier in Aragon or Castile engaged in daily
commerce using his knowledge of Arabic, Castilian,
arithmetic, and geometry or to a Provencal physician
attending lectures at University of Montpellier. Some
Jewish cultures such as Renaissance Italian Jewish culture
even included many secular elements within the internal
understanding of the community.

If religion is embedded in culture, then religion is not
solely a particularistic element, nor an internal feeling, an
act of obedience, or the study of the halakhah, in opposi-
tion to outside culture. Ernest Troeltsch (1865-1923)
already drew attention to the construction of religion as
outside of culture, which postulates a simple non-reflec-

tive religion of folk culture. Troeltsch rejected this image
of simple religion without culture and with apathy
towards philosophy and science, suggesting it creates a
mockery of religion, consisting of hollow sentimentalism
or clericalism and formalism. To be taken seriously, reli-
gion uses philosophy, science, poetry, and the other ele-
ments of culture.9 Many of the classic expositions of
modern Jewish history tacitly assume, based on Graetz,
that the traditional Judaism of the last two thousand years
was based on the faith of the simple Jew and that all intel-
lectuals, philosophers, and Qabbalists ruptured the tradi-
tion. However, if we assume that these great thinkers
were the bearers of the tradition, then we accept their
judgment to look askance at the laity and require educa-
tion. Even the mild rationalism combined with halakhah
and piety that emanated from the Catalonian circle of R.
Solomon ben Abraham Adret (Rashba, 1235-1310),
including R. Yom-Tov ben Abraham Ishbili, (ca. 1270-ca.
1342) and R. Pinhas Ha-Levi, (the author of the Sefer Ha-
Hinukh), and the alternate formulations from Provençals
such as R. Menahem ben Solomon Meiri (1249-1306)
were due to their cultural embeddedness.10

The theological essay in the volume Judaism's Encounter
with Other Cultures written by R. Aharon Lichtenstein
relies on the nineteenth century theories of Matthew
Arnold, Henry Cardinal Newman, and Edmund Burke,
and thus formulates the question of Torah and general
culture as ideological and needing a conscious confronta-
tion. However, according to Geertz and Berger, the
majority of cultural issues and historical events are not
conscious and are based on unarticulated problems
whose externalization and objectification occurs without
ideology. Indicative of this approach of situating culture

8 For representative examples of current scholarship on the Maimonidean controversy, see footnote 10 below and
Ram Ben-Shalom, "The Ban Placed by the Community of Barcelona on the Study of Philosophy and Allegorical
Preaching—A New Study" REJ (2001) 387-404; Harvey Hames, The Art of Conversion (Leiden: Brill, 2000); Dov
Schwartz, "Greek Science" [Hebrew] Sinai 104 (1989) 148-153. On the new approach of Jewish cultural history, see
Cultures of the Jews: A New History, editor David Biale, (Berkeley: University of California, 2002).
9 Ernst Troelsch, Religion in History (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991). By the end of this essay, I will assume that
religion is integrated in all aspects of culture and not just high culture.
10 Moshe Halbertal, Between Torah and Wisdom: Rabbi Menahem ha-Meiri and the Maimonidean Halakhists in Provence
[Hebrew](Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 2000); Sefer ha-Hinukh (Jerusalem: Mosad ha-Rav Kook, 1990) (ascribed to Aaron
ha-Levi, of Barcelona; actually by Pinhas (brother of Aaron), ha-Levi, of Barcelona; Dov Schwartz, "Between
Conservativism and Intellectualism: The Intellectual Doctrine of the Rashba's School" [Hebrew] Da`at 32-33 (1994)
143-182.
The Edah Journal 4:1 / Iyar 5764
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outside of Judaism, R. Lichtenstein assumes that Judaism
is nearly cultureless compared to Western literature:

But should we indeed seek first-rate poetry, we
shall have to look elsewhere. Our moral and reli-
gious lights did not address themselves with
equal vigor to every area of spiritual endeavor.
Hazal engaged little in systematic theology or
philosophy and their legacy includes no poetic
corpus. Their haskafah was undoubtedly
anchored in a comprehensive, if partly intuited,
Weltanschauung, and their inner experience surely
reflected profound and passionate sensibility.
However, the record with respect to these areas
is almost bare. That patent fact may constitute a
cogent argument pursuing such directions,
although Rav Saadya Gaon—as both his Treatise
of Beliefs and Opinions and his great bakkashot
attest—the Rambam and the Maharal clearly
thought otherwise. But be that as it may, for
those who do acknowledge the merits of such
pursuits, it is preposterous to pretend to find in
our own tradition that which, at a given level and
with a certain range, simply is not there. (252)

Openly opposed to Saadyah, Maimonides, and Maharal,
whose Judaisms are embedded in culture, R.
Lichtenstein's essay, following nineteenth century think-
ing, assumes no tradition of Jewish culture except for the
few texts he cites—without noting the irony—to justify
the reading of modern Western secular culture.

Yet, from an empirical standpoint the range of Jewish
culture simply does exist, including poetry, prose, philos-
ophy, theology, moral theory, science, and psychology.
Within this range of cultural products, however, it is pre-

posterous to expect to find the literary and philosophic
values of mid-twentieth-century secular American cul-
ture. Later in the essay, R. Lichtenstein singles out the
need to add an imaginative element through literature to
the moral statements of Hazal, without taking into
account the gamut of literary and pietistic works pro-
duced within Jewish culture. Surprisingly, he chooses to
use as an exemplar to prove the lack of theology in
Judaism, the lack of religious literature describing reli-
gious experience:

Assuredly, many aspiring talmidei hakhamim have
experienced religious moments profounder than
Petrach's ascent to Mont Ventoux. But how
many have sent their rebbi a descriptive
account… An account of Rabbi Akiva's spiritu-
al odyssey could no doubt eclipse Augustine's.
But his confessions have been discreetly muted
(253).

But what of R. Akiva's journey to paradise richly
described in the Heikhalot? And what of the spiritual
descriptions found in the Zohar, Karo, Cordovero, Vital,
Komarno, R. Nahman, Rav Kook, or even those of the
Vilna Gaon, which rival anything in the Christian writ-
ings? Even, if he is rejecting them because they do not
meet the literary standards of modern literary theory,
they are still descriptive, profound, and record the Jewish
inner experience. According to the literary standards of
1960's New Criticism, one would deem the Talmud and
halakhah literary failures, yet we read halakhah. His posi-
tion is so embedded in its twentieth century Western per-
spective that he is blinded to many parts of Judaism.
Without cultural analysis, one does not see one's own for-
eignness and oneself as an other.
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However, a more profound issue is at stake in relegating
imagination and morality exclusively to secular literature.
Valuing Christian texts over Jewish ones mutes the Jewish
experience. The classic texts of Jewish mysticism—not
to mention theology, philosophy, literature, and science-
have different theological perspectives from modern and
Christian perspectives. Jewish texts as products of Jewish
culture were created to respond to Jewish agendas.
Secular experience may diverge from traditional Jewish
descriptions. Internalization of the cultural products of
other people does not necessarily answer Jewish needs,
nor are such products necessarily in agreement with
Jewish thought or with the cultural constructions of prior
Jewish cultures.11

Against High Culture: Theory and Practice
In Geertz's and Berger's definitions of culture, Torah
does not exist outside of culture; Torah is always embed-
ded in culture. The question becomes, what is the culture
in which Torah is embedded?  The modern era has wit-
nessed Jewish cultural construction taking two divergent
turns. The modernists (both liberal and Orthodox) relin-
quished much of Jewish culture, including spirituality,
political autonomy, and sectarianism, in order to enter the
foreign high culture of Europe. Another group, adhering
to a yeshivah ideology, set itself up in opposition to
modernity and created an abstraction of Torah outside of
culture in order to oppose the spread of the foreign
European culture. Nevertheless, both groups had a com-
mon premise of denying prior ages of synthesis.12  

The following narrative presents, as a start of a thick

description of Torah u-Madda, three models of Madda
within Modern Orthodoxy. I am using history and anec-
dotal observation solely for the purpose of delineating
Modern Orthodox ideology, and not as an independent
historical or sociological study of Orthodoxy. I under-
stand that the actual history of the acceptance of secular
studies within Orthodoxy is more complex than the fol-
lowing models, yet I think the current applications of
these historical precedents fall within three broad models.
Furthermore, these observations are limited to my expo-
sure to Modern Orthodox communities and their con-
structions of Judaism. I am not offering comment about
any other segment of Orthodoxy.

The yeshivah ideology of encouraging every male to learn
only Torah is of recent origin. Originally, only those with-
in the small class of lomdim, supported by their family
connections to the ruling Jewish oligarchy, felt the need
for life-long study.13 The vast majority of Jews, almost the
equivalent of everyone, went out to work. The rise of the
Lithuanian yeshivah movement in the nineteenth century
allowed those not from the ruling families to learn, and
thereby enter the society of lomdim. Later, in order to pro-
vide a few extra years of learning for a few elite individ-
uals without funds, the first kolel was created in Kovno in

11 We have to assume that R. Lichtenstein is willing to accept secular culture as culture for Jews or he accepts an
unarticulated Jewish culture, which is the literal meaning of weltanschauung, an unarticulated worldview. If the latter,
then the Torah u-Madda question is not conscious and ideological but unconscious and unarticulated. On the uncon-
scious acceptance of worldviews see, Wilheim Dilthey, Introduction to the Human Sciences. Selected works / Wilhelm Dilthey;
vol. 1(Princeton: Princeton University Press, c1989).Herbert Arthur Hodges, The Philosophy of Wilhelm Dilthey,
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1974); Rudolf A. Makkreel, Dilthey: Philosopher of the Human Studies (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, c1992).
12 Modern Islam displays a similar process of ignoring prior ages of synthesis; see Clifford Geertz, Islam Observed
(Chicago: University of Chicago, 1968).
13 Jacob Katz, Tradition and Crisis (New York: NYU Press, 1993) states that "The notion that society was composed
of various "orders," each of which had a different level of obligation with regard to Torah study, was widely accept-
ed, " p. 284, note 39. In order to determine who was expected to learn, a helpful study could start with a history of
the exegesis of Josh. 1:8 and Ps. 1:3 and the applications of Maimonides, Mishneh Torah Hilkhot Talmud Torah 1:8.
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1880. Anyone who continued to learn beyond his early
twenties, either in Lithuania or Israel, remained as part of
the identified small groups of lomdim—"learners." During
the 1880s and 1890s, the yeshivot avoided modernity, and,
therefore, more observant Jews were studying in gymna-
sium than in yeshivot.14 During this same  period, the
Mizrahi movement, following the cultural changes of the
Zionists, advocated as a response to modernity a creation
of new Jewish culture based not on Talmud but on
Hebrew, Bible, secular studies, and productive labor.15

However, after World War I, when the full onslaught of
modernity confronted Lithuania, the yeshivah world,
which prior to the war had been an elite bastion far
removed from the cultural lives of millions of Eastern
European Jews, became even more isolated. In response
to modernity, the Hafetz Hayyim, R. Elhanan
Wasserman, and R. Baruch Ber Leibowitz issued pro-
nouncements on the need to continuously learn Torah.
During the inter-war period, their audience was the small
group that was willing to swim against the tide by contin-
uing to learn. The only way to preserve Torah in what
they perceived as an anti-Torah world was to forbid sec-
ular studies and advocate a life of continuous Torah
study.16 From their perspective, they assumed that theirs
was the true position, and they would certainly continue

to defend it today.

But just as they deemed Hirsch's Torah and Derekh Erets
approach as applicable only to his generation, we can
assume that their position was specifically meant for a
generation under siege. Currently, the yeshivah ideology,
which exhorts all capable men to spend their lives learn-
ing, finds fertile ground as an ideology in the wealth of
post-war America and Israel. But the ideology goes
against the tradition and history; our mesorah always
assumed that the elite would learn full time and that the
masses would be part of the world.17

Despite the newness of the ideology, the ideal of study-
ing only Torah is widely accepted as the tradition in
Orthodoxy, even in Modern Orthodoxy. However, it is
accepted only as an ideal, not in practice; and it is accept-
ed as an ideal for practical reasons, not ideological ones.

Turning to contemporary cultural theory, Pierre
Bourdieu, the renowned contemporary sociologist,
points out that ideal and reality are two separate things;
we are not always doing what we claim to be
doing.18 Actual practices are based on a person's
ingrained behavior regularities, which he calls habitas.
Habitas includes "systems of durable, transposable dispo-
sitions, structured structures predisposed to function as

14 Israel Klausner, Vilna, Yerushalayim de-Lita, (Lohamei ha-Geta'ot- ha-Kibuts ha-meuhad, 1983).
15 On Mizrahi and its differences from the world of the yeshivot, see Ehud Luz, Parallels Meet: Religion and Nationalism
in the Early Zionist Movement(1882-1904) (Philadelphia: J. P. S., 1988); Judah Leib Maimon, Toldot ha-Mizrahi. (Jerusalem:
1927); id, Yovel ha-Mizrahi: kovets torani, madai, sifruti le-yovel ha-hamishim. (Jerusalem: Mosad ha-Rav Kook, 1952).Moshe
Avigdor Amiel , ha-Yesodot ha-idealogiyim shel ha-Mizrahi: hartsaah beha-Veiidah ha-olamit shel ha-Mizrahi be-Krakah,
(Warsaw: Histadrut ha-Mizrahi, 1934).
16 R. Leibowitz, "Teshuvah leRav Ehad…" Birkhat Shmuel Kiddushin #27; R. Elhanan Wasserman, "Teshuvah le-Shoel me-
Medinah Yeduah" Sefer Kovetz Shiurim II (Tel Aviv: 1963) #47, 75-8.
Whom it applied to in the 1920's is a separate question. Current readings of these proclamations assume that they
were addressed to everyone and wanted universal Torah learning. The cultural world of inter-war Poland, however,
with its emigrations, persecutions, penury, and mass illiteracy, may imply otherwise. Since most Jews were not con-
nected to the world of the yeshiva, there may not be any reason to assume that they expected a universal following.
17 In many places, the Talmud glorifies manual labor and accepts that there are two classes the learners and the work-
ers. Meir Ayali, Maamado shel ha-Poel ha-sakhir ve-Yahase ovadim u-maavidim be-sifrut ha-Talmud veha-Midrash (Jerusalem:
Hebrew University, 1980). However, when addressing the concerns of the rabbinic class, Berakhot 35b gives two par-
adigms: R. Shimon bar Yohai, who devoted himself only to Torah study, and R. Yishmael, who advocated a life of
Torah combined with derekh erets. R. Hayyim of Volozhin wrote that the majority of Jews would follow the path of
R. Yishmael and only a few worthy individuals could follow the path of R. Shimon bar Yohai See also the analysis of
Hayyim of Volozhin, Nefesh Ha-Hayyim 1:8; this passage has been airbrushed out of many recent editions.
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structuring structures, that is, as principles of the genera-
tion and structuring of practices."19 The actual structures
of our lives consist of practical structures not necessari-
ly based on our ideologies and that our practice decisions
create more enduring changes. Not that contemporary
Jews are falling short from the ideal of Torah or Torah u-
Madda, but the very logic of the practice is far removed
from the ideology. The logic of Modern Orthodox prac-
tice consists of a set of responses allowing one to com-
bine professional advancement and suburban home life
with Torah. Secular studies play a role in professional
advancement, but the cultural discourse of the suburban
home life does not need the secular studies. Bourdieu
would consider the cultural and social capital of the com-
munity as based on Torah, and the economic capital as
based on professional life, but secular studies do not offer
any cultural capital to those who posses them.20  

The logic of practice in which secular studies do not
offer a person cultural capital causes many in Modern
Orthodoxy, even those who accept in principle the ideol-
ogy of Torah u-Madda, to accept that the ideal is to lead a
life of a ben Torah dedicated to Talmudic study, and to
eschew all non-Torah thoughts and activities beyond
making an income. Many discussions of Torah u-Madda
are predicated on addressing the ideology of Torah with-
out secular studies. Rather than looking at the ideology, if
we look at the practice, we find that Modern Orthodoxy
does not perform what it claims to do. In practice,
Talmud is the major intellectual concern of an elite group
for only a few years of their lives. The demands of ordi-
nary life—the practice of law, medicine, or accounting,
maintaining a house, raising many children according to
middle class values—leave little room for Talmud. Madda

is not taking time from Torah, but the needs to mow the
lawn, clean up the attic, fix the mini-van, visit Disney-
world, and attend parent-teacher conferences, consume
great amounts of time. In the little time that remains,
most people are too tired to do much else than watch tel-
evision or read popular magazines. Those truly virtuous
souls who have time for Torah learn daf-yomi, or print-
outs from the Web, or at best have once a week havrutot.21

The decision to enter the professions and move to the
suburbs is defining of the structures of their lives. What
remains is a community that predominately does not
value secular studies, without professional value, above
the high school level, and which does not study Torah
either. The community may affirm the ideology of Torah
u-Madda (or an ideology of Torah only), but its logic of
practice, its granting of cultural capital, and its natural
responses point to a cultural embeddedness in their sub-
urban lives. For most Modern Orthodox Jews, discus-
sions of Torah u-Madda should start with the assumption
that we are producing suburbanites, and our questions
and goals should address their need for Madda and their
need for Torah. I am not critiquing their practices of
Torah or of Madda, I am critiquing the contemporary the-
oretical understandings of Torah u-Madda that avoids cul-
tural theory.

The Orthodox community is completely embedded in
American culture and contributes to the creation of
American culture itself.22 Modern Orthodoxy is not a

18 Pierre Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1989). He noticed that ideally Moroccan
Berbers were expected to marry their cousins. In practice he found that it occurred only 3% of all cases. The mar-
riage ideal expressed Berber ideas of kinship with cousins, but the logic of practice was that everyone assumed they
could marry anyone that they wanted.
19 Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977) 72.
20 Natalie Zemon Davis wrote a wonderful piece showing how eighteenth century Ashkenaz culture had a cultural
weave integrating Torah, economics, honor, and family pedigree. Natalie Zemon Davis, "Religion and Capitalism
Once Again? Jewish Merchant Culture in the Seventeenth Century" The Fate of Culture: Geertz and Beyond edited by
Sherry B. Ortner (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999) 56-85.
21 This essay is not attempting to define the sociology of the community or even creating a genealogy of the origins
of these phenomena. A quantified survey would first be needed to start the process of analysis.
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Yiddish-speaking Jewish culture encountering a foreign
gentile culture, but a community whose worldview is
drawn from its embeddedness in American culture. Most
of the community already knows American values better
than Torah. Our question should be: Now that the major-
ity of American Jews have a midbrow education, how
much of the elite's Torah curriculum should be required
of them? And since they now are saturated with
American culture, from nursery rhymes in the cradle to
reading a daily newspaper to the enrichment classes of
retirement villages, do we want to raise their level?23  How
many of our ba`alei-batim spend more time learning Torah
than watching TV or movies? How many among our
adults are aspiring talmidei hakhamim? How many in large
Modern Orthodox communities worry about wasting
valuable Torah study time (bittul-zeman)?24 A motto for
the community might be "Torah and popular culture;"
Torah is combined with Dougies, the NCAA playoffs,

and Blockbuster movies.25 The community works with
an ideology of Torah combined with a suburban logic of
practice. (On those committed to an intellectual Torah u-
Madda, of Torah and secular studies, see the discussion in
later sections.)26 

I accept this as the cultural construction of many in the
community and think that the practices described
respond to the needs of the community. However, if one
did want to change actual practice, one needs to change
the practice of everyday lives within the cultural con-
struction. Ann Swidler, critiquing both Weber and
Geertz, assumes that most activities are embedded in a
logic of practice and do not have an ideological element.
For most people during stable periods, culture is a set of
skills, habits, styles, and stratagems that teach one how to
succeed in the community. Only during unsettled periods

22 A big issue beyond the scope of this paper is the viability of continuing to use the language of accommodation,
acculturation, and assimilation to the Jewish community as if it were still an immigrant community. Jewish suburbia is
entirely embedded within general suburban trends and can better be described by general works on America such as
Robert Wuthnow, After Heaven: Spirituality in America Since the 1950's (Berkeley: University of California, 1998) and
Christian Smith, American Evangelicalism: Embattled and Thriving. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998).
23 Once in 1981, R. Yehudah Parnes put down his students by praising them for their mesirat nefesh in studying Torah.
How they put in amazingly long hours, even sometimes greater than yeshivah students, despite not being yeshivah stu-
dents but only aspiring ba`alei batim. The class was naturally disturbed and defended their status as aspiring yeshivah
students. However, he was correct. We expect the community to spend their entire lives working—and then come
home to be normal Americans and at the end of a workday and spend time with their families, watch television, and
read the paper. Whom are we kidding about a Torah-only lifestyle?  
24 On the prohibition of wasting time see Katz, Tradition and Crisis, pp. 136-7.
25 See the advertisement that was part of The New York Times Abuzz! Campaign "Madison Ave's Hot New Models:
Jews" (Aug. 11, 00) in which Orthodoxy's modernity was characterized as technology, politics, baseball, bad movies,
family restaurants and hip-hop. The Agudah's response was David Zwiebel, "Getting Beyond Misleading Labels"
(Aug 18, 00), in which he stated that the spectrum of the modernity of Hirsch's Torah combined with secular studies
ranges from indiscriminate casting off of Jewish religious law to the right wing world's doctors, lawyers, and academ-
ics. He also encouraged the youth "to spend less time checking out the latest rap offering or the gross-out flick de
jour, and more time pursuing the eternal moral truths of his religious heritage."
26 The Hatam Sofer's sectarian rejection of Western culture through forbidding the changing of names, the speaking
of the vernacular, and the changing from Jewish garb may have shown a better understanding of the issues. His
rejection of sitting in cafes, sports, and most forms of middle class leisure offers an greater realization of the role of
culture within Judaism. In Yair Sheleg's book, Ha-Datiyim ha-Hadashim (Jerusalem: Keter, 2000) he notes how the
aliyah from the American Haredi world (of Lakewood and Boro Park) steeped in this-worldly pleasures of America is
changing the nature of the ascetic, other-worldly Israeli Haredi society. The use of cell phones, corporate manage-
ment, baseball, and computers is integrated into the Haredi society, along with the waning of the traditional Haredi
concepts of bittul Torah, hukkat hagoyim, and living life solely to get reward in the world-to-come. Also, see Sylvia
Barack Fishman, "Negotiating Both Sides of the Hyphen: Coalescence, Compartmentalization, and American-Jewish
Values" University of Cincinnati, Judaic Studies Program: Occasional Papers 6 (1996), where she argues that even the uniquely
Jewish in American-Judaism is embedded in Americanism.
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of tension and transition do values and ideology play a
significant role. Generally, when ideology does play a role
in American life, it is used in fragmentary and contradic-
tory ways, and used as part of a toolbox for situating daily
life. Ideals have symbolic value, and there is real compe-
tition between them, but their actual application remains
ambiguous and piecemeal without conscious considera-
tions.27 Theory generally does not change the logic of
practice during stable eras. Human life is lived based on
mastering the rules of daily life and not on autonomous
ideological choices. Contemporary social theory shows
how we follow teachers and institutions though an imma-
nent experience of practice presumed to be similar to
that of our role models and confirmed through our daily
practice of cultural life. Modern Orthodox Jews are not
falling from any ideal of Torah u-Madda or muddling
through without a theory, since theory does not play a
role in their logic of practice. The practice of Modern
Orthodoxy, for those not concerned with ideology, con-
sists of a variety of skills, styles, and stratagems needed
to live within the community.

The practice of the ideological elements of Modern
Orthodoxy is similar to the practice of a basketball coach
or dentist who may teach meditation as a practical tech-
nique without any need for a theory or recognition of its
oriental philosophy. So, too, the suburban Modern
Orthodox lifestyle does not need an ideology of change
as much as practical changes in the current set of skills,
habits, styles, and stratagems. For most people, Madda
does not have any meaning without a pragmatic value.
Therefore, if one wanted to change the situation, one
would need to change the necessary and pragmatic ele-
ments of their everyday lives, not their ideology.28 As
Ann Swidler, points out, ideology plays a stronger role
when needed at several crucial points, but not in everyday

life. For Modern Orthodoxy, ideology plays a greater role
in the choice of schools for one's children, one's reading
on Jewish holidays, and one's reaction to a guest lecturer
in synagogue, than in support of secular homework, use
of time on the holiday, and daily expectations of one's
rabbi. Another important consideration for an ideologist
of Torah u-Madda to ponder is that popular knowledge
functions in as fickle a way as any other consumer prod-
uct, transformed into usable sound bites far from the
original theoretical exposition.29

Practical change would also come from beginning to
acknowledge the distance of the traditional other-world-
liness of rabbinic and yeshivah values from suburban val-
ues. In order to preserve these values of Torah study,
spirituality, and ethical perfection for the few, we should
start to consider the implications of the rise of a literate
laity and to develop a theory for the religiosity of the laity.
Currently, halakhic literature offers a great deal of insight
for those considered the elite, but there is no Jewish the-
ology of suburban culture for the laity.

For those interested in changing the ideology of the com-
munity through education, accepting the idea that reli-
gion is always embedded in culture changes the question
that one needs to ask. The question is how much Madda
to accept, not whether to study Madda. Does Orthodoxy
want to be identified with the reaction against culture of
the Evangelical Christian communities? Evangelicals gen-
erally support science and rationality, but only with an
eighteenth-century Francis Bacon, common-sense real-
ism. Therefore, they accept engineering, medicine, and
accounting as value neutral and based on a common
sense point of view. They question, however, any science
or knowledge based on theory, humanities, or interpreta

tion.30 Do we want to be a community that advocates

27Ann Swidler, "Culture in Action: Symbols and Strategies," American Sociological Review 51 (1986): 273-286; id., Talk of
Love: How Culture Matters (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001).
28 Ann Swidler "What Anchors Cultural Practices" The Practice Turn in Contemporary Theory edited by Theodore R.
Schatzki, Karin Knorr Cetina and Eike von Savigny (London: Routledge, 2001) 74-92.
29 John Fiske, Understanding Popular Culture (London: Routledge, 1989); Michel de Certeau, Culture in the Plural
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997).
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tenth-grade high school common sense over university
theory? 

When observers of the Modern Orthodox community
point out that the community has turned away from sec-
ular studies, this does not imply that the community has
turned against college or has rejected modernity and
turned toward a sectarian rejection of modernity. It does,
imply, however, that the role of secular studies is increas-
ingly limited to the pragmatic, common sense, and pro-
fessional. Anti-intellectualism is part of the modern
American cultural climate, and the turn to the right with-
in Orthodoxy is part of its Americanism. Now that every
American Hasid or sectarian Orthodox Jew knows more
secular studies than the Haskalah was originally asking to
be taught, (because he knows arithmetic, geography, and
can functionally read the vernacular of the country), the
effect and innovation of lower levels of Madda seem
invisible. Within the American community, these levels of
knowledge fall below any sense of aspiration, so for most
Americans these acculturations are against culture.31 

Bifurcation with Ideology
The Hirschian model is the standard Neo-Orthodox and
Modern Orthodox combination of halakhic observance
with a secular life.32 A person has two realms: Torah as a
source of religion, values, ethics, and spirituality, and
derekh erets as a full acceptance of the social elements of
modernity with a circumscribed study of Western science
and humanities. This approach can claim the best of both
worlds, bifurcating culture through limiting Judaism to
one circumscribed part of life. Hirsch and his followers
have created a Judaism that supports middle-class values

and secular studies and the need to look to Torah for eth-
ical values. However, neither side is a stable entity. As
soon as one scrutinizes the texts of Torah, one sees that
the rabbinic texts of the beit-midrash do not support mid-
dle class values; if one takes the conclusions of humani-
ties and social sciences seriously, they impinge on one's
Torah.

In terms of the Torah part of the Hirschian way, it is
naïve to assume that the Hirschian world can continue as
it existed in 1870 or 1970. In those years, much of the
Neo-Orthodox world was without gemara, and today the
world has turned toward greater knowledge of gemara.
The cultural world of the gemara, especially through the
eyes of the aharonim, is anti-modern. Jacob Katz
described the lack of modern values in the traditional aha-
ronim and the sea-change of Neo-Orthodoxy that intro-
duced into Orthodoxy nineteenth-century modern val-
ues. Yet the changes of Neo-Orthodoxy tended to be
added on as ad-hoc decisions within the community, with-
out a hermeneutic or rereading of the rabbinic texts. We,
therefore, do not have responsa that offer compelling
halakhic arguments for working for the common good,
accepting the responsibilities of citizenship, striving for
middle-class values, or gaining tolerance for others that
cannot be overturned based on the overwhelming
amount of counter positions. After two years in Israel,
even students in the liberal yeshivot find themselves back at
the pre-modernity of R. Yonatan Eybeschutz or R.
Yehezkel Landau. These eighteenth-century rabbinic
leaders accepted life in the modern business world,
acquaintance with Madda,33 scientific changes, and mate-
rialistic values among their congregants, but their values

30 George M. Marsden, Understanding Fundamentalism and Evangelicalism,(Grand Rapids, Mich.: W.B. Eerdmans, c1991),
Idem, Fundamentalism and American culture: the shaping of twentieth century Evangelicalism, 1870-1925 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1980).
31 The Modern Orthodox habit of actually assessing Madda based on the limitations of studying Greek wisdom,
except for those close to government, does not mean much to a community that everyday lives embedded in and as
part of the Greek Wisdom of American culture. The community masters huge amounts of the Greek wisdom of
medical journals, legal briefs, and computer manuals.
32 On the term neo-orthodoxy to cover those adapting to modernity in Germany, see Mordechai Breuer, Modernity
within Tradition (New York: Columbia University Press, 1992) 15-23. I will reserve the term Modern Orthodoxy for
the innovations of the American community.
33 See the praise for Torah u-Madda, using the phrase Torah u-Madda, in R. Yonatan Eybeschutz, Yaarot Devash
(Jerusalem: 1984) in at least sixteen places.
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were in keeping with the traditional Judaism of the rab-
binic texts.34 

Nor are secular studies value-neutral; they impinge on
faith. Many of the values in the arts and sciences go
against traditional halakhic values. Much of the canons of
literature, history, and psychology are products of a nine-
teenth or twentieth-century worldview and reflect its val-
ues. Even science is not value neutral, but driven by
human interests and in contrast with traditional Jewish
cosmologies.35 Furthermore, from Hirsch's age until
recently, Jews were desperate to jettison their peasant sta-
tus and assimilate into Judaism the positive values of
Western middle-class life. However, in the current intel-
lectual climate in America (both Jewish and Christian),
religion tends to portray itself as a moral bulwark against
the immorality of the liberal academy. Hence, many reli-
gious leaders advocate that the secular arts and sciences
be scrutinized against the backdrop of one's faith.

The Modern Orthodox strategy of limiting Judaism to
only halakhah precludes appeals to the canon of Jewish
spirituality. It also precludes all Jewish thought or values
that are not part of the Modern Orthodox world.
Modern Orthodoxy downplays, ignores, or denies the
diverse value statements and spirituality in the Aggadah,
Maimonides, Nahmanides, Mussar, or Hasidut. As Ludwig
Wittgenstein observed regarding the inability of logical
positivism to verify its own premises because they are not
subject to logical analysis and falsification, a pan-halakhic
approach to Judaism is unable even to discuss coherently

its own conceptual premises. The very bifurcation of
Modern Orthodoxy into Torah as halakhah and Madda as
liberal arts and sciences renders it incapable of answering
non-halakhic questions about Judaism. Creating a cur-
riculum of Judaism without Jewish theology, history, spir-
ituality or literature and simultaneously creating a secular
curriculum without acknowledging its implicit values has
not given Modern Orthodox Jews even the tools to ask
theological questions.36 As a basis for making decisions
about cultural issues, halakhic thinking condensed the
vast fields of literature, philosophy, science, history, poli-
tics, and art into three categories: those forbidden, those
forbidden by some, and those accepted. These pro-
nouncements are offered with few criteria for determin-
ing which works are forbidden literature and which are
permitted wisdom. Is all didactic literature or philosophy
acceptable if it does fall into the wisdom category?  Can
one determine from the following three short halakhic
statements which works of the vast fields of literature,
philosophy, science, history, politics, and art, are permit-
ted?37

307: 16 Secular Poetry and parables, erotic litera-
ture such as Sefer Immanuel, and books of wars
are forbidden to read on the Sabbath. Even on
weekdays they are forbidden because [they are
considered] a place of scoffers, and one violates
not consciously turning to their idols, and [con-
cerning] the erotic literature there is a further 

34 To respond to the texts of the Aharonim by quoting Rav Soloveitchik stories is not enough of a hermeneutic. In
order to defend against the return to the eighteenth-century opinions, and against the new rejection of Neo-
Orthodoxy, one needs to formulate the difficult issues in the very discourse of the commentaries on the gemara. The
more yeshivish elements are willing to call Neo-Orthodox attempts to combine American ideology with Torah a for-
gery of the Torah, "ziyuf hatorah." Yet, even though they reject the ideological elements, they accept the full range of
American material culture and family values.
35 Even those who defend rationality, such as Habermas, have accepted that scientific knowledge is laden with
human interest. See Jurgen Habermas, Knowledge and Human Interest (Boston: Beacon Press, 1967). Even if we accept
one of the current formulations of the complete objectivity of the halakhic process, the very claim of objectivity is
modern and has implicit values. We cannot just ignore the values of these modern Western ideas.
36 Independent study of non-halakhic parts of Judaism during a night seder, from autodidactic interest, or even
through a single class in Jewish thought does not give one the tools, rigor and erudition needed to evaluate state-
ments in Jewish thought. Also, the casual study tends to select passages out of context and avoids statements critical
of Modern Orthodox values. Many in the community actually think that Maimonides, Nahmanides, and even
Hasidut are in agreement with Modern Orthodoxy.
37 Shulhan Arukh, Orah Hayyim, 307:16-18.
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decree of [following] the evil inclination. Those
who write them, and copy them, and needless to
say those who publish them cause the public to
sin;

Note [of Rama]: There is to distinguish, that it is
only forbidden to read secular and military mat-
ters in the vernacular, but in Hebrew they are
permitted.

307:17: It is forbidden to learn on Shabbat and
Yom Tov except Torah, even books of wisdom
are forbidden. There are those who permit it
[works of wisdom]. Based on their reasoning it
would also be permitted to look in an astrolabe
on the Sabbath.

307:18: One can inquire from a demon those
things permitted on weekdays.

Following the logic of practice, these halakhic statements,
despite their binding legal status, do not describe the cur-
rent practice in Modern Orthodoxy. Does Rama's accept-
ing works in Hebrew mean that anything that has been
accepted already into the community is permitted? The
only halakhic context for cultural decisions concerns
what is permitted to do with one's Sabbath leisure
time.38 Notice halakhah eighteen, about demons, which
links demonology with reading books of wisdom. This
linkage or taxonomy provides the original cultural con-
text for the discussion and shows that all thinking about
culture is itself imbedded in culture. Ultimately, with a
cultural description of Judaism, elements of the weave
cannot be isolated from each other. We cannot treat
either our halakhah or our secular life as autonomous;
both terms Torah and wisdom in the rabbinic binary pair
are part of a single theoretical construct similar to any
rabbinic binary pair are part of a single theoretical con-

struct similar to any rabbinic binary pair of forbidden
and permitted.

Furthermore, even in accepting the nineteenth century
categories, in order to examine the relationship between
Judaism and culture we need to view more possibilities
than just rejection or integration. H. Richard Niebuhr, in
his work, Christ and Culture, describes five types of rela-
tionships or integration between the secular and the reli-
gious, each one non-continuous with or contradictory to
the next one.39 The first is rejection of secular culture,
and the second is the total acceptance of culture as reli-
gion. To these he adds three more types: those who seek
to create a harmonious synthesis between the religion and
culture, those who see the two in paradox and tension,
and, finally, those who seek to transform the general cul-
ture through religion. As general examples, Maimonides'
philosophy represents the third model of synthesis,
Abarbanel's tension between philosophy and Judaism
represents the fourth paradox model, and Nahmanides'
vision of ascetic spiritual life represents the fifth trans-
formative model. Niebuhr notes that ideologies that inte-
grate religion and culture into two static realms tend to be
unable to acknowledge historical change because their
predetermined definition of synthesis assumes the eter-
nal truth of the synthesis. This criticism certainly applies
to the Modern Orthodox perspective on history, which
does not distinguish between types of synthesis and
tends to assume that eternal issues are repeated in many
eras without any substantive changes between eras.

A liberal variant of Hirsch's position allows a seculariza-
tion of Orthodoxy, in which the culture of the aharonim
is openly rejected and secular studies are pursued for their
own sake; but such a culture did not develop. Had it suc-
ceeded, it would be treated as its own model, but it func-
tions only as the extreme of the bifurcation model.

38 The laws of huqqat ha-goyim also provide a context for these discussions but the law has many functional leniencies
that denude it of its sting; see Yoreh De`ah 178.
39 Richard H. Niebuhr, Christ and Culture (New York: Harper, 1956, c1951).
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Niebuhr associates this model, his second model, with
liberal readings of Schleiermacher, in which religion is
completely identified with culture. Considering the study
of madda as a religious requirement would have created a
Judaism of culture, in which the general culture derekh
erets is given religious significance.40 Just as nineteenth
century Christians had to ask themselves whether to
sanctify the secular domain by considering the religious
compositions of the secular Mozart as religious, Jews had
to ask if there is value to secular studies. While nineteenth
century Christian theologians tend to answer in the neg-
ative, the twentieth century Christian theologian Karl
Barth answered in the affirmative and provided a role
model even within Orthodox Judaism: the secular can be
considered as an understanding of the human experience
before religious commitment as shown in the case of
Mozart, who expresses the universal struggles of human-
ity.41 

From Barth's wholesale acceptance of the universal as
the human experience, it would be a small step to follow-
ing the advice of Senator Edward Kennedy. In a story
that circulates at Yeshiva University, Kennedy, in a visit to
the college, had suggested that the institution go the way
of his alma matter and most other religiously founded
colleges and become secular. Yeshiva University rejected
the universal approach and adheres to its parochial
course, leaving the purpose of religion in a secular college
in a problematic state. On the other hand, William F.
Buckley warned most Catholics, excluding brilliant excep-
tions like him, against secular colleges because of the
dangers of implicit liberalism and anti-religion bias with-
in the liberal arts and sciences. However, unlike Buckley,
Yeshiva University continues to maintain the value neu-
trality of secular studies. Recently, a third option was pro-
posed by George Marsden, a leading Evangelical aca-

demic, who believes there is a need to create Christian
arts and sciences. Christians must be active in creating
their own agenda, pointing out questionable aspect of
liberal culture. Marsden advocates bringing the Christian
message into the academy. Yeshiva University avoids this
approach too.42

Intellectual Handmaiden: TToorraahh  uu-MMaaddddaa as an
Autonomous Culture
The most prevalent approach to Torah u-Madda educa-
tion is to treat secular studies as generally value-neutral
and Torah u-Madda as a means of formulating more
sophisticated opinions in Torah; either as window dress-
ing, as a handmaiden, as a philosophy of halakhah, as
individual expression, or as a faith strengthened. For
those who articulate Torah u-Madda as an explicit ideolo-
gy, and part company with those who reject high cul-
ture, we nevertheless still find a strong logic of practice,
reified static terms, and a failure to accept the cultural
embeddedness of their ideology. In treating Madda as a
handmaiden to Torah, Torah u-Madda yields a sensibility,
accessible only to another "Torah u-Madda person," with-
out discussing the Madda or Torah themselves.
Generally, this approach is self-referential to the work of
others of the same sensibility. Instead of dealing with
any of the issues of an age, or having to respond to the
challenges of the humanities, this approach filters all
information and converts it into a new entity called
Torah u-Madda, relevant only to those of the sub-com-
munity looking for something interesting to read or to
those seeking to be known as a Torah u-Madda person. It
is of culture and not of culture at the same time. The
Madda combined with Torah consists of whatever is at
hand; one could combine Aristotle and gemara, Locke
and gemara, Gandhi and gemara, Paul A. Samuelson and
gemara, or John Grisham and gemara.

40 Norman Lamm, Torah Umadda (Northvale, N.J.: J. Aronson, c1990).
41 Karl Barth, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (Grand rapids, MI: W. B. Eerdmans, 1986).
42 William F. Bukeley, God and Man at Yale (Chicago, Regnery, 1951). George Marsden, The Outrageous Idea of Christian
Scholarship (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997).
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Consciously or not, as long as the piece of Torah and
Madda produces an interesting exposition of Judaism,
then it does not matter if the material is out of date,
idiosyncratic, or misread.

A variant of an urbane Torah and Madda would use
Madda to add to the life of the beit-midrash elements of
moral sensitivity, common sense, decency, and human
values. One needs secular literature for moral imagina-
tion, because, this approach assumes, a diet of only
halakhah lacks moral imagination. However, as stated
earlier in this essay, Judaism does have its own spiritual
ethical literature. Both of these approaches are, ulti-
mately, all-Torah approaches, in which secular studies
are only part of the logic of practice of the Torah u-
Madda personality.

Recently, when a rabbi thought that he needed to go
back to school to be trained in contemporary philoso-
phy, his colleague asked, "Why? He can read widely
already in anything he wants and he is a creative speaker
able to apply his knowledge." This reaction shows that
there is little sense in the community that Madda needed
to be professionally mastered in academic disciplines or
that issues need to be answered. Once one has the sen-
sibility of letting literature and philosophies enrich one's
Torah, then any form of exposure would be enough for

this synthesis.43 At its worst, and I limit these remarks
to the worst forms, Torah u-Madda is a form of kitsch,
which "transforms the stupidity of accepted opinions to
the language of beauty and feeling."44 In this approach
the Torah u-Madda community is decorating its spiritual
world with everything published, spoken, or felt, with-
out criteria for the construction of that culture.

This concept of Torah as outside of culture, but using
culture at the same time, paradoxically receives aid from
the tremendous, third hand influence of Karl Barth,
through the writings of Rav Soloveitchik, within the
Modern Orthodox community. For Barth, faith and
commitment is outside of the cultural realms of church
and religion. One has an orthodox acceptance of the
divine imperatives, which remain independent of sociol-
ogy or history. Within the Jewish context, this Barthian
position assumes that there is a fixed autonomous
halakhic realm, in which only the Madda or the socio-
economic reality varies. To prove the fixed nature of
Torah, adherents of the handmaiden theory assume an
autonomous Jewish philosophy solely from the sources
of the halakhah based on citations from selected
medieval texts that have an implicit ethic or philosophy.
However, their own presentations of an autonomous
halakhah are based on the assimilation of Karl Barth's
position within Modern Orthodoxy, and their reading of
the medieval authorities (rishonim) as autonomous
ignores the influence on the medievals of Aristotelian
and Neoplatonic ethics, and the general cultural embed-
dedness within the piety and rationality of Andalusian
culture.45

43 Rav Kook is a variant of this. He is not real Madda, just a modernist sensibility. The bigger issue is the lack of
Madda within the Madda. Unlike the Catholics, there is little in all the "YU Studies" that has any basis in the academy.
44 Laurence J. Silberstein, The Postzionism Debates: Knowledge and Power in Israeli Culture (New York: Routledge, 1999),
135.
45 While the Hazon Ish formulated a similar autonomy of halakhah, the Modern Orthodox version seems more
indebted to Barth. On the Hazon Ish's version, see his work Avraham Yeshayahu Karelitz, Sefer Emunah VeBitahon
(reprinted Jerusalem: 1997).
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One astute reader of this essay commented that I
underestimate the blindness of some elements of the
current Torah u-Madda reading of Jewish texts, which
reads texts outside of any context. The acceptance of a
pristine halakhah outside of culture allows problematic
texts to be easily dismissed as not normative halakhah
and thereby excluded from the halakhah itself. At the
same time, any comment of a text that rubs against the
grain of current values is ignored because the eternal
halakhah is outside of any past Jewish culture. My cul-
tural analysis assumes that one is willing to view the idea
of an autonomous halakhah as similar to a modernist
Barthian position and that one is willing to read
Medieval Jewish texts in their medieval context. But an
intellectual diet of using Madda only as part of a process
of bifurcation or handmaiden precludes these compar-
isons. Additionally, the same reader notes, the Modern
Orthodox community has psychological and social
needs to consider one's religion as a safe haven of val-
ues from the ravages of American culture, which creates
a strong need for the bifurcation approach of an
autonomous realm of halakhah outside of any culture.

However, Peter Berger, in his book, Heretical Imperative,
assumed that in an information age we know that many
historical options exist and that we are making  (or we
would now say, constructing) one's choices. Based on
choice inherent in modernity, he sharply criticized as
incorrect the Barthian position of rejecting knowledge,
culture, history and secular life. The general Modern
Orthodox position has been to reject this as a stereo-
type of the Barthian position and to show that even
after one makes what Rav Soloveitchik calls a "redemp-
tive sacrificial act" through accepting the halakhah, one
still uses general knowledge, and one can and should
subject one's faith commitment to philosophical  scruti-
ny. But ultimately, Peter Berger is correct: A Barthian
cannot subject primary faith commitment to cultural
analysis. One cannot, according to this approach,
acknowledge that one's definition of
Judaism/halakhah/faith is only one option from those
presented in history. In the autonomous culture of

Torah u-Madda, one can analyze one's existential faith
commitment to Judaism, but not one's Judaism that is
outside of culture. Hence, Peter Berger sees as the only
intellectually viable option the Troeltsch reading of
Schleiermacher, in which one can and should accept
that one's religion is embedded in culture. I agree with
Peter Berger on the intellectual cogency of his position,
but as my astute reader pointed out, my position would
not affect dealing with the needs of the majority of the
Modern Orthodox community who reject ideology. And
my position would distance Orthodoxy from its current
practical need to have an autonomous halakhah and
keep Judaism outside of culture.

In order to facilitate analyzing Judaism as embedded in
culture, one needs to remember Geertz's characteriza-
tion of religious acts as only understood when one can
avoid ideal types and provide the "thick description" of
the implicit web of cultural meanings. Any logic of
practice, even an intellectual handmaiden theory, would
be a "thin description," if it uses anachronistic and uni-
versalizing comparisons. As stated above, this Modern
Orthodox handmaiden position displays several types of
"thin description," including the failure to recognize that
legal "code does not determine conduct," that theologi-
cal a priori weltanschauungen imagine a reality that cannot
be found, and that neo-Kantians accept symbols and
ideal types as identical with their reality.46 In our case
of Torah u-Madda, the individual decision making
process of halakhah is not the same thing as understand-
ing the entire halakhic process or the cultural problem-
atic of Torah u-Madda. The passage from what the
halakhic "ought to be" to what actually "is" occurs
through a cultural process.

46 Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures, 18, 20, 92.
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Towards a Cultural Theory of TToorraahh  uu-MMaaddddaa
In order to properly engage the implications of the cur-
rent understandings of culture, and update the self-pres-
entation of Torah u-Madda, it is not enough merely to
acknowledge Geertz. We need to go beyond the older
opinions of Peter Berger, Clifford Geertz, and Richard
Niebuhr written decades ago. Culture is not automatical-
ly the opposite of religion, as thinkers of the nineteenth
century assumed. Yet, the lines of relationship are not
as clear as Peter Berger presents them, or as essential
and filled with meaning as Geertz presented them.

Kathryn Tanner, in her book, Theories of Culture (1997),
notes that, currently, "Nothing is decided by the simple
fact that… practices have figured in the wider culture;
everything depends on the theological judgments cover-
ing the particulars."47 Judaism's relationship with cul-
ture and other cultures can shape itself into a variety of
responses based on the particulars of a given era. The
following six activities—playing (or even watching)
sports, speaking English, studying philosophy, practicing
and seeking medical treatment, wearing gentile clothes,
and performing kapparot before Yom Kippur—have all
been considered gentile ways (huqqat ha-goyim) at various
points. No clear boundaries exist between gentile prac-
tice and general culture. Moreover, the gentile side of

the boundary has at different times been considered as
neutral, forbidden, frowned upon, accepted under cer-
tain circumstances, and, at times, even, mandated.

Furthermore, specific elites, Jewish or non-Jewish, do
not rule culture. What are the roles of minority opin-
ions, counter-cultures, and rejected opinions?  How do
we conceptualize cosmopolitan situations, in which one
city may have several customs and people from many
locations? In order to understand these relationships, we
need to examine the specific dividing lines and cultural
problems of the specific age under discussion:

The development of a given into a question,
this transformation of a group of difficulties
and obstacles into problems to which the
diverse solutions will attempt to produce a
response, this is what constitutes the point of
problematization and the specific work of
thought… It is a question of critical analysis in
which one tries to see how the different solu-
tions to a problem have been constructed; but
also how these different solutions result from a
specific form of problematization.48

47 Kathryn Tanner, Theories of Culture: A New Agenda for Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997), especially p. 119.
48 Michel Foucault, The Foucault Reader editor Paul Rainbow (New York: Pantheon, 1984) 389.
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Further issues need to be explored in order to define
Judaism itself. Can we treat the tradition as
autonomous? Is perceived autonomy of tradition due to
an act of reification? Is the definition of a cultural con-
struction of Judaism found at a center (e.g. do not eat
pork, study Torah, keep Qabbalistic customs) or at a
boundary (doctors working on Shabbat, outreach to the
unaffiliated, or attitude towards non-Jews)? Are there
non-autonomous elements that are treated as part of
the autonomous tradition? How is autonomy
maintained—by the elites, by the community, or at mar-
gins?  Do we define participation in a given Jewish com-
munity by specific observances or attitudes towards the
outside world? 

Our definition of Torah is also crucial. At various times,
Torah has included natural sciences, astronomy, philoso-
phy, qabbalah, philology, poetry, hasidut, and midrash.
Similarly, approaches to the study of Torah have varied
over the centuries. In some eras, Torah study involved
the rote memorization of texts or daily act of recitation
of texts. At other times, Torah study required the cre-
ation of new interpretations by a talmid hakham, and
sometimes Torah study required developing an under-
standing of the surface narrative of the text. In the
transmission of Jewish culture, what is the role of the
canon, and the process of exclusion, domination, and
omission? How is the transmission perceived? Is it an
organic growth, an idea applied for a specific time and
place, a hermeneutic of texts, or a rupture? What is the
role of creativity or, conversely, of misunderstanding?
What is the role of literacy in the construction of
Torah? The texts of Torah have always been expressed
in the oral and written idioms of the culture. If so, can
one separate the cultural presentation of a text from the
text itself ?

The conjunction of Torah u-Madda was created by con-
tact of the Neo-Orthodox Jewish discourse with
Enlightenment ideas; European liberalism and conserva-
tivism; the Kulturkampf between Catholics and the state;
Kantian, Hegelian, and Protestant thought; Russian
socialism, nationalism, and popularism; American
democracy, pragmatism, and anti-intellectualism; the
opening of the liberal imagination to immigrant Jews;
and the critiques of religion produced by modernity.
Articulations of Orthodoxy occurred at the points of
contact with Western culture, creating inherent conflicts
over meaning and significance of the terms Torah and
Madda. Each position of Orthodoxy tried to portray
itself as true, commonsensical, natural, and in conformi-
ty with the past.

Once the community accepts a cultural formulation,
Orthodoxy views other positions, even those of prior
rabbinic cultures—Talmudic, late antiquity, medieval or
early modern eras— with a pejorative connotation and
places them in opposition to the new positions. Since
the formulation of the tradition varies, the tradition is
more of a cultural dialogue than an answer. If people
believe different things at different times, then we need
to overcome the habit of confining ideas to the safe
patterns of specific times and places. We need to
acknowledge contradictions, even learn to openly reject
opinions. The study of Jewish history shows that
opposing ideals have existed within Judaism. Can past
traditions still be viable options? Why are we not follow-
ing the piety of Hasidei Ashkenaz or halakhic decisions
of the ge'onim? Orthodoxy produces what Foucault calls
a "regime of truth"—a set of codes, practices, appara-
tuses, and discursive processes that have the effect of
rendering the knowledge that it produces as true. Terms
such as Torah are taken as ontological categories and not
as produced discourse.49

49 Foucault Reader, 74
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The discourse of these terms is then framed within a
dichotomy of "Torah/Madda," without the dichotomy
itself being considered problematic. Is Madda viewed
through the gaze of Torah, creating an understanding of
Madda from the outside, as an "other?" Or is it some-
thing into which we acculturate, or are we willy-nilly
part of it? Is Madda allowed to gaze at Torah and view it
as an "other" or does it have to sit politely in its place?
What are the irresolvable tensions between the two dis-
courses? 

Torah u-Madda has generally been defined in terms of
individual education (bildung), but what are its political
implications?  Does Madda exist in the realm of ideolo-
gy, or is it only in the professions? Do we need to con-
sider the inherent middle-class values inherent in the
word "profession"? While Madda is perceived as secular,
we need to acknowledge that we do not live in a secular
country. Americans are religious and are to the right of
the academy, media, and liberal establishment.50

Modern Orthodoxy is itself reflective of the evangelical
culture of America, which, for the sake of preserving
religion, limits knowledge.

What are the spatial dimensions of Torah u-Madda?
What are the implications of separating the beit midrash
from the library? Of separating or connecting college to
the yeshivah? Or of separating graduate schools from the
yeshivah? What are the cultural implications of Yeshiva
University's current situation as an island in a Latino
neighborhood?

A Jewish cultural history has yet to be written; in the
interim we are obliged to avoid generalizing from the
present.

Beyond Bifurcation
The following discussion offers suggestions for over-

coming the practical bifurcation of Torah u-Madda within
the ideological self-understanding of the community. I
am not assuming that any of these suggestions would
have broad sociological appeal, or as theory alone would
be able to change any of the three preceding logics of
practice. My analysis consists of a theoretical change
that would treat Torah u-Madda as a unified cultural
model consisting of totality of actions and meanings,
which create a moral order and worldview and do not
treat Torah and Madda as bifurcated separate entities. I
am not giving a different answer to the question of
what is the relationship of Torah and Madda. Rather, I
am reformulating the question. How to formulate our
unified cultural construct called Torah u-Madda? How
can we overcome the inherent bifurcation in the current
model through the concept called culture?

I advocate a synthetic approach, giving the texts of
Torah axiological priority without bowing to Western
culture, while preserving the transformations, values,
paradox, criticisms and rejections of the Enlightenment
project. The approach seeks to account for differences
in discourses, communities, disciplines, and historical
ages. Unlike some eras, which presumed fixed bodies of
knowledge called Torah or Madda, pre-set methods for
analysis, and recognized arbiters of knowledge that
could be reorganized to produce a Maimonidean,
Thomistic, or Soloveitchik synthesis, the current
approaches to culture do not find clear definitions of
Torah or Madda, pre-set methods, recognized arbiters of
knowledge or the ability to produce a dynamic synthesis
incorporating all of culture. We do need to engage in
self-scrutiny in order to acknowledge our American sta-
tus, the role of the Jewish tradition, and the problem of
the synthesis.

50 Christian Smith, American Evangelicalism: Embattled and Thriving. (Chicago, Ill.: University of Chicago Press, 1998).
Current trends view the modern city as offering support for intensified religious commitment.
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In order to overcome this bifurcation, we need first to
accept that from a cultural point of view, other parts of
Judaism besides halakhah—including theology, qabbalah,
science, poetry, exegesis, folklore, and philosophy—are
part of the tradition (mesorah). Torah includes wisdom
(hokhmah); as Yedidyah Penini, the thirteenth century
poet wrote, "Philosophy is part of our mesorah"! Judaism
contains both legal and theological elements.51 There
are traditions of the seven wisdoms, of the hakham ha-
kollel, and of a medieval philosophic religion. Many
medievals aspired to the hakham ha-kollel model through
mastery of Torah and the seven wisdoms; many rabbis
from twelfth-century Provence until the twentieth-cen-
tury had diverse values and diverse courses of study.52

It is not that Judaism always had the construction of
Torah u-Madda or that we follow the Maimonideans and
study philosophy. Each age had its own constructions of
Judaism. Simha Assaf's Meqorot le-Toledot ha-Hinnukh be-
Yisra'el has documented a wide variety of alternative
curricula that differ from the current options, ranging
from geonic educations that are indebted to Islamic
models to Italian Renaissance models that include the
arts, to eastern European anti-cultural models.53 Not all
of these historical manifestations of Jewish culture are
normative, but some, based on our current needs, are
still normative while others are to be rejected based on
articulated standards of arbitrating and exclusion.

While the ge'onim noted that there is no tradition
(mesorah) to the aggadah, meaning that it is not binding as
doctrine, they would not approve of the opposite
extreme of ignoring the midrashic literature and replac-
ing it with the culture of secular humanism, American
family values, or contemporary religious ideologies.
Many in the contemporary Modern Orthodoxy commu-
nity, even rabbinic scholars, know more about secular
studies, with their Christian and atheistic overtones, than
about Jewish thought.

One might adopt a pan-halakhic approach through for-
mulating midrash, Maimonides, and Netziv as halakhah,
or meta-halakhah, but that would be a case of the tail
wagging the dog. These texts are all independent fields
that require years of study and a conscious endeavor to
master them for their own sake. The diverse texts of
midrash, Rashi, Sa`adyah, Rambam, Ramban, Maharal,
Zohar, Hasidut, Musar, and Neo-Orthodoxy each offer
a unique theological vision and give moral direction. For
example, belief in the messiah and working toward the
messianic age are halakhic mandates,54 nevertheless, the
literature on the concept of messianism requires its own
course of study and includes the diverse opinions of
Sefer Zerubavel, Maharal, Abarbanel, Zohar, and Rav
Kook.55

51 For a contemporary work of essays by Orthodox thinkers that seeks to integrate theological elements into a
halakhic Judaism, see Amichai Berholtz, The Quest for Halakhah [Hebrew] (Tel Aviv: Beit Morasha- Yediot Aharonot,
2003). Especially noteworthy for the concerns of this essay are the articles by Rav Yuval Sharlo on the pros and cons
of integrating theology into halakhah, Rav Yehudah Brandes on the theology of the Halakhah, Prof. Avinoam
Rosenak on the philosophic methods of integration of the realms, and Prof. Shai Wozner on closed and open-ended
types of commitment to Judaism.
52 Dov Rappel, Sheva ha-Hokhmot: ha-vikuah al limude hol be-sifrut ha-hinukh ha-Yehudit ad Reshit ha-Haskalah (Jerusalem:
Misrad Ha-Hinukh veha-Tarbut, 1990).
53 Assaf', Mekarot le-Toldot Hahinnukh be-Yisrael, 4 Volumes (Tel Aviv: Devir, 1930-1954).
54 Maimonides rejected the aggadah on messianic age as non-halakhic and not being based on a tradition to Moses
(mesorah). But the aggadah itself by virtue of its place in the Talmud is part of the Jewish tradition. In many places,
Maimonides himself makes extensive use of midrash in formulating his own philosophic thought, and other rishonim,
including R. Meir Abulafia and Nahmanides, made extensive use of aggadah.
55 Furthermore, the meta-halakhah does not always quietly stay in its place. Occasionally it breaks forth; letting out a
roar that shakes the halakhah. Examples of the autonomous powers of messianism are numerous. A similar point
could be made, albeit with crucial distinctions, with regard to considering as part of the tradition discussions of the
reasons for the commandments, Biblical exegesis, aggadic and kabbalistic theology, lay devotions, ethical and pietistic
literature, and the social worlds reflected in the responsa literature.
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Most of these proposals for overcoming bifurcation
place an emphasis on texts, intellectual products, and
elite groups only because of my own interests and incli-
nations. Torah u-Madda, however, also includes econom-
ics, political power, food, clothes, home, family life, and
leisure time as part of the construction. We tend to
ignore the economic power and political structure inher-
ent in Jewish life. Currently, the study of halakhic texts
has little to say about most activities within current sub-
urban lifestyles. If we consider the older term
Yiddishkeit as used by Dubnow and Aham Haam to
define all aspects of Jewish life, we find that they used
the term to reject rabbinic texts as a basis for a mod-
ernist Jewish culture, and thereby replace Rabbinics with
a popularist, modern, and politically engaged Jewish cul-
ture.56 In contrast, I seek to create a broader rabbinic
culture, or to return to the broader rabbinic cultures of
other centuries. We should look to the many broad and
creative rabbinic cultures such as Provence, Catalonia,
Northern Italy, Prague and Amsterdam, rather than
using for the start of discussions the narrow, besieged
rabbinic culture of turn-of-the-century Russia and
Poland.

Second, we need to take into account the full range of
humanities and social sciences and feel comfortable
enough in the community's commitment to Judaism to
deal with the problematic aspects of these disciplines.
Maimonides wrote, "accept the truth from whoever
states it," a philosophy that allowed him to read Farabi,
Aristotle, and others without considering the reading of
their works heresy.57 However we need to go beyond
the mere reading of works of secular studies and start
asking the questions raised by confronting the methods
and tools of analysis. The Madda should be up to date
and not be confined to after-the-fact apologetic
demands of modernity. Our selection of Madda is our

own cultural construction and the creation of the can-
vass of our social world. The narrower the selection, the
narrower our cultural canvass. We should embrace art,
music, poetry, and dance, not for an intellectual aesthetic
appreciation, but for a full life.

A student asked me how Yeshiva University could
ignore the critiques of religion implicit in historicism,
literary approaches, and psychology as real problems to
synthesis. We discussed Rav Yehudah Parness's holding
that all these disciplines are heresy,58 which is a legiti-
mate position, but we also need to examine what others
assume. Most Modern Orthodox students accept the
synthesis achieved by Yavneh Review and the generation
of the late fifties and early sixties who created the intel-
lectual space in which to peruse history, literature, and
psychology through ignoring their problematic elements.
Since there are problematic elements, which elude easy
resolution, we need to consider that while we may not
be able to live with the tension of R. Shmuel Ha-Nagid,
(who earned the characterization as torn and compunc-
tious) by writing both halakhic tracts and secular poetry
as an end in itself, not all questions of secular studies
are simple just because Torah claims axiological priori-
ty.59

Third, we need to undo the ahistoricism of Hirsch, who
assumed that Judaism was univocally eternal. We must
accept the plurality of Jewish voices raised by Saadyah,
Maimonides, R. Yehudah haHasid, Nahmanides,
Maharal, Vilna Gaon, Ramhal, and R Hayyim ben Attar
that differ with Modern Orthodoxy on many issues and
offer a hermeneutic by which to read these alternative 

56 On yiddishkeit and the creation of modern Jewish culture, see Eliezer Schweid, Likrat Tarbut Yehudit Modernit (Tel
Aviv: Am Oved, 1995); David H. Weinberg, Between Tradition and Modernity: Haim Zhitlowski, Simon Dubnow, Ahad Ha-
Am, and the Shaping of Modern Jewish Identity (New York: Holmes & Meier, 1996).
57 Shemonah Perakim, ed. by Y Shailat (Jerusalem:1996).
58 Rabbi Yehudah Parnes, "Torah U-Madda and the Freedom of Inquiry," The Torah U-Madda Journal I (1989) 68-71.
59 Ross Brann, The Compunctious Poet: Cultural Ambiguity and Hebrew poetry in Muslim Spain (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, c1991). Compare the Church fathers who were worried about wasting time on paideia, and neverthe-
less expanded the virtues of the community and created a cultural synthesis, see Werner W. Jaeger, Early Christianity
and Greek Paideia. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1961).
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texts. When do we differ and when do we accept them?
The past offers many models for revitalization and
reformulation of modern assumptions.60 Since we can-
not simply live as if we are still in the thirteenth century,
we need to create a sophisticated hermeneutic by which
to understand our theological tradition in modern terms.
This can only be done by the renewed study of these
texts and integration of contemporary humanities and
social sciences within theological activity, but without
seeking to start creating new dogmas, or legally decide
(paskan) issues of theology.

Torah u-Madda still exists in a world in which there is no
historical distance from the text; scholars from the earli-
er centuries are asking and answering modern questions.
Any place where tension of an alternate value exists in a
Jewish text, it tends to be pushed to the margins of
Judaism. The gemara, in Modern Orthodox discourse, is
conveniently, but anachronistically, in dialogue with
Freud, supply-side economics, new criticism, and
American democracy. Historicist understandings
through conceding Greco-Roman, medieval, and early
modern contexts do not play a role in the reading of
the text.61

If we consider Maimonides, Nahmanides, and Mitnagdut
as three significant influences on Modern Orthodoxy,
we find that through a contextual reading, they are not
in automatically in dialogue with modern positions.
Maimonides is an elite Neoplatonist (or Aristotelian)
who would consider much of Modern Orthodox theol-
ogy about God as idolatry.62 He advocates contempla-
tion of the Divine, and asserts that our knowledge of
God is proportional to our turn from physicality. We

should acknowledge that the writing style of the Mishneh
Torah shows philosophical sophistication in its organiza-
tion, logical presentation, and rationalist understanding
of the halakhah. And we should accept that we do not
follow Maimonides' views on politics, family life, the
role of intellect in life, and table manners. Nahmanides
advocates an elite extra-halakhic imperative based on the
verse "You shall be holy," an ascetic transcending of the
world modeled after the Biblical figures of Enoch and
Elijah, and he asserts that a virtuous individual should
avoid physicians. He also expects a mystical cleaving to
the Divine, and states that some mizvot are performed
for the theurgic benefit of the Divine. Mitnagdut is filled
with anti-family, ascetic, non-democratic, and anti-bour-
geois statements. There are no shortages of mitnaged
texts that affirm the need to avoid physical pleasure,
ignore the masses, live only for the world-to-come, or
"use the rod so as not to spoil the child." The Vilna
Gaon holds that personal petitionary prayer is to be
avoided; R. Hayyim of Volozhin reiterates this position
in his Nefesh Hahayyim, defining petitionary prayer as
what the masses think. The Gaon's method of study
combined Tanakh, Midrash, Talmud, and Qabbalah into a
single pattern, and the Gaon's religious life included
angelic visitors, prophetic dreams, and experiences of
the Divine.63 We have to admit that we are construct-
ing, and there is no given of Torah.

Fourth, we have to embrace new methods and
approaches and accept creativity as a live option, while
recognizing that creativity is interest driven and can yield
varied results. Torah needs to be subject to the humani-
ties and social sciences in a creative way for the cultural
needs of the age. However, sometimes creativity pro-

60 On formulating an Orthodox theology of historicity within tradition see my forthcoming essay on the topic.
61 In these discussions it does not matter whether one accepts these anachronistic reads or rejects them by calling
them ziuf ha-torah and returns to a pre-modern reading, but neither side uses any historicist hermeneutic of the text.
At best, chronology and memory are mistaken for history.
62 For examples of defective ideas of the Divine, see Guide of the Perplexed, I:51, 59.
63 The literature on Maimonides is too enormous to begin to give suggestions. On the world of Nahmanides, see
Haviva Pedaya, ha-Ramban (Am Oved: Tel Aviv: 2003); Jonathan Feldman, "The power of the Soul over the Body :
Corporeal Transformation and Attitudes towards the Body in the Thought of Nahmanides" (Unpublished Ph.D.
Dissertation, NYU: 1999). On the world of Mitnagdut, see Immanuel Etkes, The Gaon of Vilna: The Man and His Image
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002); Allen Nadler, The Faith of the Mithnagdim (Baltimore: John Hopkins
Press, 1997); H.H. Ben Sasson "Personality of Elijah, Gaon of Vilna and his Historical Influence" [Heb.] Zion, 31
(1966) pp. 39-86, 197-216; Shaul Stampfer, Ha-Yeshivah ha-Lita'it be-hithavutah (Jerusalem: Merkaz Zalman Shazar,
1995).
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duces useful outcomes and sometimes it does not—
sometimes high culture and sometimes low culture,
sometimes rabbinic and halakhic and sometimes not.
Rav Soloveitchik's neo-Kantianism assumed that creativ-
ity was value neutral and driven by great intellects.
Today, most philosophers will deny both. The process
of synthesis needs to be dynamic, and ready to incorpo-
rate as needed new trends into the reading of old texts.
Yet we should be cautious not to feel the need to be
trendy, to reject what works, or to ignore our own prag-
matic and theoretical constants. In this century, Torah u-
Madda has flirted with Existentialism and Freudianism,
while passing over most other movements; these limita-
tions have yielded datedness, ahistorism, and general
anti-intellectualism. In order to be culturally creative, we
need to embrace the freedom and self-interest of the
intellectual projects and engage in the full range of lin-
guistic, hermeneutical, and phenomenological
resources available. However, most of our cultural
choices are not conscious, volitional, or rational. We
consume intellectual products and ideologies in the
same fickle ways that we choose our soft drinks. When
the community chooses to be anti-intellectual, it does so
as consumers of the anti-intellectual climate in secular
and Christian America. And if the community were to
deal with historicism, it would be as consumers of an
academic product.

Fifth, in order to acknowledge dynamic definitions of
Torah and Madda and overcome the static bifurcation,
we should scrutinize how Torah u-Madda accepted many
modern positions, even when elements of certain con-
tructions of Torah are not in agreement with the mod-
ern values. Torah, despite the unexamined Modern
Orthodox position, may be in conflict with modern val-

ues and sometimes will reject parts of other disciplines.
Not only should we not adopt the liberal position of
always identifying Judaism with the general culture; in
many cases we should use Torah to analyze or reject the
liberal position. The modern liberal fields of history, lit-
erature, biology, physics, or political science contain
many problematic elements from a religious perspective.

Marsden presented a case for scholarship as shaped by
orthodox religion within the liberal pragmatic academy.
He noted that maintaining integrity in both realms may
seem schizophrenic because one moves naturally back
and forth between realms, but ultimately it can produce
a unified and self-proclaimed Christian political science,
ethics, and psychology. Liberalism is not value neutral; it
contains implicit positivism and atheism. The human
quest and the story of civilization can be presented as
being concerned with values, religion, and the spirit, or
about science, atheism, and natural forces.64 From
Marsden's perspective, there is even a Christian view of
biology. As an example of rewriting the liberal academy
from a religious perspective, he offers the revision by
Evangelicalist scholars of Perry Miller's classic work on
the Puritans. Miller presented Puritanism as a secular
faith in the power of the human mind, intellectual ideas,
and political America; the evangelical revisionists find
the Puritan virtues of religious faith, theology, and a
society centered on the Church.

If we were to apply Marsden's approach to Judaism, we
would certainly have a comparable case in the requisite
rewritings needed of Bible, Talmud, Maimonides,
Qabbalah, and eastern European Jewish life. We can criti-
cize Romanticism as having values against the Torah.65

Jews need the creation of Jewish psychology, education,
philosophy, political science, and sociology similar to the
works produced by Protestants, Catholics, and Muslims.
Does the Torah accept modern psychological premises?    

64 John Milbank, Radical Orthodoxy: A New Theology (New York: Routledge, 1999).
65 Roger Lundin, The Culture of Interpretation: Christian Faith and the Postmodern World (Grand Rapids: W.B. Eerdmans,
1993).
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Is the rationality of the Enlightenment project accept-
able to a reader of Sa`adyah and Maimonides?66 We
should even consider that there is a Jewish science and
grapple with the mystical science of Luzzatto and the
Vilna Gaon, for whom the natural order, even medicine
and mathematics, gives us, based on Sefer Yezirah, the
secrets of creation.67

Finally, in the fabric of our cultural constructs, we need
to acknowledge the Divine within the entire weave. We
should not limit religion to isolated parts of a bifurcated

existence, finding the Divine only in Torah study,
halakhah, or leave Him out altogether. One of Geertz's
commentators, Gananath Obeyesekere, points out that 

Geertz leaves out the activity of God in the production
of culture.68 We need to find a way to connect the
many fragmented parts of our post-modern existence
back to spirituality and a sense of the Divine. If we are
to overcome the bifurcation of Torah and Madda, then
we need to embrace our spiritual situation within culture
through understanding our constructions, their implicit
meanings, and the motivations they generate. We need
to see that we are always embedded in culture. Asking
the right questions will help us effectively determine the
type of culture that we want; to analyze the continuities,
dynamics, and ruptures from past cultures, and enhance
the potential for a meaningful construction in our cre-
ativity and spirituality.

66 For the spiritual elements in ancient and medieval philosophy similar to those advocated by Maimonides, see Pierre
Hadot, Philosophy as a Way of Life (Oxford:1995).
67 Neither Torah or Madda should be replaced with the scientific study of Judaism (Wissenschaft des Judemtums).
Academic Jewish studies is its own historicist field that is not exactly Torah or Madda. I do not approve of the liberal
approach, which substitutes Wissenschaft for beit midrash Torah, or the Modern Orthodox approach, which considers
Wissenschaft as Madda and excludes it from use in the Beit Midrash. Wissenschaft has to be both in Beit Midrash as a
handmaiden, and in college as humanities. And the academic study of Judaism has to be up-to-date, not a static enti-
ty from decades past. However, the narrow philology of Wissenschaft alone is not enough as either Torah or Madda.
68 Gananath Obeyesekere, The Work of Culture: Symbolic Transformations in Psychoanalysis and Anthropology (Chicago:
University of Chicago: 1990), 285.
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AAbbssttrraacctt::  This article traces the development of the tav
lemeitav presumption, examining its talmudic origin with its
rationale through Rashi and the Tosefot, its development
in responsa literature, eventually focusing on the analyses
of Rabbis Y. Spector and M. Feinstein. Early sources
indicate the underlying rationale for negating the possibil-
ity of a claim of mistake is the woman's irrepressible
desire for sexual relations. However, more recent respon-
sa reflect a change in the deterministic approach and con-
strue it more flexibly. They demonstrate a venue to apply
the law differently to changing perceptions and social
norms. A careful examination of the presumption also
reveals support for the incorporation of women's voices
into the evolution of the presumption. These results lead
toward a process of overriding the tav lemeitav presump-
tion. This thesis is based on a contractual conception of
the marital bond. The topic of the tav lemeitav presump-
tion could be understood as an example for the potential
of contractual analysis of halakhic marriage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The presumption known as tav lemeitav tan du mi-lemeitav
armalu (better to dwell as two than to dwell alone) has
lately generated lots of interest, as part of the on-going
debate surrounding the applicability of qiddushei ta`ut
(voiding a marriage on the grounds of error).1 This pre-
sumption is traditionally presented in the responsa litera-
ture, based upon its main source in the gemara (Bava
Qamma 110b-111a), as negating the possibility of voiding
marriage on the basis of an error (meqah ta`ut) claimed by
the woman. Since women supposedly always prefer
being married-regardless of to whom-to being single, this
contractual claim simply cannot be made. Obviously,
exceptions to this reasoning have been made over time,
most recently by Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, z”tl. The cur-
rent controversy centers on the possible extent of these
exceptions to and rejections of the tav lemeitav
presumption.2 This article traces the development of the
tav lemeitav presumption, suggesting that the responsa of
the more recent poseqim reflect a change in the determin-

istic approach to the presumption and to its reasoning,
construing it in an empathic, more flexible and under-
standing manner that may actually advance women's
interests. Their teshuvot demonstrate a clear willingness to
adjust the law to changing perceptions and social norms.
More broadly, at the basis of this thesis lies a contractual
perception of the marital bond, and this specific topic of
the tav lemeitav presumption could be used to exemplify
the potential for contractual analysis of halakhic marriage.

II    HALACHIC WAYS TO END MARRIAGE
A. An Overview
Broadly speaking, there are three main methods for eas-
ing the plight of the agunah and facilitating Jewish divorce.
The premise is that the problem of agunot is brought
about by the need for the man's uncoerced, freely given
cooperation. Consequently, the three methods present
three ways of overcoming or bypassing this premise.3

The most traditional method entails broadening the cir-
cumstances in which the use of coercion and force is
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1 See, e.g., J. David Bleich "Survey of Recent Halakhic Periodical Literature," 33 Tradition (1998) 90; Michael J. Broyde
Marriage, Divorce and the Abandoned Wife in Jewish Law (New Jersey: Ktav 2001), Appendix B; Matityahu (Michael) Broyde,
"Qiddushei Ta`ut in Our Time," 22 Tehumin (2002) 210 (Hebrew).
2 See, e.g., Shlomo Riskin, "Annulment of Qiddushin - A Solution for Aginut," 22 Tehumin (2002) 191 (Hebrew); Susan
Aranoff, "Two Views of Marriage - Two Views of Women: Reconsidering Tav Lemeitav Tan Du mi-Lemeitav Armelu," 3
Nashim 199 (2000); Aviad Hacohen The Tears of the Oppressed - The Agunah Problem and Its Resolution: An Examination of
Background and Halakhic Sources (Forthcoming 2004).
3Several years ago, Professor Simcha Meir Feldblum, z”tl, published an innovative article, suggesting that the lack of
informed consent by a woman at the time of marriage to the acquisition (qinyan) nature of the transaction undermines
the  mi-de-oraiyeta (biblical) and even the mi-de-rabbanan (rabbinical) validity of the marriage, putting  it in the category of
derekh qiddushin (perhaps the proper legal term is "quasi-marriage"), which does not require a get for its termination. See
Simcha Meir Feldblum "The Problem of Agunot and Mamzerim—A Suggestion for a Comprehensive Solution," 19 Dinei
Israel (1998) 203 (Hebrew). The study of this resourceful suggestion, which will probably lead to intense debate, is
beyond the scope of this article.
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nonetheless permissible, also known as adding grounds
for compelling the get.4

The second  method works in the direction of broaden-
ing the circumstances that will in fact convince the man
to issue the get, without being regarded as actual "com-
pulsion" or "coercion."  

This method comes under the rubric kefiyah be-derekh

bereirah, this is, "compulsion by way of choice," or indi-
rect compulsion, which is regarded as legitimate compul-
sion.5

The last, and most radical, method tries to bypass the
need for the man's cooperation in giving the get, either by
delegating his power to someone else (for example, an
agent6 ) or by making the get unnecessary altogether. The
most familiar legal device within this last resort is, of
course, the annulment.7 However, it can also be achieved
through the legal device of declaring the marriage void
on contractual grounds, i.e. qiddushei ta`ut. The qiddushei
ta`ut tool highlights an inherent flaw in the qiddushin itself.

In declaring the marriage void, the rabbinical authority
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4 See, e.g., Zerach Warhaftig, "The Coercion of a Get," in Studies in Jewish Law (Bar-Ilan University Press 1985) 148-
208 (Hebrew); Elimelech Westreich, "The Rise and Fall of the Moredet Ground for Divorce," 21 Shenaton ha-Mishpat
ha-Ivri (Jewish Law Annual) 123-147 (2000) (Hebrew); Ruth Halperin, "Husband's Adultery as a Ground for
Divorce,",7 Mehqarei Mishpat (Bar-Ilan Law Studies) 297-329 (1989) (Hebrew); Irving Breitowitz, "The Plight of the
Agunah: A Study in Halacha, Contract, and the First Amendment," 51 Maryland Law Review (1992) 312-421.
Even though this is indeed the most traditional and the least revolutionary method, with clear precedents in the
Talmud and many rishonim, Orthodox authorities over the past two hundred years have declined to use it, following
the Hatam Sofer's directive never to resort to compulsion unless the specific ground is clear and consensual. See
Resp. Hatam Sofer, Even ha-Ezer A 116; see Moshe Zilberg Personal Status in Israel (Hebrew University, Jerusalem 1957)
109, 103-117 (Hebrew); Ze'ev Falk, The Divorce Action by the Wife in Jewish Law (Hebrew University, Jerusalem 1973)
114, 109-117 (Hebrew).
5 The coercive means used in the context of this method vary between social sanctions, also known as "harhaqot
Rabbeinu Tam," and indirect monetary sanctions, such as high support payments. One contemporary expression of
this method is the 1995 get legislation in Israel, which permits rabbinical courts to infringe on the rights of a man
refusing to give a get to his wife, including the right to leave the country, to keep his driver's license or to engage in
any work where a professional license is required. Rabbinic Courts (Enforcement of Divorce Judgments) Law, 5755-
1995, Sefer Huqqim 1507. The tool of prenuptial agreements is another expression of this method, where the
enforcement of the husband's earlier voluntary commitment for high support payments serves as a catalyst for giv-
ing the get.
6 The Conservative Movement's proposal based on this concept was not accepted by contemporary halakhic author-
ities. See Proceedings of the Committee on Jewish Law and Standards of the Conservative Movement 1927-1970,
Rabbi Epstein's proposal of 1930, Vol. II, 86-7.
7A. Freiman, Seder Qiddushin ve-Nisu'in (Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1966) (Hebrew); E. Berkovitz, Tenai ba-
Nisu'in u-va-Get (Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1945) (Hebrew) 118; Eliav Schochetman, "Annulment of Marriage
- A Possible Solution for the Problem of the Get?" 20 Shenaton ha-Mishpat ha-Ivri (Jewish Law Annual) 349-397
(1997) (Hebrew) (concluding that the annulment method is irrelevant for the contemporary problem of agunot); for
a different view see Riskin, supra note 2 (concluding that the method is relevant and appropriate as a last-resort solu-
tion for today's agunot, and calling upon the Chief Rabbinate to establish a taqqanah that allows a special beit-din to
annul the qiddushin in extreme cases).

The premise is that the problem of agunot is
brought about by the need for the man’s uncoerced,
freely given cooperation.
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applies legal-contractual principles, such as error or fraud,
which question the intent of the parties to the transac-
tion.8 Rabbi Feinstein has been known to favor this tool,
in contrast to the tool of annulments.9 The current and
most controversial use of it is being made by the Beit Din
le-Ba`ayot Agunot, operating in New York.10

Subjective knowledge and intent are key factors in the
application of this latter construction. But these factors
are always hard to prove, and the context, which is both
delicate and emotional, makes it all the more difficult.
The need for diverse methods of gathering and deducing
these subjective elements becomes clear. It is in this con-
text that the use of various evidentiary and normative
assumptions and presumptions has developed.

B. Voiding of Marriage and the Tav Lemaitav
Presumption

In the light of this overview, the significance of the tav
lemeitav presumption becomes very clear. As perhaps the
most powerful of the presumptions, tav lemeitav assumes
a woman's constant and perpetual interest in being mar-
ried to a man, regardless of any faults, defects, vices, or
other circumstances that might otherwise be perceived as
giving rise to a negative attitude towards entering into
that marriage. Taken at face value, as an absolute, irre-
buttable presumption, unqualified in any way, this per-
ception would make it totally impossible for a woman to
claim that her marriage is void due to error. A classic
expression of such a "blocking" effect of the presump-
tion can be found in Bava Qamma 110b-111a.11

After describing a basic case of meqah ta`ut, the gemara
challenges its validity by showing its questionable out-
come if applied in other contexts. Among these, it claims
that according to this reasoning, a woman who is wid-
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8Although these two tools seem almost identical at first sight (they even use the same term in English, namely 'annul-
ment' and 'null,' though the Hebrew language differentiates between them as hafqa`ah and bittul respectively), there are
a number of theoretical and practical differences between them. A detailed survey of these differences is obviously
beyond the scope of this essay, but what must be emphasized for our purposes are the different legal and perhaps
even theological rationales underlying them. The annulment relies on the alleged intrinsic religious and social powers
of a bet-din [religious court] to annul marriages, based upon the principle that "Kol de-meqaddesh a-da`ata de-rabbanan
meqaddesh, ve-afqinhu rabbanan le-qiddushin minei" [Whoever betroths (a woman in a Jewish marriage) betroths (her) sub-
ject to the will of the Rabbis, and (in cases such as ours) the Rabbis (retroactively) abrogated his (original) betrothal],
Gittin 33a. See, also, Menachem Elon, Jewish Law: History, Sources, Principles, (Hebrew) (Hebrew University, 1978) 518,
who explains the different grounds for this process. Essentially, annulment of marriage is employed when the qid-
dushin is not disqualified as such, but the batei-din exercise their power to annul the marriage, ab initio, for reasons which
are outside the qiddushin process. The qiddushei ta`ut tool, on the other hand, highlights an inherent fault in the qiddushin
itself. In declaring the marriage void, the rabbinical authority applies legal-contractual principles that call into question
the intent of parties to a transaction, such as error or fraud. In concentrating on the woman, they have the possibility
of declaring the marital contract void by reason of a fundamental error that took place at the time of the betrothal.
Under either method, the actual result of employing the rabbinical authority's power of judgment is the termination of
any marriage link between the husband and his supposed wife, as if the initial marriage never existed. Thus, for exam-
ple, in these situations the man is allowed to marry the closest relatives of his former supposed "wife," contrary to a
divorce scenario. Ketubbot 75a.
9See, e.g., R. Moshe Feinstein, Iggerot Mosheh, Even a-Ezer 79.
10See footnote 97.
11But in the case of a widow who is obligated to marry [her brother in law who is] a leper, should she not be freed
without [the need for] halizah, since she did not betroth herself with this intention? However, in that case, we all know
that she is willing to accept anyone, as Resh Laqish held, for Resh Laqish stated, "It is better to dwell as two than to
live as a widow."
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owed with no children and whose yavam (brother-in-law
whom she must marry her under these circumstances,
under the laws of levirate marriage [yibbum]) is a leper12

would not need halizah (the ceremony releasing her and
her brother-in-law from the obligation to marry), since
her marriage can be deemed meqkah ta`ut, for had she
known of these circumstance prior to her marriage, she
would not have become betrothed to her now-dead hus-
band. The gemara rejects this application by simply stat-
ing that in this context "we all bear witness" (anan sahadei)
that a woman always prefers marriage.

Indeed, the primary use of this presumption is within the
context of invalidating marriages on the grounds of
error. Although there are four other contexts where this
presumption was raised by the gemara,13 this particular
text from Bava Qamma is the one most frequently quoted
by later sources, most often in the context of limiting the
use of invalidation as a means of terminating a
marriage.14 The reason for its primacy seems to be that
in three of the five sources mentioned in the gemara the
presumption comes only as a supportive source for a
prior ruling. Only two sources use the presumption as a
basis for making an actual ruling, and of these two, the
other one discusses the rare practice of a get zikkui.15   The
Bava Qamma text is the only source that explicitly relies
upon the tav lemeitav presumption in making an actual rul-
ing that is concretely applicable and relevant for use by
later sources.

It is therefore quite understandable that this specific use
of the presumption is the one that became the most
effective and influential.

The centrality of this text is well reflected in one of
Rabbi Feinstein's responsa on the possibility of voiding
marriages. After first laying the groundwork for a simple
and straightforward structure of qiddushei ta`ut, he then
raises the impediment of the tav lemeitav presumption,
and devotes the major part of the responsum to rebutting
the conclusions that this presumption implies. I shall
elaborate on this responsum below. Obviously, there are
many other teshuvot that use this presumption to bar the
conclusion of error in the marriage/betrothal, or to fore-
stall the coercion of the husband to divorce.16 They all
demonstrate the significance of this presumption and its
predominant effects.

C. Halakhic Presumptions and the Legal Tool of
SSeevvaarraa
Before discussing the scope of this presumption and its
limits, we should what consider the actual institution of
assumptions or presumptions should be and their partic-
ular nature in our context. So far the terms '(legal/nor-
mative) presumption' and 'assumption' have been used
here interchangeably. The hazaqah, or presumption,
comes in several forms within the halakhic legal system,
all of which serve as evidentiary tools, in a manner quite
similar to the role of presumptions in the Israeli civil legal
system.17 Whether they are normative-legal or factual
presumptions, they provide an evidentiary basis upon 

12 According to Maimonides, this is true for any other defect as well. "Similarly, if the yavam were a leper, or suffered
from any other human defect, he performs halizah, and she is entitled to her ketubbah [payment]." Maimonides,
Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Yibbum ve-Halizah, 2:14.
13 Yevamot 118b; Ketubbot 75a; Qiddushin 7a; Qiddushin 41a.
14 R. Yaacov Yitzchak Weiss, Minhat Yizhaq 7:122; Appeal 137/5737, 10 Pisqei Din Rabbaniyim 327; Resp. Hatam Sofer,
Even ha-Ezer B, responsum 74.
15 Yevamot 118B, see infra, text preceding note 54.
16 See Supra note 13; R. Azriel Hildesheimer, Resp. R. Azriel, Even ha-Ezer, responsum 31.
17 See 1 Harnon, Dinei Re'ayot (Hebrew University, 1977) (Hebrew) 193; Kedmi, Al ha-Re'ayot bi-felilim (Tel Aviv
University, 1984) 308; Encyclopedia Judaica (Jerusalem, 1971) (Hebrew) 1521
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According to Tosafot, this gemara teaches that even a
betrothed-but-as yet-unmarried woman who loses her
husband-to-be cannot claim meqah ta’ut.
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18See Elon, supra, note 8, at 132-3.
19The Talmudic Encyclopedia, for instance, lists them in the following manner: 1) A presumption of the continued
existence of a once ascertained state of affairs until the contrary is proved. 2) A presumption of the existence of a
fixed and accepted custom or of the psychological nature of man and (in our case) of woman. 3) A presumption
based on acceptance by society. 4) A presumption that repeating misfortunes are not coincidental. R. M. Berlin and
R. S.Y. Zevin eds. Encyclopedia Talmudit (Jerusalem 1973) 453; see also Encyclopedia Judaica 1521.
20That is, it is never preceded by the term hazaqah, e.g. Hazaqah: tav lemeitav, in the manner of the presumption of a
man's intention to betroth a woman if he has sexual relations with her: Hazaqah: ein adam oseh be`ilato be`ilat zenut.
21Encyclopedia Talmudit 453. Similarly, none of the teshuvot surveyed here refers to the tav lemeitav presumption  "haza-
qah."  As far as I can tell, it was only R. Joseph Ber Soloveitchik, in his famous address mentioned below (see infra,
note 28) who treated tav lemeitav as an actual hazaqah, with all its implications.
22R. Shlomo ben Adret, Resp. ha-Rashba, Qiddushin 13a.
23Prof. Moshe Zilberg, "Kakh Darkho shel Talmud", (Jerusalem, 1964), p. 113 (Hebrew).
24Such as "safeq sefeqa," "rov," etc.
25For example, the refutation of the presumption ein adam oseh be`ilato be`ilat zenut (supra, n, 19) in modern times.
Shulhan Arukh, Even ha-Ezer 149:5
26Encyclopedia Talmudit 713.
27 I.e., reason as perceived by halakhists. Elon, supra, n. 8, at pp. 805, 812; Eliezer Berkovits, The Halakhah: Its Power
and its Role (Mosad Harav Kook: Jerusalem 1981) 11-33. For a clear reference to tav lemeitav as a sevara, see, e.g. Resp. R.
Azriel, supra, n. 15.

which legal rules can later be applied.18 Halakhic pre-
sumptions are often divided into several categories.19 Tav
lemeitav, however, is never referred to as an actual haza-
qah in any of the primary sources that use it20 and is not
listed as such in traditional secondary halakhic sources.21

Does that affect its possible classification as a presump-
tion? Does that in any way affect its validity, force or fun-
tion as an evidentiary tool? Does that mean that treating
the statement “tav lemeitav tan du mi-lemeitav armalu” as a
presumption is erroneous?

First, although tav lemeitav is not itself designated a haza-
qah, there is a parallel expression that is so designated:
"Hazaqah: kol ha-nashim rozot lehitqadesh" (it is a presump-
tion that all women wish to be betrothed),22 which is
classified within the category of presumptions relating to
human nature. This leads to the possibility that tav
lemeitav is a presumption as well.

More importantly, it seems that, in determining whether

or not an expression represents a hazaqah, no significance
is attached to the expression not being labeled as such.23

In this case, the labeling of a specific saying as a hazaqah
affects its weight as evidence in the face of contradictory
evidence. The weight of different presumptions varies
with their character. Although presumptions concerning
human nature are fairly strong relative to other types of
evidence,24 they have been refuted.25 Furthermore, the
Encyclopedia Talmudit states that according to many ris-
honim, this specific category of human nature presump-
tions should not be relied upon when circumstances per-
mit actual investigation of their credibility.26 A thorough
investigation of the entire subject matter shows that both
the tav lemeitav statement and halakhic presumptions in
general originate from the tool of sevara.27 Thus, the clas-
sification of tav lemeitav as a sevara affords the saying
only limited value as evidence. At the same time, as the
above discussion demonstrates, even the designation of
tav lemeitav as a hazaqah would not necessarily guarantee its 
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superiority in the face of other evidence.28

Having emphasized the flexibility and adaptability of this
particular presumption as part of the presumptions
applied in the area of divorce law, we can now turn to a
deeper examination of the manner in which this pre-
sumption was dealt with, and the precedential limits and
qualifications that were applied to it, by later halakhic
sources. Our appraisal of developments in the area will
be significantly helped if we keep in mind the inherent

pliability of this concept, as it emerges from our earlier
analysis. A review of these developments reveals how
this presumption was perceived; whether it was taken at
face value or treated on the basis of further reasoning;
and if so, what that reasoning was.

III    THE TTAAVV  LLEEMMEEIITTAAVV  PRESUMPTION
A. The BBaavvaa  QQaammmmaa  Text
My aim in this essay is to provide an overview of the tal-
mudic origin of the presumption and its evolution in the
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28 It should be noted that R. Soloveitchik's approach differs widely from the analysis offered here. In a fascinating
address, titled "Surrendering To The Almighty" and delivered at a convention of the Rabbinical Council of America in
November 1975, R. Soloveitchik considered the Sages' halakhot and hazaqot and offered the following observations on
the tav lemeitav:

This has absolutely nothing to do with the social and political status of the woman in antiquity. The
hazaqah is not based upon sociological factors but on a [verse] in Bereishit, "and thy desire shall be to
thy husband." It is a metaphysical curse rooted in the feminine personality. She suffers incompara-
bly more than the male while in solitude. Solitude to a male is not as horrifying an experience as soli-
tude is to a woman. And this will never change "as the days of heaven upon the earth."  It is not a
psychological fact; it is an existential fact. It is not due to the inferior status of the woman, but to
the basic distinction between the female and the male personality… To say that "Tav lemeitav tan du mi-
lemeitav armelu" was due to the inferior political or social status of woman at that time is simply misun-
derstanding the hazaqah. No legislation can alleviate the pain of a single woman; no legislation can
change this role. She was burdened with it by the Almighty after she committed the first sin.
…. Not only the halakhot, but also the hazaqot (established presumptions) [our Sages of blessed
memory] introduced are indestructible. You must not tamper, not only with the halakhot, but even
with the hazaqot. For the hazaqot [the Sages] spoke of rest, not upon transient psychological behav-
ioral patterns, but on permanent ontological principles rooted in the very depths of the meta-
physical human personality, which is as changeless as the heavens above. (emphases added by
R.K.H.)

The address was first printed in Light Magazine, and was reprinted in the Jewish Press (October 16, 1998, at 32), as part
of the agunah debate that occupied the pages of the Jewish Press and the Jewish Week at the time. Apparently, as suggest-
ed by Rabbi Emanuel Rackman (at a conference held at Bar-Ilan University on June 20-21, 1999, dedicated to the agu-
nah problem, and titled "Marriage, Freedom and Equality: Shall the Three Walk Together?"), R. Soloveitchik directed
his address at R. Rackman himself, who by that time had published his theories regarding halakhic development,
including his view on the problem of the agunah and the possibility of overcoming the tav lemeitav presumption (E.
Rackman, One Man's Judaism (New York: Philosophical Library, 1970), at p.243). Note that R. Soloveitchik's address
begins by referring to "a limit [that] has been reached," leading to a "duty to make the following statement."  And
later, when specifically addressing the tav lemeitav presumption, he explains that "that's what I was told about."  A refer-
ence to this encounter, with a description of R. Rackman's perception of the underlying substantive disagreement
between R. Soloveitchik and himself, can be found in a short essay by Rabbi Rackman, "Soloveitchik: On Differing
with My Rebbe", Sh'ma 15/289, March 8, 1985.
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responsa literature, in an attempt to uncover its underly-
ing rationale, both at its inception and through the more
recent usage made of it. I do not purport to present a
comprehensive survey of all the sources that have
addressed this presumption;29 rather, I aim to discern its
theoretical and ideological underpinnings and explore
future courses, through an analysis of the key sources.
Accordingly, and in line with the earlier explanation
regarding the "hierarchy" among the five sources where
this presumption appears, our new starting point is the
text in Bava Qamma, which deals with the legal con-
struction of a claim for invalidation of a purchase-con-
tract on the grounds of meqah ta'ut (error in the premise
of the transaction).

It should be recalled that the gemara there rejects the pos-
sibility that a woman whose yavam turns out to be a leper
(muqeh shehin) may rely upon the meqah ta'ut construction
to claim that her marriage is invalidated ab initio, and this
rejection is based on the tav lemeitav presumption. Rashi
explains that the woman's preference for marriage is

inferred with regard to her dead husband, whom she
married even though his brother was a leper. The
woman's presumed preference for marriage led her to
take this remote risk: she willingly become betrothed to
her first (now deceased) husband, and this precludes her
contention of meqah ta'ut. Tosafot stresses that the issue
arises only with respect to a betrothed, but as yet unmar-
ried woman, a me'oreset. The reason is that, had she
already been married, she clearly could not have even
tried to make that claim. Consequently, according to
Tosafot, this gemara teaches that even a betrothed-but-as-
yet-unmarried woman who loses her husband-to-be can-
not claim meqah ta'ut to avoid levirate involvement with
the deceased's leprous brother.30 This is a significant
expansion compared to Rashi's understanding .31

At this stage, the reasoning behind  both explanations of
the gemara—Rashi's and Tosafot's—is unclear, as is the
rationale  they see underlying the gemara's use of the tav
lemeitav presumption. Also unclear is the object of the
woman's perpetual preference for marriage: Is it the
(dead) husband, marriage to whom supposedly compen-
sates for any future harsh circumstances, or is it the yavam,
whose faults are perceived as dismissed in light of the
woman's immutable inclination towards matrimony?  The
latter ambiguity, which some of the later authorities take
as the basis for the distinction between  and Tosafot,32

29For such a survey of all five sources in the gemara see Aranoff, supra, n. 2.
30 The obligation of yibbum applies to every woman after betrothal, even if her marriage did not materialize, if her
husband or her intended husband died childless. Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Yibbum va-Halizah 1:1.
31 This is an expansion, since apparently, according to Rashi, it might still be possible for a me'oreset to claim error in
betrothal, and thus be free from the obligation of levirate marriage. A supporting source for the understanding that
this is an expansion is the responsum of Havvot Ya'ir, to be discussed shortly. See also infra nn. 32 and 38, which dis-
cuss further ways in which Tosafot expands Rashi's view.
32 Namely Rashi is understood as assigning the preference to the husband, while Tosafot is understood as assigning it
to the yavam. See Resp. Hatam Sofer, supra, note 15; R. Isaac Elhanan Spector, Ein Yizhaq, Part A, Even ha-Ezer, 24.
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It is assumed that the satisfaction of sexual needs,
whether actual or anticipated, overwhelms any possi-
ble objections the woman might have to the relation-
ship.
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may be quite significant for possible interpretive applica-
tions of this statement.33 All these questions achieve
greater prominence in later sources, primarily in the
responsa literature.

The responsa literature dealing with such severe defects
in marriages and in levirate marriages usually focuses on
three typical cases.34 Of these, two are regarded as "clas-
sic," or most commonly occurring - one is the case of the
impotent husband, the other the case of the apostate
yavam (yavam mumar).

B. Attempts to Locate the Underlying Rationale of
the Presumption

A rather short  responsum by the Havvot Ya'ir ,35 which
discusses whether a woman married to a proven impotent
requires a get to be free to remarry or can simply claim
error in the betrothal, goes to the heart of the reasoning
behind the presumption.36 When raising the possibility
claiming qiddushei ta'ut, the responsum acknowledges that
this claim is usually dismissed on the grounds of the tav
lemeitav presumption. But, the Havvot Ya'ir continues, the

rationale for the presumption is "hemdah" (desire), which
does not apply when the man cannot engage in sexual
relations at all:

Although it has been said that a woman is pre-
pared to accept any bodily defects in a man, the
reason for that can be explained because of hem-
dah, as is said: "A woman prefers one qab [a unit of
measure, referring here to wealth] and sexual
indulgence (tiflut) to nine qab and continence (per-
ishut)" [Mishnah Sotah 3:4]. But this saying would
not apply where the man cannot have sexual rela-
tions at all.

The Havvot Ya'ir clearly singles out sexual relations as the
focus and the rationale of the tav lemeitav presumption.
This is evident not just from the ending of the quoted
phrase, but from the choice of words and the quotation
which he uses to support his explanation. The central
word, hemdah, comes from the root h-m-d, which is often
used to imply sexual desire, as in "Lo tahmod eshet re`ekha"
("Do not covet your fellow's wife"). The quotation
itself,37 uses the word tiflut, which, when contrasted with

33 Obviously, if the preference is assigned to the yavam, it is much further reaching than if it relates to the husband,
since the woman has some control over the selection of the husband, but no control over the possibility of a need
for yibbum. Thus, applying the statement to the unforeseen and unexpected yavam is a much stronger and expansive
interpretation than applying it only to the husband, whom the woman supposedly knew and agreed to marry. If this
expansive interpretation is adopted, it may actually imply that women are indeed better off being married to literally
anyone. For R. Feinstein's clear rejection of this broad interpretation see infra, text following n. 45. Note that Rashi
and Tosafot actually differ on two points, namely, the status of the woman involved (i.e., betrothed or married) and
the identity of her marital preference (i.e., husband or yavam). Tosafot's view is much more expansive than Rashi's, on
both issues. The two matters, it should be noted, are not necessarily interconnected, and a broad interpretation on
the first point does not require a similarly broad interpretation of the second one, as demonstrated infra, end of n.
38.
34 Namely, the leprous yavam, as the example in the gemara itself; the yavam who converted out of Judaism (yavam
mumar, yavam meshumad); and the impotent husband.
35 R. Ya'ir ben Mosheh Shimshon (Germany, 1638-1702), Havvot Ya'ir, 221.
36 There are obviously many other responsa that address various aspects of this issue, but since this does not purport
to be a comprehensive survey of all the sources that discuss and use the tav lemeitav presumption, I have focused on
the clearest, most central and more often cited of them. See, e.g., R. Simhah of Speyer as quoted in Or Zaru`a, Part A
760-761; R. Jehiel Jacob Weinberg, Seridei Esh, 44; Resp. Hatam Sofer, supra, n. 13; R. Jacob ben Joseph Reischer, Shevut
Ya`aqov, Part A 101; R. Isaac Jacob Weiss, Minhat Yizhaq, Part 7, 122. For a comprehensive survey of all sources deal-
ing with this construction see Aviad Hacohen, supra, n. 2.
37 The translation is from A. Cohen (trans.), Hebrew-English Edition of the Babylonian Talmud: Sotah (London: Soncino,
1985), p. 20a.
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perishut, clearly implies sexual relations, and has been
interpreted as such by Rashi and by others.38

Returning to the responsum, the centrality of the sexual
relations factor becomes apparent through its role as a
distinguishing factor in various circumstances that are
discussed. In this particular case, the Havvot Ya'ir's inter-
im conclusion is that since no sexual relations are possi-
ble in circumstances where the husband is impotent, the
tav lemeitav presumption does not apply, and, therefore,
meqah ta'ut can be asserted by the woman.39 His final con-
clusion is the same, but only "in theory" (la-halakhah), and

not "in practice" (le-ma`aseh).40

Notwithstanding that reservation, the analysis offered in
this responsum was adopted by later sources, including 
Rabbi Isaac Elhanan Spector and Rabbi Moshe Feinstein,
whose responsa are particularly significant for the pur-
poses of this essay.41 Both accept the Havvot Ya'ir's rea-
soning42 and maintain that marriage to an impotent is
indeed void, notwithstanding the Havvot Ya'ir's reserva-
tion and the objections posed by other authorities.43

R. Spector's responsum involves the "multi-faceted" situ-
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38 For a fascinating account of the different versions and interpretations of the term tiflut in this sentence (which,
incidentally, comes right after R. Eliezer's infamous statement: "Kol ha-melammed et bitto Torah ke-ilu lomdah tiflut"
("One who teaches his daughter Torah is as if he teaches her tiflut") and for Rashi's role in them, see Tal Ilan,
"Rashi's Influence on the Scholarly Perception of Gender in the Babylonian Talmud" delivered at conference in
Duisburg, Germany 1999 [on file with the author].
39 The  responsum goes on to reconcile this conclusion with Tosafot's interpretation. At first, they seem to contra-
dict each other, since according to Tosafot, the woman to whom the presumption is attributed has only been engaged
to the man who died. Consequently, the tav lemeitav presumption applies even where no sexual relations were
involved. In the Havvot Ya'ir's words: "This implies that even in the absence of desire for sexual relations, she would
prefer it." The Havvot Ya'ir reconciles this in two ways. The first one focuses on the legal structure of the meqah
ta'ut assertion. It explains that the circumstances that form the alleged error in Tosafot's case were not present at the
time of the betrothal, but were only formed later. Accordingly, no legal error can be claimed. In other words, there
is no need to use the tav lemeitav presumption to overcome the error allegation, since no ground for this allegation
existed in the first place. The second method simply confronts the factual basis for the assertion, and contends that
the presumption may well apply to an engaged woman just as it applies to an already married one, since the engaged
woman had naturally expected to get married and "have sexual relations" with the man who became betrothed to
her. Once again, the sexual relations motif is crucial. Note that this second explanation in the Havvot Ya'ir brings
Tosafot's understanding of the situation very close to Rashi's reading and logic: In both circumstances, whether the
situation involves an already married woman (Rashi) or a not-yet-married woman (Tosafot), the object of the
woman's marital preference is the husband. In either case, the promise of sexual relations with him, and not with
the yavam, is what compensates for the harsh circumstances involving the yavam. This conclusion obviously contra-
dicts  Tosafot's original perception of the object's identity as the yavam, as explained supra, n. 32 and accompanying
text.
40 It should be noted that the "theoretical"  result seems to contradict Maimonides' ruling that an impotent's
betrothal is valid. The Havvot Ya'ir reconciles this by saying that Maimonides' ruling applies where the woman had
known of the defect beforehand.
41 R. Moshe Feinstein, Iggerot Mosheh, Even ha-Ezer, 79; Resp. Ein Yizhaq, supra, n. 31.
42 R. Feinstein relies on the reasoning only indirectly, through discussion of and reliance on R. Spector's responsum.
43 See, e.g., R. Jehiel Jacob Weinberg, Seridei Esh, 44; Resp. Hatam Sofer, supra, n. 13; R. Jacob ben Joseph Reischer,
Shevut Ya`aqov, Part A 101.
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ation of an impotent husband and a brother who has dis-
appeared, and will be discussed later. Rabbi Feinstein's
responsum only involves an impotent husband, and it is
the most significant of R. Feinstein's responsaon the
issue of voiding a marriage on the grounds of error.44

On the surface, the analysis is straightforward: "Since it is
clear that he (the husband) is not fit for sexual relations,
which form the centerpiece of marriage and are the
(only) reason for women to marry... therefore it is clear
that if that is the case, it is a 'major defect' (mum gadol) ...
and calls for applying meqah ta'ut and for voiding the qid-
dushin."45 Following this straightforward statement, Rabbi
Feinstein turns to the major obstacle to the application of
the law of error in this context, namely, the tav lemeitav
presumption.

His once again very simple analysis (before he proceeds
to distinguish it from prima facie contradictory rulings), is
that the presumption applies only in those circumstances

that are presented in the Bava Qamma text, namely, where
the husband is faultless and only the yavam is flawed.

Hence, if the husband himself is flawed, the presump-
tion does not apply. In reaching this conclusion, Rabbi
Feinstein clearly embraces Rashi's interpretation, which
stresses the flawlessness of the husband, and thus obvi-
ously rejects the applicability of the presumption to the
state of the yavam, or to anyone else in that condition.46

It is noteworthy that this reasoning entails a clear rejec-
tion of Tosafot's broader interpretation, which holds the
presumption to be relevant to the yavam, notwithstanding
(and perhaps even due to) his defects.

As already mentioned, Rabbi Spector had preceded Rabbi
Feinstein in adopting the Havvot Ya'ir's conclusion and in
offering a direct and simple distinction between the case
discussed in Bava Qamma, where the yavam is flawed, and
the cases at hand where the husbands are flawed.47 Rabbi
Spector's responsum indeed deals not only with an impo-
tent husband, but also with an absent brother-in-law,
another common situation considered by the responsa lit-
erature in this context.48 Due to the complexity of these
circumstances, which involve two separate grounds for
inspection, the responsum proceeds along two parallel
lines of reasoning, which sometimes overlap. Both lines
of reasoning seek to base a case for voiding the marriage

44 See for example R. Feinstein, Iggerot Mosheh, Even ha-Ezer, 80, which clearly relies on the preceding responsum.
45 Iggerot Mosheh 79, supra, n. 40, anaf A.
46 "As Resh Laqish stated, 'It is better to live as a couple,' which Rashi explains to mean that she would certainly pre-
fer to marry the first one, being that he is healthy, even with the possibility that, should he die, she would be required
to marry his brother. What may be concluded is that, where the yavam is a leper, there is not even the consideration
of 'any kind of husband'; on the contrary, we can conclude that she would prefer to marry the healthy one, and not
be concerned over the possibility that he might die childless and that she would be subject to the leprous yavam, since
this is certainly no different than the case of 'any kind of husband,' where it is clear that she prefers marriage. If so,
this demonstrates that, where the groom is the leper, the principle of 'It is better to live as a couple' does not apply,
and since she was unaware of this fact, this constitutes meqah ta'ut…" 
47 Ein Yizhaq, supra, n. 31, at par. 41.
48 The case involved a woman who was the third wife of the deceased, and who married him in ignorance of his
total impotence. Her request for a get was refused by the deceased husband, claiming that according to an agreement
they had, she was obligated to stay with him six years before he would grant the get, unless they had a child before
then. When the six year period was almost over, the husband died, without first divorcing her. Only four years after
their marriage had the woman learned of her husband having had a brother, who had been deported to Siberia twen-
ty years prior to their marriage, and whose whereabouts were completely unknown to anyone, including to his agunah
wife and their children. The question presented to Rabbi Spector was whether the woman could be permitted to be
remarried without first going through the process of halizah from the missing brother-in-law.
The Edah Journal 4:1 / Iyar 5764

The description of women’s marital preference is not a
male construction of women, but an articulation of
women’s authentic views and aspirations—or if one
prefers, of women’s own voice.
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on grounds of error, and both confront the obstacle
posed by the tav lemeitav presumption. The first one does
so from the perspective of the husband, while the second
one refers to the yavam as the object of the presumption.
Rabbi Spector's final conclusion, which permits the
widow to be remarried without halizah from her brother-
in-law, is based on uniting the two rationales. The central
point of the rationale that discusses the husband hasal-
ready been mentioned; its more far-reaching implications
will be discussed below.

The rationale that deals with the missing brother-in-law is
no less interesting. Rabbi Spector draws an analogy to

the case of the yavam meshumad, the apostate brother-in-
law, which constitutes the other "classical" case consid-
ered in the responsa literature. These circumstances have
indeed often been discussed in the literature, but with a
much lower degree of consensus than in the case of the
impotent husband. In fact, only one early source has
openly offered a supportive explanation for an earlier text
of the ge'onim, which inexplicably stated that "a woman
who has become subject to an apostate yavam leaves with-
out halizah."  The supporting explanation is found in
Mordekhai, citing "Ram" (see footnote for his identity),
who relied on the Bava Qamma text.49 Ram stated that a
woman can never be presumed to desire levirate marriage
to an  apostate, since he would turn her away as well and
force himself upon her even in times of impurity.
Nevertheless, Ram affirmed that notwithstanding this
theoretical analysis, he refrained from actually applying it
when the opportunity arose, since Rashi had ruled other-
wise. Indeed, most later sources rejected Ram's analysis,
to the point that R. Feinstein could claim "…since we do
not rely on them [the ge'onim] at all."50
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In the context of voiding marriages on the grounds of
error, it clearly calls for a sociological assessment of
what is expected by men and women with regard to
their hypothetical future spouses.

49 Mordekhai, end of Ha-Holez, 29: "There is a statement in the responsa of the ge'onim, that a woman who is subject
to an apostate yavam is exempt from halizah and from yibbum, where there is no other yavam but he, but they brought
no proof for their statement. However, Rashi wrote in a certain responsum that we do not rely on this statement at
all, since, even though he has sinned, he still remains a Jew (although not for all purposes): if he betroths, the
betrothal is binding, and he performs halizah and not yibbum. Now, Maharam [R. Me'ir of Rothenburg] offers a proof
for the position of the ge'onim, from the question raised in Ha-Gozel: But where a woman's yavam is a leper, should
she not be free to marry without halizah, for it was not with this intention that she married the first husband? But
this argument is refuted there: She is certainly more willing to accept it, since it is better to live as two, than to live as
a widow; that is, she would prefer being married to any sort of husband. However, in the case of an apostate, we
cannot argue thus, since it is clear that she does not prefer to [to be married to] this yavam, since he will attempt to
convert her, or force himself upon her when she is niddah, and so it is certainly clear that she does not wish to be
married to him, and so she is free to marry even without halizah, in the absence of another yavam. On this, Maharam
wrote: Even though I have brought arguments in support of the ge'onim, I am not comfortable with going against the
statement of Rashi when such a case comes before me."Mordekhai (Germany, killed in 1310 during a pogrom), was
a student of Maharam of Rothenburg, And the reference in his commentary seems to be to Resp. Maharam of
Rothenburg, Part 4, 564. Later sources that quote Mordekhai mention the name Rabbi Meir (instead of "Ram"); see,
e.g., Beit Yosef to Shulhan Arukh, Even ha-Ezer 157.
50 R. Moses Feinstein, Iggerot Mosheh, Even ha-Ezer, 83 (beginning of the third paragraph); the authorities cited supra,
n. 43.
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A thorough examination of various sources that attempt-
ed to understand Ram on the one hand and Rashi on the
other reveals once again the predominance of the sexual
relations theme underlying all the rationales offered here.
Thus, Ram's position is understood as implying that no
sexual relations can take place between the woman and
the apostate brother-in-law (whether her resistance stems
from purely religious reasons, or from the hateful feelings
she is bound to have towards himon account of his
apostasy);51 while 's position is understood to assume that
some women might nevertheless prefer their "bodily
comfort" and engage in sexual relations with the apostate
brother-in-law.52 Rabbi Spector similarly understands
that Ram's position assumes the impossibility of sexual
relations between the women and the yavam, thus rebut-
ting the tav lemeitav presumption and consequently per-
mitting the woman's remarriage without halizah.
Although he is well aware that Ram's position was not

accepted by most authorities, he nevertheless adopts it as
a possibility ("sefeq sefeqa le-qula"), and along the same line
emphasizes the impossibility of sexual relations between
the woman and the missing brother-in-law in the case at
hand.53

C. Suggestions of a Traditional Rationale
By now the traditional rationale for the tav lemeitav pre-
sumption is clear. All the responsa surveyed so far reflect
a unanimous conception of this presumption, which
relies on the woman's sexual needs and desires. It is
assumed that the satisfaction of these needs, whether
actual or even anticipated, overwhelms any possible
objections the woman might have to this relationship.
Some feminists have viewed this as an extreme and offen-
sive portrayal of women, in line with many other similar
descriptions in halakhic sources.54 But a deeper reflec-
tion reminds us that marriage was the only state within

51 See, e.g., Hatam Sofer, supra, n. 13; Ein Yizhaq. Hatam Sofer's analysis is particularly interesting in this respect. He
tries to distinguish between the leper brother-in-law and the apostate brother-in-law in terms of sexual relations. In
other words, he seeks to learn why the case of the apostate is worse than that of the leper, so that the former pre-
cludes claiming the tav lemeitav presumption while the latter does not. His rather troublesome conclusion is that
although in principle the woman and the leper brother-in-law will not be able to marry [see Shulhan Arukh, Even ha-
Ezer 154:6], the reason offered there is "mipenei she-hi memiqato"; namely, that she (i.e., intercourse with her) will ener-
vate him (see Jastrow Dictionary, mqq), he will still be permitted to have intercourse with her once, and then they will
be able to live together under supervision. In other words, the sexual relations element is partially fulfilled in this
case, thus making it a more bearable situation for the woman who seeks sexual relations, at least in the view of some
of the early authorities, as understood by Hatam Sofer.
52 See, e.g. R. David Ha-Kohen (16th century, Italy and Corfu) Resp. Ha-Radakh, sec. 9: "However, Rashi holds that a
woman views an apostate yavam and a leprous yavam in the same way, even though, in the case of an apostate yavam,
he will cause her to transgress in many areas, nonetheless she will have sexual satisfaction from him, and she would
prefer this, even at the expense of transgressing Torah prohibitions, as we have shown, and a woman prefers one qab
and sexual indulgence, etc., while from a leper she will have no sexual satisfaction…" Note the quoted expression, "a
woman prefers one qab and sexual indulgence," explained supra, n. 37 and accompanying text.
53 The impossibility in that case derived not only from the fact that the brother-in-law had disappeared, but also from
a normative cause, which centered on the husband's impotence, and which made the validity of his marriage ques-
tionable. These doubts could possibly affect a ruling that would prohibit the levirate marriage altogether, leading,
once again, to the impossibility of future sexual relations between them.
54 See, e.g., Judith Hauptman, Rereading the Rabbis (Oxford: Westview Press 1998), Chapter 2 ("Relations Between the
Sexes"). Hauptman there offers a different interpretation of the rabbinical perception of gender differences regard-
ing sexual relations and of women's sexuality, maintaining that it is the "men [who] recognized that their own sexual
nature makes social interchange with women impossible" (ibid. at 30). For others who hold the contrary position,
namely, that the rabbis perceived women as incapable of restraining their sexual desires etc., see id. at 30-31, nn. 1-5.
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IV   GEMARA SOURCES REVISITED
A. Rationale Offered in the GGeemmaarraa
Whether perceiving the tav lemeitav presumption as offen-
sive or as empathic, it would be interesting to return to
the other places in the gemara where it is mentioned, in
order to determine whether the same rationale, derived
from the responsa literature and based upon the Bava
Qamma text, applies in every case where the presumption
appears or is used. This understanding of the rationale
underlying the presumption is certainly supported by the
gemara in one of the other sources that cite the tav lemeitav
presumption. In discussing another rule in Yevamot 118b,
the gemara questions the validity of a get granted by the
husband to his wife in her absence on the ground of
quarrels within the marriage. The gemara debates whether
the get is perceived as a privilege for the wife, or, whether,
notwithstanding the quarrel, she still prefers niha de-gufa
("comfort of the body"). This expression, which at first
sight could be taken to refer to sustenance and econom-
ic considerations, is in fact a euphemism for sexual rela-
tions.55 An opposite expression, "za`ara de-gufa"
("anguish of the body"), is used by Rashi elsewhere to
describe the absence of sexual relations. This interpre-
tation, together with the discussions in the various
responsa mentioned above, clearly demonstrate the
underlying consideration of women's sexual needs, and
the perception of women's sexuality, as the key factors in
the traditional construction of women by men, in relation
to men.

Supportive as this text may be, much stronger substanti-
ation is found in a fascinating, yet straightforward, expla-
nation offered by the gemara for this very presumption,
where the latter is presented as one of four distinct asser-
tions, each of which expresses the uniform idea of
women's "absolute marital preference."  It is found in two
of the five appearances of the presumption in the

gemara.56 In all five places, the actual saying is attributed
to Resh Laqish, but in Ketubbot 75a and in Yevamot 118b,
the saying is revealed as part of a much larger manifesto
consisting of four different statements, each of which is
attributed to a different sage, and all of which together
constitute a comprehensive portrayal of women's
uncompromising marital bias:

Resh Laqish stated: It is better to live as two than
to dwell in widowhood. Abaye said: Even if her
husband is comparable to an ant, her seat is placed
among the great. R. Papa said: Though her hus-
band be a carder [a trade regarded as demeaning],
she calls him to the threshold and sits down (at his
side). R. Ashi said: Even if her husband is only a
cabbage seller, she requires no lentils for her pot
[and is satisfied simply with being married].

The bottom-line comes at the end of this manifesto, in
the form of an ultimate explanation that the tanna offers
for all these sayings. The tanna asserts that all married
women may engage in extra-marital sexual relations with-
out fear of reprisal, since they can always attribute any
resulting child to their husbands. Hence the great advan-
tage of married women, which justifies the absolute mar-
ital preference expressed in the four sayings:

A tanna taught: But all these women play the har-
lot and attribute the consequences to their hus-
bands.

A review of the commentators reveals a cautious (and
somewhat indecisive) attempt to narrow the offensive
generalization implied by the tanna's explanatory asser-
tion. Thus, Rashi suggests that this applies only to those
women whose husbands are  lowly but who nonetheless
express fondness for them. Similarly R. Adin Steinsaltz,

55 Rashi on Qiddushin 19b, s.v."b'devar shebemammon": "Regular sexual relations, [the absence of which] is an issue of
anguish of the body, is not subject to her waiver". See also Iggerot Mosheh, Even ha-Ezer A 139, where Rabbi Feinstein
discusses this gemara and explains that the expression "bodily comfort" refers to sexual relations, and not to alimony
and maintenance; see also the quotation from  Radakh, supra, n. 51.
56 See supra, nn. 12-14 and accompanying text..
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basing himself on the ge'onim, explains that only some
women like to engage in extra-marital relations.57 Either
way, the underlying rationale for women's alleged marital
preference, as offered explicitly by the gemara, also
revolves around sexual relations and women's uncontrol-
lable sexual desires, just like the fundamental theme run-
ning through the responsa surveyed above. It is only the
direction pursued by this central element that differs to
some extent.

B. Investigating the Sources of the GGeemmaarraa's
Expressions

The reconsideration of the gemara sources in the preced-
ing section referred to the rationale and the ideology
behind the presumption. We shall now turn to the ques-
tion of the actual source of the presumption, as a form
of expression in itself. Earlier in this essay I suggested
that an investigation into the tav lemeitav presumption's
origins might reveal an unexpected affirmation of the
interpretive method that calls for adaptation and incor-
poration of contemporary social conventions. This fas-
cinating development is found in the commentators'
treatment of all four sayings in Ketubbot 75a and in Yevamot
118b as a whole. It should be recalled that the gemara's
own account appears to be quite clear: four different
sages had made four different assertions regarding
women's preference for marriage. Yet a quick glance at
the commentators indicates that the matter is not as sim-
ple as it appears. What is initially striking is Rashi, who
remarks in relation to the gemara's attribution of the tav
lemeitav presumption to Resh Laqish, that this is a popu-
lar aphorism that women say.58 In other words, Rashi
rejects the simple meaning of the gemara, namely,that it
was Resh Laqish (and the three other sages) who made

those statements about the women. Instead, we are now
to understand that they simply reported those sayings in
the name of the women themselves.59

This is a significant modification. It may mean that the
consequential description of women's marital preference
is not a male construction of women, but rather an artic-
ulation of women's authentic views and aspirations; or if
one prefers, of women's own voice. Still, we have to
bear in mind that even this intimation of what is pur-
ported to to be women’s own voice is reported to us by
men. We have no way of knowing whether these were in
fact common expressions uttered by women or not. But
even so, it is still remarkable that Rashi and others sought
to create the impression—whether well founded or
groundless—that the gemara was here actually incorporat-
ing women’s voices, and not just assuming them. It is
rather far-fetched, however, to hypothesize that Rashi
was pursuing a deliberate agenda. What, then, was the ori-
gin of this modification?

The answer is found in an interesting collection of vari-
ous sources from the period of the ge'onim.60 In a fasci-
nating commentary, Ozar ha-Ge'onim, we are told that all
these sayings (including Resh Laqish's tav lemeitav pre-
sumption) are aphorisms that were widespread among all
people (not just women!) in Babylonia.
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Rabbi Feinstein apparently perceives the gemara as
reflecting pervasive social norms, and not as con-
structing them.

57 See Rashi to Ketubbot 75a, s.v. Ve-khullan mezannot ve-tolot be-ba`aleihen; Steinsaltz to both sources.
58 See Rashi to Ketubbot 75a, s.v. Tan du, and to Qiddushin 41a, s.v. De-amar Resh Laqish; see also Steinsaltz to all the
sources, who explains that both Resh Laqish and the other sages only quoted aphorisms used by women.
59  Note that it is not quite clear whether he says that Resh Laqish reports the aphorism common among the
women (in other words, he says that women say), or that Resh Laqish reports a general aphorism that states that
women have that saying among themselves (in other words, he says that there is a saying that women say).
60 B. Levin, ed., Ozar ha-Ge'onim (Haifa, 1928), Ketubbot 74-75, page 223.
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Their purpose, so we are told, is to let it be known that a
woman wants a husband, whether or not he be promi-
nent; and that she desires to be married more than the
man desires to marry.

The Ozar ha-Ge’onim proceeds to translate and explain all
the four aphorisms, and concludes with the tanna's infer-
ence discussed above. Although Rashi does not refer to
the geonic source, it seems to be the basis for his com-
mentary. Yet there us significant difference between the
two: the source included in Ozar Ha-Ge'onim says these
aphorisms are used by all, meaning not only by women,
while Rashi attributes them to women alone.61 I do not
think this variation is inadvertent.

C. Intermediate Summary
Let us try to summarize our findings so far about the per-
ception of the tav lemeitav presumption and its scope.
Both the gemara sources and the responsa literature seem
to ascribe exclusive significance to the sexual element and
see this presumption as expressing women's irrepressible
sexual urges. However, the responsa deviate somewhat
from the path proposed in the earlier gemara source. The
gemara (in the name of the tanna) sees women's desire to
engage in illicit extra-marital sexual relations as a key fac-
tor in the construction of the presumption, whereas the
later responsa sources are satisfied with focusing on
women's desire for sexual relations within marriage as the
major element in the construction of the presumption. It
is important to bear this difference in mind, for it shows
some degree of change and development. The percep-
tion of the need for sexual relations as the guiding prin-
ciple in applying the presumption has led to some inter-
esting conclusions in the typical cases dealt with by the
responsa literature. Thus, a woman whose yavam turns
out to be a leper cannot claim the marriage to be void on
the grounds of error, since this claim is obstructed by the
tav lemeitav presumption. On the other hand, in circum-
stances where the husband himself turns out to be defec-

tive, classically because of impotence, the marriage can
be voided on the grounds of error, and the tav lemeitav
presumption does not apply. The case of an apostate
yavam is less clear, and most authorities seem to reject the
attempt to distinguish this case from the leper yavam.

As we saw in the last section, there may be a trace of the
influence of accepted social norms built into the pre-
sumption. Still, it may still be asserted that the basis for
the construction and for the application of the tav lemeitav
presumption, as it appears from the research thus far,
seems very deterministic. Whether the "sexuality based"
rationale relies on prejudiced perceptions of women and
of women's sexuality, or is derived from women's pur-
ported authentic perceptions of themselves, it appears
rather inflexible and deterministic, quite remote from
what some might see as the simple meaning of the pre-
sumption. It seems to me that a plain, unmediated read-
ing of the tav lemeitav text, uninformed by all the second-
ary sources, would suggest a totally different understand-
ing. Such a reading would perceive the presumption as
reflecting common-sense wisdom (which is obviously
contingent upon culture, time and place) concerning
women's and men's interests and social conventions with
regard to the institution of marriage, within the matrix of
which the sexual element is but one factor.62 Thus, the
presumption could be viewed as expressing the under-
standing of people's (and not just women's) general need
for companionship; of women's more particular need for
economic support; and of women's stronger need for the
social benefits that are associated with marriage, such as
the legitimization of off-spring, the sense of security, and
higher social status in general. Furthermore, all these
considerations that are supposedly reflected in the pre-
sumption are naturally a result of specific societal mores
in a specific time and place, and are therefore subject to
change. Such a reading is obviously critical and historical,
and entails an understanding of halakhah as a dynamic
and evolutionary process.

61 To be more precise, Rashi discusses specifically only the tav lemeitav saying reported by Resh Laqish. But it is fair to
assume, as apparently Steinsaltz does, that all four sayings have a common source.
62 See, e.g., supra, n. 53, for an example of such a culturally and historically based reading.
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V. AN ALTERNATIVE CONTEMPORARY
RATIONALE
A. The Challenge
Is there a place for this innocent and uninformed under-
standing of the presumption within the halakhic process?
I believe there is. This is the time to turn to the more
recent halackhic authorities mentioned in the earlier dis-
cussion,63 Rabbi Spector and Rabbi Feinstein, and
explore their unique contribution to the development of
this presumption, thereby making it potentially liberating
instead of oppressive.64 One factor to be borne in mind
when examining their responsa in the light of the earlier
sources is the characterization of this presumption as a
sevara, and the particular nature of conjectures within the
halakhic framework, as discussed above. These positions
are hardly present within the earlier responsa, but are of
prime importance for understanding those of Rabbi
Spector and Rabbi Feinstein. What distinguishes them,
apart from the unusually liberal outcomes of their rul-
ings, are their extensive references to women's attitudes
towards marriage in general, and towards particular cir-
cumstances relevant to their cases, all the while bearing in
mind contemporary reality, and their refusal to focus on
the sexual-relations motif as the single most important
issue in the cases. In what follows, I elaborate on these
points and demonstrate the valuable potential inherent in

the approach adopted by these rabbis.

B. Rabbi Spector's Responsum
Rabbi Spector's lengthy responsum in Ein Yizhaq 2465

has already been described,66 and its complex structure
has been explained. It should be recalled that he bases his
liberal conclusion about voiding the marriage67 on
grounds of error on two parallel constructs, one that
relies on the disappearance of the brother-in-law, and the
other on the impotence of the deceased husband.68 

Although the former ground has probably achieved
greater halakhic consensus in its approval and reliance on
Ram's reasoning in the Mordekhai, the latter ground is the
more significant for our purposes here. Rabbi Spector
begins the latter argument by establishing the centrality of
sexual relations to the marital bond, and he cites Rashba's
famous declaration that "everyone knows why the bride
enters the huppah, and she marries on that basis."69 This
statement served as a basis for establishing the husband's
impotence as grounds for compelling him to divorce. In
other words, Rashba himself had formulated women's
purpose in marriage, and turned it into an implied condi-
tion in the marital contract, so that upon failure to fulfill
it, the husband could actually be forced to divorce his
wife.70
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63 See supra, nn. 40-52 and accompanying text.
64 As suggested in part C to the Introduction above.
65 Even ha-Ezer, Part A, 24 (hereafter, the Ein Yizhaq responsum).
66 See supra, n. 47.
67 In his words: ha-qiddushin beteilin.
68 See the summary of both grounds at the Ein Yizhaq responsum, par. 48. There is a third (or rather, a first) ground
that relates to the husband's impotence, but which is not relevant to our subject here. The analysis of voiding the
marriage on the grounds of the husband's impotence is mainly developed there in part 6, starting at par. 38.
69 Resp. Ha-Rashba, 1255: "Furthermore, it appears to me that everyone knows why the bride enters the huppah, and she
marries on that basis; therefore, even is she makes the unsupported claim that, since he is impotent, he should divorce
her, we accede to her claim."
70 This analysis should certainly not be confused with other conclusions drawn from what seems to be a similar under-
standing of women's purpose in marriage, as we have seen above. There is a major difference between those lines of
thinking. Rashba takes the centrality of sexual relations to explain the woman's purpose in a particular marriage, to a
particular man, while the traditional understanding of the tav lemeitav presumption that we examined above takes that
centrality to imply women's perpetual aspiration to get married to any man, under any circumstances. The former
analysis is liberating for women; the latter is oppressive.
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Rabbi Spector follows this reasoning, and relies on the
fact that such a condition provides a grounds for com-
pelling divorce to conclude that no woman would ever
agree to relinquish the sexual relations factor in the mar-
riage.71

The more progressive step comes afterwards, when
Rabbi Spector uses the expression "heskem benei ha-medi-
nah" to describe the status of the sexual relations element
within the marital contract. Bringing this element within
the rule of a general and ordinary "people's agreement"
serves as the leverage for incorporating contemporary
perceptions and changing social conventions into the
application of these laws. Rabbi Spector actually com-
pares the defect of impotence to a defect in any ordinary
agreement. The references he cites for this elaboration
are the general laws of error and fraud in  Shulhan Arukh,
Hoshen Mishpat.72 He specifically refers to the rule that
any defect in merchandise that is generally accepted as
justifying cancellation of the sale may be relied on by the
purchaser to cancel the sale even if it is not specified as a

condition in the contract. The premise is that any nego-
tiation is carried out according to the customs of the
land. The implications of this rule in the context of mar-
riage, as suggested by Rabbi Spector's reference, are obvi-
ously quite far-reaching. In the particular context of
voiding marriages on the grounds of error, it clearly calls
for a sociological assessment of what is and what is not
accepted by men and women with regard to their hypo-
thetical future spouses. Certainly, Rabbi Spector had
prominent authority upon whom to rely for this expan-
sion. R. Elijah of Vilna's (the Vilna Ga'on's) commentary
to the cited section of the Shulhan Arukh contains
numerous such applications of ordinary commercial laws
to the special marital contract.73 The concept of the
"ordinary agreement" is particularly potent, as it symbol-
izes the ultimate flexibility and adaptability of the legal
structure. The choice of this analogy corresponds well
with the simple, commonsense understanding of the tav
lemeitav presumption suggested above. Once again, the
liberating potential of the presumption becomes mani-
fest.
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71 More specifically, he explains that had there been even a remote possibility that some women would agree to relin-
quish sexual relations in marriage, then a man's impotence could not have been made into a grounds for compelling
divorce.
72 Sec. 232, sub-section 6.
73  Ibid., Vilna Ga'on's commentary, letters 9,11,13.
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C Rabbi Feinstein's Responsa
C.1. An Overview
Rabbi Feinstein wrote several responsa on the issue of
error as a ground for voiding marriages and on the ques-
tion of the tav lemeitav presumption. The principal one
has been noted and described above.74 The creativity 

and ingenuity that characterizes his work  is evident not
only in the substantive content of the responsa, to
which we shall turn immediately, but also by a consider-
ation of the circumstances and outcomes of various
cases. The following table summarizes these variables.

74 Supra, n. 40, and the discussion at p. 11.
75 The nature of the man's sexuality in this case is not entirely clear. Rabbi Feinstein describes the man as "shatuf be-
mishkav zakhur", which is the traditional term used to describe homosexual activity, but since the case refers to the
wife's reaction after having discovered her husband's tendency, it can be inferred that the man had also engaged in
heterosexual relations.
76 Although this was not a case of voiding marriage on the grounds of error, I have included it in the table since it
contains an important discussion of the presumption, its reasoning and its relevance.
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RReeaassoonn  ffoorr  nneeeedd  ffoorr  iinnvvaalliiddaattiioonn NNaattuurree  ooff  hhuussbbaanndd’’ss  ddeeffeecctt  aass
bbaassiiss  ffoorr  eerrrroorr

RRuulliinngg  aanndd  RReeaassoonniinngg HHaannddiinngg  tthhee  ttaavv  lleemmeeiittaavv pprree--
ssuummppttiioonn

1) Even ha-Ezer A, 79: Runaway
husband, absolute impossiblity of
obtaining a get

Impotence; medical evidence
that it existed prior to marriage

Error in marriage, wife released Presumption not appicable when
husband is impotent; no woman
would accept such a defect.

2)Even ha-Ezer D, 113: Couple
separated, likely impossibility of
obtaining a get.

Bisexuality/
Homosexuality75

If situtation is permanent and
wife left immediately, then error
in marriage and wife released

Presumption was never absolute;
women were never willing to
marry any man, either in the
past, or at present.

3) Even ha-Ezer D, 13:
Removing mamzerut from wife’s
children from second marriage;
first husband refused to give a
get.

Refusal to have children; forced
her to abort; wife left immediately
after abortion and sought civil
divorce

In addition to other grounds for
doubting the marriage, declares
error in marriage, stressing the
need to release the children.

Not mentioned.

4)Even ha-Ezer C, 46: Husband
dead, brother-in-law refuses to
release widow.

Insanity; medical evidence that it
existed prior to marriage; wife left
immediately upon learning of
husband’s condition.

Even if husband was sane when
he became betrothed to her,
declares error in marriage.

Such grave defects constitute
error in marriage, even for
women to whom the presump-
tion might have applied.

5)Even ha-Ezer A, 80: Absolute
impossibility of obtaining a get.

Insanity; medical evidence that it
existed prior to marriage.

Error in marriage, wife released Marriage is void notwithstanding
the presumption.

6)Even ha-Ezer D, 83: Couple
civilly divorced; wife not obser-
vant.

Apostate; left Judaism long
before marriage; wife left imme-
diately upon learning this.

If wife remarries, her children will
not be mamzerim.

Discusses the reason given by
the tanna; concludes that her
reactions rebut the presumption.

7)Even ha-Ezer A, 139: Couple
civilly divorced, difficulties in
arranging for a get.

Not an issue of error in
marriage.76

Permits get zikui to the wife. Discusses the reason given by
the tanna; concludes that the get
may be a favor to the wife,
notwithstanding the presumption.
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What may readily be seen from the table is the diversity
of the questions and circumstances dealt with by Rabbi
Feinstein, ranging from the classic case of husband's
impotence to contemporary problems such as homosex-
uality and refusal to procreate. In these cases, Rabbi
Feinstein did not refrain from resorting to the useful
method of voiding marriages by reason of contractual
error, nor did he confine its use to situations where a
childless widow had to be released from an uncoopera-
tive brother-in-law, or the label of mamzerut removed
from the children of an undivorced woman, fathered by
another man. Rather, he utilized it to alleviate the plight
of the "classic" and the "modern-day" agunot, i.e. women
whose husbands had run away or simply refused to give
them a get.77 Bypassing the actual participation of the
husband in the get procedure is perceived as more easily
effected when the husband is truly gone, and his partici-
pation no longer physically possible. Resorting to this
process when the husband is alive and capable of par-
ticipation is perceived as a much more serious and even
dangerous step to take, as the risk of a get me`useh (a
divorce issued under compulsion) is inevitably much
higher.

Recognition of the necessity of this measure, notwith-
standing its perils and its deviation from standard rul-
ings, is clearly expressed in the central responsum. One
may even receive the impression that the meqah ta'ut
method is specifically applicable to these very circum-

stances of the agunot who came before him.78 What is
more significant for the purpose of this essay is that
Rabbi Feinstein did not hesitate to confront the tav
lemeitav presumption in such varied contexts and apply
his own understanding to its rationale and pertinence.

What is also incontrovertible is that the understanding
seen in the various responsa is not as uncomplicated as
might be expected. In fact, the opposite is true.

There are occasions when Rabbi Feinstein seems to
accept the traditional reading and reasoning of the pre-
sumption, stressing the preeminence of the sexual rela-
tions element,79 and there are occasions when he dis-
cusses the reason supplied in the gemara by the tanna,
and seems to accept it at face value.80 Nevertheless, I
believe that there is an overall approach that may be dis-
cerned in these seemingly divergent texts. In my view,
the main message that is conveyed here is the "common
sense" nature of this presumption, and the refusal to
clothe it with "existential" attributes.81 What may seem
like an inconsistent approach towards the issue is in fact
a combination of several tactics within one overall strat-
egy. The major achievement is in hearing the women,
letting them speak for themselves, even if not as com-
prehensively or as exclusively as we would perhaps like.
This is a definite reflection of the "simple," "common
sense," understanding of the presumption. The innova-
tion in this strategy is in taking women seriously, or at
least more seriously than ever before. The paradox is
that this is not a radical approach at all. Its outcome
and its future potential may be radical, but the strategy
itself is very well grounded in the basics of the subject
matter.

77 The term "modern-day agunot" is taken from J. David Bleich, "Modern-Day Agunot," 4 Jewish Law Annual
(1981):167.
78 See the A79 responsum, towards the end of anaf 5: "And even at a time when Jews had authority, and could com-
pel a man to divorce his wife, sometimes such coercion would not be effective, where he does not give in and say "I
so desire," or where they are not in a position to compel him, such as where he ran away and so on. In our times this
is even truer, when the Jewish courts have no power to compel him, and it may be inferred that no woman would
agree to marry him… And therefore, in our case, where he is impotent, and it has become clear that this was true
even prior to the betrothal, and it is impossible to obtain a get from him, she should not be left an agunah, and
should be freed on the basis of qiddushei ta'ut.”
79 Cases 1 and 7 in the table above.
80 Cases 6 and 7 in the table above.
81 See his words, "for it would seem that it offers neither a legal nor a moral statement," quoted infra, text accompany-
ing  n. 93. Clearly, this approach is an antithesis to Rabbi Soloveitchik's position, as expressed in his address, dis-
cussed  supra, n. 27.
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The presumption focuses on subjective ambitions, and
its primary source is evidently based upon such subjec-
tive statements.82 Thus, Rabbi Feinstein's (partial)
appeal to the women themselves is really a timely antici-
pated evolution, and not a revolution.

C.2. "Hearing the Women"
"Listening to the women" is reflected in many of Rabbi
Feinstein's responsa, surveyed above, and can be seen as
a natural extension of his perception of marriage as
contract. The principal responsum concerning the
impotent husband contains numerous illustrations of
this type of appeal to women's conjectured preferences,
pivoting on the specific circumstances arising in each of
the situations considered.83 Thus, for example, Rabbi
Feinstein suggests a "common-sense" distinction
between a man whose brother's whereabouts are
unknown, and a man who is a leper. Regarding the for-
mer, he says, clearly no woman would refrain from mar-
rying him only by reason of the extremely remote possi-
bility of his death before they have children. On the
other hand, most women would refrain from marrying
the latter, on account of his condition. Similar reason-
ing is applied throughout the responsum, and the key
word that is consistently used is 'mistabber' - "it is plainly
inferred."  It is noteworthy that this term has the same
root as the word sevara, the term that captures the signif-
icance of logic and reasoning as independent sources of
law in and of themselves.84 The recurring use of this
term brings us into the arena of reasonableness and
sense as governing principles. As already emphasized,

these principles guarantee continuous progress and
development by allowing adjustments to differing cir-
cumstances. They also allow the recognition of diversi-
ty among women. This recognition is reflected in sever-
al places in the responsum, where Rabbi Feinstein
admits the possibility that no statement is absolute and
that there may always be some women whose prefer-
ences differ from those he assumes women to hold.
Nevertheless, women in this category would constitute
such a minority that they would not affect the central
conclusion.85

An even more innovative form in which resort was
made to women's own perceptions is reflected in the
responsum concerning the husband who refused to
have children.86 That responsum demonstrates the
important process by which a woman's preferences and
attitudes are inferred from her own actions and words,
and are never suspected of being insincere. Thus, in
that specific case, Rabbi Feinstein attributes great
importance both to the fact that the wife had left the
home immediately upon learning of her husband's total
refusal ever to have children; and to her own testimony
saying that had she known of her husband's attitude in
advance, she would never have married him.87 A simi-
lar construction is found in the responsum concerning
the husband who converted out of Judaism.88 There,
too, Rabbi Feinstein accords great weight to the wife
leaving him immediately upon learning of his conver-
sion. These facts are sufficient to support the inapplica-
bility of the tav lemeitav presumption.
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82 See the discussion at p. 18.
83 Case 1 in the table above.
84 See the discussion at p. 6.
85  See, e.g., id., towards the end of part E: "And even if we might say that occasionally some woman might agree
to marry, this is certainly an insignificant minority, and for such a case the Sages did not make a [general] ruling
that she would need to receive a get."
86 Case 3 in the table above.
87 Sect. 13 of the facts description, at the opening of Part B and at the closing.
88 Case  6 at the table above.
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Of course, the liberal approach of "listening to the
women" has not been pursued all the way to its conclu-
sion. It may even be argued that Rabbi Feinstein merely
perpetuated the self-same process of making assump-
tions for women, and hence constructing them, for he
did not actually conduct interviews or surveys of
women's attitudes and preferences.89 Nevertheless, as I
have demonstrated above, his analysis shows much
greater awareness of changing circumstances as factors
that may effect shifts in attitudes, and his appeal to
women's assumed preferences discloses a much higher
degree of adaptability. It certainly does not accept the
presumption as immutable.90 Furthermore, in directly
addressing women's own testimony, and concluding that
errors had indeed taken place and that the presumption
was inapplicable (or had been rebutted), Rabbi Feinstein
clearly incorporated women's own voices into the equa-
tion.

Beyond this, the responsum that may be most signifi-
cant  in its rejection of the deterministic approach to
the presumption is the one concerning the homosexual
husband.91 It starts with a remarkable comparative
sociological analysis of women's perceptions and atti-
tudes towards marriage in past generations and in con-
temporary times. The analysis comes in response to a
question posed to Rabbi Feinstein, in which the ques-
tioner apparently suggested that contemporary women
are more uncompromising than men about defects in
the opposite sex, in contrast to the position in the past.
Rabbi Feinstein  disagrees, although he admits that the
description may make sense. His disagreement stems
from reliance on various sources in the gemara which
show that even in the past the majority of women were
not indifferent to whom they married. Interestingly,
Rabbi Feinstein apparently perceives the gemara as
reflecting pervasive social norms, and not as construct-
ing them. Consequently, he can draw on episodes and
rulings described in the text in order to learn of those
social norms and attitudes. Contemporary norms and

attitudes, on the other hand, are stated independently of
any sources. Clear from the whole analysis is an aware-
ness of the changing and evolving nature of social
norms, and a refusal to treat the idea expressed in the
tav lemeitav presumption as absolute and controlling. A
final interesting point is that the sociological nature of
the analysis comes in response to the challenge posed in
the question itself.

C.3. Confronting the TTaannnnaa's Approach
Supplementing these means of "simplifying," or rather
"demystifying," the presumption is the somewhat inco-
herent analysis of the tanna's explanation of the pre-
sumption, as offered in the gemara. At first sight, this
analysis seems incompatible with the progressive,
empathic picture described above. In two of the sur-
veyed responsa, Rabbi Feinstein quotes the tanna's decla-
ration and then examines its applicability to the cases at
hand. He does not challenge its actual truth, nor does
he attempt to reduce its offensive implications in rela-
tion to women. It appears that he regards the derogato-
ry description of women in the tanna's reasoning to be
accurate. This is not surprising in the light of the analy-
sis so far. It may be that no prominent halakhic author-
ity is immune from this kind of prejudice against
women, which finds its roots in their threatening sexual-
ity and their suspicious character as potential temptress-
es. Alternatively, as I would like to suggest, the truth
may be that we are witnessing here a carefully planned
attempt to undermine the power and the magnitude of
the presumption.

This can more clearly be seen in the case of the apos-
tate husband.92 In the second paragraph of part B of
the responsum, after suggesting that an error had
occurred in the betrothal, Rabbi Feinstein proceeds to
question this analysis by quoting all four of the apho-
risms from the gemara, including the tanna's conclusion.

89 Cf. Rabbi Rackman's concrete proposal to actually conduct such a survey, as reported in a 1996 essay in The Jewish
Press, under the title "A Painful Chapter" (The Jewish Press, November 29, 1996, p. 8).
90 See supra, n. 80.
91 Even ha-Ezer D, 113.
92 Even ha-Ezer D, 83.
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He then elaborates on that conclusion, to make its rea-
soning totally clear, in the following way:

However, since she desires sexual activity, it
may be that she has with whom to have an illic-
it relationship, but out of embarrassment, she
cannot have such a relationship when she does
not have a husband, and therefore she agrees to
marry any kind of husband whom she could
obtain easily, in order to have an illicit relation-
ship with those whom she desires to have rela-
tions with.93

This seems like a very harsh and even insulting descrip-
tion of women, and it appears as if Rabbi Feinstein
endorses the tanna's suggestion. Nevertheless, it should
be noted that this elaboration comes after a firm rejec-
tion of any normative trait that might otherwise be
attributed to the presumption, as indeed actually
occurred:

And apparently the baraita's intention in this is
strange, for it would seem that it offers nei-
ther a legal nor a moral statement, and thus
it is possible that the baraita is coming to teach
us that this concern is not based on the reason
that this is woman's nature, that she does not
care to whom she is married, and that she may,
in the absence of a suitable partner whom she
desires, not wait and simply marry any husband
at all…94

This is a clear negation of the perception that the pre-
sumption embodies inherent qualities of women and
that it entails normative ramifications that are applicable
to all woman in every case. Rabbi Feinstein denies that
the presumption, together with the other aphorisms, are
meant to tell us that women's nature is such that they do
not really care whom they marry. Only then does he
proceed to elaborate, approvingly, on the tanna's conclu-
sion. This stratagem enables him to turn to the pre-

sumption disentangled from the former transcendental,
existential, and essential connotations with which it was
enmeshed. When the presumption no longer holds
such imperatives, it may be handled in a much more
temporate manner. Regular methods of practical and
factual examination may then be applied. This is
achieved when a supposedly pragmatic rationale is
found for the presumption. Unfortunately, the rationale
is indeed offensive, but it does supply the possibility of
a pragmatic, matter-of-fact analysis. The point is that by
reducing the argument to the level of women's sexual
needs and women's sexual way of life, the validity and
relevance of the presumption are made much easier to
deal with. Indeed, in the particular case being consid-
ered, Rabbi Feinstein proceeds to distinguish the pre-
sumption—and thereby deny its application—by confin-
ing its relevance to those women only who may be
assumed to care for their reputations and be concerned
about adultery. "Unfortunately", Rabbi Feinstein con-
tinues, "in these times when many women do not follow
the Torah laws… and those women are not concerned
about adultery, tav lemeitav tan du should not be said
about them."

VI   EPILOGUE 
The objective of this survey and analysis of Rabbi
Spector's and Rabbi Feinstein's responsa has been to
demonstrate the dynamic and evolving nature of their
understanding of the tav lemeitav presumption, in con-
trast to the views expressed toward it in the past. The
liberating potential that lies in their approach is indeed
quite far-reaching, as reflected in the operative implica-
tions of the constructions offered most clearly in Rabbi
Spector's lengthy responsum. In short, these implications
are that in circumstances establishing grounds for
imposing divorce on the husband, the tav lemeitav pre-
sumption has been overridden, and therefore becomes
inapplicable. In other words, a decision that the hus-
band can be forced to divorce also means that tav
lemeitav cannot be claimed against the wife. Indeed, says 

93 Id., part 2.
94 Id., id. (emphasis added).
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Rabbi Spector, all the instances where the tav lemeitav
presumption was applied dealt with cases where the
husband could not have been compelled to
divorce.95The implications of this reasoning are broad.
Thus, whenever the circumstances are such that the hus-
band can be compelled to give a get, on the ground of
some fault or defect affecting him, and the wife was not
aware of that condition at the time of the betrothal and
marriage, those circumstances amount to error, which
makes the marriage void.96 The tav lemeitav presump-
tion cannot prevent the application of the law of error,
since it was rebutted through the possibility of com-
pelling the husband to give a get. Thus, a direct path to
the radical method for easing the plight of the agunah
as described above, namely, one that bypasses the need
for the man's cooperation in the get procedure, has been
opened. The great potential of this construction has
not escaped proponents of the rights of the agunah.97

Whether this method will be accepted by other halakhic
authorities remains to be seen.

On a more pragmatic level, the interpretive method that
is suggested here is compatible with a contractual per-
ception of the marital bond, and the specific topic of
the tav lemeitav presumption may illustrate the potential
for a contractual analysis of halakhic marriage. The
contractual potential is at least two-fold: it brings in the
flexible-adaptable tool of interpretation with regard to
the parties' intentions and undertakings in contracting,
and it enables the use of legal tools for the voiding of
the bond without requiring the parties' cooperation.
These two elements are obviously complementary and
they are both demonstrated in this fascinating subject of
the tav lemeitav presumption: in its sources, its uses
throughout the ages, the current controversy surround-
ing it, and its future potential.

95 Par. 41 in the Ein Yizhaq responsum.
96 Pars. 38-39 and 48 in the Ein Yizhaq responsum.
97 Evidently, this construction serves as one of the bases for the operation of the special Bet-Din le-Ba`ayot Agunot
established in New York by Rabbi Rackman, who had in fact espoused reliance on this construction some thirty
years ago. See, e.g., Broyde, "Qiddushei Ta'ut in Our Time", supra, n. 1 at 90, referring to "the establishment of a bet
din devoted exclusively to freeing agunot from the shackles of dead marriages by means of nullifying their marriages
ab initio"; Riskin "Annulment of Qiddushin - A Solution for Aginut," supra, n. 2, at 195 n. 20.
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For the past two decades or so, a number of social scien-
tists including, among others, Charles Liebman,1 Haym
Soloveitchik,2 Sam Heilman,3 William Helmreich and
Reuell Shinnar,4 and me,5 have pointed to a turning to the
right in American Orthodoxy. Be that as it may, it does
not spell the end of Modern Orthodoxy. Indeed, there
are indications that Modern Orthodoxy is quite strong in
the United States.

One tentative indicator of the viability of Modern
Orthodoxy emerged from an internet search which found
that there are more than 500 communities which explic-
itly define their synagogues as "Modern Orthodox syna-
gogue"; several hundred more identify themselves as a
"Modern Orthodox community"; and more than 200 say
that they are or have a "Modern Orthodox shul."  That
means that there are about 1,000 congregations that pro-
claim themselves on the web as Modern Orthodox.

Secondly, approximately two years ago, an unpublished
survey was conducted by Milton Heumann and David
Rabinowitz in a Young Israel synagogue in the New
York-New Jersey area. Of the 270 questionnaires sent
out, 116 were returned, a 43% return rate.

Respondents ranged in age from 25 to 65 and older, with
the vast majority being between 35-54 years.

One indication of the synagogue's Modern Orthodox
character is in the finding that, whereas 58% said they
were raised Orthodox (or Traditional), 42% replied that
they not. There was some difference according to gen-
der, with a slightly higher percentage of males than
females responding that they were not raised Orthodox.

The survey focused on eight issues: pluralism/tolerance;
the religious meaning of Israel; attitudes toward and
behavior between Jews and non-Jews; rabbinic authority,
including "Da`at Torah"; Torah and secular study ("Torah
u-madda"); religious stringency (humra); women and
halakhah; and religious outreach. For each issue, respon-
dents were asked to select among different responses
within the boundaries of Orthodoxy, ranging from those
reflecting a very conservative to those reflecting a very
modern perspective. Across the board, on all of the eight
issues, the majority, two-thirds or more of the respon-
dents, selected statements that reflected modern to very
modern perspectives.
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1Charles S. Liebman, "Extremism as a Religious Norm," Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion, 22, 1 (March 1983): 75-
86. A slightly revised version appears in Charles S. Liebman, Deceptive Images: Toward a Redefinition of American Judaism
(New Brunswick: Transaction, 1988), pp. 25-42.
2 Haym Soloveitchik, "Rupture and Reconstruction: The Transformation of Contemporary Orthodoxy," Tradition, 28,
4 (Summer 1994): 64-130; reprinted in Roberta Rosenberg Farber and Chaim I. Waxman, eds., Jews in America: A
Contemporary Reader. (Hanover: Brandeis University Press/University Press of New England, 1999), pp. 320-376.
3 Samuel C. Heilman, "How Did Fundamentalism Manage to Infiltrate Modern Orthodoxy?" Marshall Sklare Memorial
Lecture, 35th Annual Conference of the Association for Jewish Studies, Boston, December 21, 2003. See also his
forthcoming book, The Rise and Fall of Modern Orthodoxy (Berkeley: University of California Press).
4 William B. Helmreich and Reuel Shinnar, "Modern Orthodoxy in America: Possibilities for a Movement Under Siege,"
Jerusalem Letters/Viewpoints, Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, June 1, 1998.
5"The Haredization of American Orthodox Jewry," Jerusalem Letter/Viewpoints, Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs,
February 15, 1998. Mahzor Vitri 500.
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There is no evidence in this synagogue of a haredization
of the community. Its rabbi graduated from Yeshiva
University's Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary
(RIETS) in the 1970s and has been in his present position
for several decades. Presumably, just as "leka ketubba de-
let bah tigra," "there is no wedding ceremony that does not
entail some friction,"6 there is no synagogue in which
there is unqualified love between the rabbi and the con-
gregants. There are, however, no overt indications of any
serious issues between the rabbi and the membership.
The rabbi is to the right of most of his congregants and
probably goes along with some of the "modern" drift of
the congregation with great reluctance.7 But he is firmly
entrenched there, his congregants appear to view his role
as very important, and their relations appear to be quite
amicable.

Nor does this congregation appear to be unique.
According to the 2001 National Jewish Population
Survey (NJPS), about 10% of those who identify as
Jewish by religion are Orthodox. Of those, 41% had at
least a bachelor's degree, 16% had a Master's, and 5% had
a Ph.D., M.D., or Doctor of Law degree. Almost three-
quarters  (72.7%) of the Orthodox strongly believe that
"Jews in the US and Jews elsewhere around the world
share a common destiny"; 79.7% believe that "Israel is
the spiritual center of the Jewish People"; 70.4% stated
that "caring about Israel" is a very important part of

being Jewish; 87.8% stated that "leading an ethical and
moral life" is a very important part of being Jewish;
72.7% stated that "making the world a better place" is a
very important part of being Jewish; 77%  stated that
"having a rich spiritual life" is a very important part of
being Jewish; 72.9% stated that "being part of a Jewish
community" is a very important part of being Jewish; and
62.7%  stated that "supporting Jewish organizations" is a
very important part of being  Jewish.

There may be some question as how precisely to define
the distinction between Modern Orthodoxy and "ultra,"
"right wing," "sectarian," or "haredi" Orthodoxy, but there
seems to be a basic agreement that they may be distin-
guished on the basis of three major characteristics: The
first involves the haredi stance toward the larger society in
general and the larger Jewish community, which is essen-
tially an attitude of isolation, as opposed to the inclusive
attitude of the Modern Orthodox. The second is in ref-
erence to modernity, general scholarship and science,
with the haredim being antagonistic and Modern
Orthodoxy being accommodating, if not welcoming.
The third entails a basic difference in perspective toward
Israel and Zionism, with Modern Orthodoxy being much
more receptive to and supportive of the State of Israel as
having inherent Jewish significance and the Zionist goal
of Israel as the spiritual center.8 The data which I just
reported demonstrated conclusively that a clear majority,
approximately three quarters, of American Orthodox
Jews have higher education, are committed to the larger
Jewish community, affirm the value of tiqqun olam, and
strongly believe that Israel is the spiritual center of the
Jewish People. In other words, they are Modern
Orthodox!
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6Mahzor Vitri 500.
7 This may, in part, help explain the perception of the "move to the right."  It may well be that Modern Orthodox rab-
bis, including those ordained at RIETS in the latter part of the twentieth century, were considerably more to the right
than were their predecessors. In other words, the move to the right may have been within the RIETS semikhah (ordi-
nation) program, under the influence of a revisionist approach to the thinking of its revered head, the late Rabbi Joseph
B. Soloveitchik ("the Rav"), rather than within Orthodoxy as a whole, but is so glaring because rabbis are much more
visible than the laity. On revisionism with respect to the Rav, see Lawrence Kaplan, "Revisionism and the Rav: The
Struggle for the Soul of Modern Orthodoxy," Judaism 48,3 (Summer 1999): 290-311.
8 Tovah Lichtenstein, in a personal communication, has suggested a fourth factor, and one that has become increasingly
decisive— the attitudes toward women as manifest in patterns of women's education, especially Jewish education.

Across the board, two-thirds or more of the
respondents selected statements that reflected mod-
ern to very modern perspectives.
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The leadership of Orthodox Jewry during the first half
of the twentieth century was, apparently, not quite
equipped to overcome the challenges of the open
American society, and there is much evidence of wide-
spread defection from both Orthodox observance and
affiliation. As Marshall Sklare put it at mid-century,
"Orthodox adherents have succeeded in achieving the
goal of institutional perpetuation only to a limited extent;
the history of their movement in this country can be
written in terms of a case study of institutional decay."9

Nor was it solely institutional decline. The available evi-
denced suggested that the Orthodox were declining in
numbers as well and, indeed, even in the mid-1970s, it
appeared that they would continue to decline.10

The Holocaust changed much of this. Although many
Orthodox Jews had resisted coming to the United States
in earlier years, there was now no choice for them, and
they decided to come and transplant their religious cul-
ture in America. The available evidence suggests that
Orthodox Jews were disproportionately represented
among Holocaust refugees who immigrated to the
United States. In his study of Holocaust survivors,
William Helmreich conducted in-depth interviews with
170 survivors and found approximately 41% identified as
Orthodox, as compared to the 10% or less in the larger
American Jewish population.11

Lest it be argued that Helmreich's interviewees may not
be representative, my own analysis of data from the
national survey of America's Jews, the 1990 National
Jewish Population Survey, indicated similar patterns.
Looking at respondents who stated that their current reli-
gion is Jewish, among those who were born elsewhere
and arrived in the US during the years 1937-1948, 20%
identified their current denomination as Orthodox and
45% identified the denomination in which they were
raised as Orthodox. Among respondents  of those ages

who were born in the United States, 6% identified their
current denomination as Orthodox and 19% identified
the denomination in which they were raised as Orthodox.

Included among the new arrivals were a number of
Orthodox leaders who had been heads of advanced rab-
binical seminaries, yeshivot gedolot, in Eastern Europe.
Almost immediately upon their arrival in the United
States, they set about to reconstruct those yeshivas on
American soil. Such leaders as Rabbi Aaron Kotler, Rabbi
Abraham Kalmanowitz, and Rabbis Eliyahu Meir Bloch
and Mordechai Katz reestablished their advanced yeshiv-
as in Lakewood, Brooklyn, Cleveland, and elsewhere, in
the Eastern European mold, and helped spawn a genera-
tion of knowledgeable and ideologically committed
Orthodox Jews, many of whom were to subsequently
establish other advanced yeshivas in dozens of American
cities.

As a first step, the National Society for Hebrew Day
Schools, Torah Umesorah, was formed with the objective
of encouraging and assisting in the founding of Jewish
day schools-elementary and high schools that would pro-
vide intensive Jewish education along with a quality secu-
lar curriculum in cities and neighborhoods across the
country. The number of day schools grew from 35 to
323 and enrollments grew from 7,700 to 63,500 between
the years 1940 and 1965. By 1975, there were a total of
425 day schools and 138 high schools, with an enrollment
of 82,200. These schools were located not only in the
New York metropolitan area, but in 33 states across the
country. By 1975, every city in the United States with a
Jewish population of 7,500 had at least one day school, as
did four out of five of the cities with a Jewish population
of between 5,000 and 7,500. Among cities with smaller
Jewish populations, one out of four with a population of

9Marshall Sklare, Conservative Judaism: An American Religious Movement (Glencoe, IL: Free Press, 1955), p. 43.

10“Modern Jewish Othodoxy in America—Toward the Year 2000” (with E. Mayer), Tradition, 16, 3 (Spring 1977):
101.
11William B. Helmreich, Against All Odds: Holocaust Survivors and the Successful Lives They Made in America (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1992), pp. 78-79.
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1,000 Jews had a Jewish day school.12

It should be noted that instituting this type of day school
was in itself an adaptation to modernity. Many of the
very same rabbinic leaders who inspired the day school
movement, especially Rabbi Aaron Kotler, had been
adamantly opposed to this type of school, which com-
bined both sacred and secular education. Although a
number of day schools had been founded early in the
twentieth century, their numbers and, hence, their impact
were relatively small. With the efforts of the leadership of
the new immigration, the picture changed dramatically.
As indicated, there was a virtual boom in the growth of
the day school movement from World War II to the mid-
1970s and, since then, day schools have become recog-
nized as valued institutions within Conservative and
Reform Judaism as well. Indeed, by the 1990s, non-
Orthodox day schools were the fastest growing phenom-
enon in the American Jewish community.13 As indicated
in a 1994 study by the Avi Chai Foundation which ana-
lyzed the self-identified denominational affiliation of day
schools in the United States, of a total of 221 schools
surveyed in New York State, 204 were Orthodox, 11
Solomon Schechter, 5 community (i.e., not identified with
any movement) and 1 Reform. In the rest of the country
a total of 280 schools were surveyed: 170 were
Orthodox, 55 community, 43 Solomon Schechter and 12
Reform.14 Thus, in New York State, the Orthodox
schools represented 92% of the total number of day
schools, but the picture was very different outside of
New York State.

There, although Orthodox Schools were still a majority,

they represented only 60% of the total.

As for impact of day schools on Jewish identity, analysis
of the 1990 National Jewish Population Survey (NJPS)
data on baby boomers indicates that day school education
correlates with almost all measures of Jewish identity and
identification, and for many of those measures, the cor-
relation is much higher than it is with other types of
Jewish education.15

Also among the refugees were many members and some
leaders of Hasidic sects, such as: Belz, Bobov, Chernobel,
Lisk, Munkatch, Novominsk, Satmar, Skver, Stolin, Talin,
Tarel, Tash, Trisk, and Zanz, to name some of the more
prominent ones. The hasidim, perhaps even more than
others, were determined to retain their traditional way of
life even within the modern metropolis and they were
largely successful in achieving that goal.16

This new infusion of ideologically committed Orthodox
provided the numbers and the manpower for the renais-
sance that was to manifest itself more than a quarter of
century later. It also played a role in the intensification of
religious belief and practice among the Orthodox, as well
as in the increasing rift between them and the non-
Orthodox.17

12 Chaim I. Waxman, America's Jews in Transition (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1983), pp. 125-126.
13 Hanan Alexander, "Literacy, Education and the Good Life," paper delivered at the Workshop on Language,
Culture, and Jewish Identity, Tel-Aviv University, School of Education, Dec. 28, 1998.
14 Jewish Day Schools in the United States (New York: Avi Chai Foundation, 1994), p. 4.
15 Chaim I. Waxman, Jewish Baby Boomers: A Communal Perspective (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2001),
pp. 112-114. See also Sylvia Barack Fishman and Alice Goldstein, When They Are Grown They Will Not Depart: Jewish
Education and the Jewish Behavior of American Adults, Research Report 8, Waltham: Brandeis University, Cohen Center
for Modern Jewish Studies and the Jewish Education Service of North America, (March 1993).
16 This theme is captured in the 1997 award-winning documentary film by Menachem Daum and Oren Rudavsky,
"A Life Apart: Hasidim in America."  See also Jerome Mintz, Hasidic People: A Place in the New World (Cambridge,:
Harvard University Press), 1998.
17 Chaim I. Waxman, "The Haredization of American Orthodox Jewry"; Samuel G. Freedman, Jew vs. Jew: The Struggle
for the Soul of American Jewry (New York, Simon & Schuster, 2000).
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Interestingly, in contrast to the assertion by several critics
of this phenomenon, the increased religious zealousness
and the growing rift between the Orthodox and non-
Orthodox denominations within American Judaism do
not represent a distancing of Orthodox Jews from
American society. Quite the contrary. Indications are
that they are increasingly attached to the larger society
and view living their Orthodox lifestyle as a right within
the larger society rather than as set apart from it.

One indication of their emotional attachments to the
larger society may be reflected in the widespread display
of American flags on homes and businesses in heavily
Orthodox neighborhoods following the World Trade
Center disaster of September 11, 2001. The national
office of Agudath Israel, a prominent haredi organization,
sent out strongly-worded letters imploring its members to
contribute to the fund for families of firefighters and
police victims of the disaster. These actions appear to
indicate a deep sense of identification with the tragedy as
Americans.

As Diamond points out in his study of the Orthodox
Jewish community in suburban Toronto.18 a series of
vibrant Orthodox Jewish suburban communities have
developed across North America, and the key to their
success is the combination of the socio-economic afflu-
ence of their constituents as well as their religious com-
mitments that require them to live within a single neigh-
borhood—Orthodox religious law prohibits driving on
the Sabbath, setting the framework for a communal
structure in which its members are in close physical prox-
imity with each other.

Some Orthodox Jews who were sufficiently modern as to
have achieved relatively high educational and economic
status and who internalized modern conceptions of aes-
thetics and social organization moved to the suburbs and
built small communities that later, once the communal
foundations had been established, attracted larger num-
bers of Orthodox Jews. In contrast to the stereotype of
Orthodox Jews as being concentrated in the lower socio-
economic strata, many of them are fairly affluent. It
should be noted, however, that, according to the 1990
National Jewish Population Survey, as a group, the
Orthodox continued to have annual family incomes lower
than Conservative and Reform Jews; but, compared to
the North American population, even they have above-
average incomes.19

Some find it ironic that many of the new Orthodox com-
munities, which were developed by Modern Orthodox
Jews and reflected Modern Orthodox norms and values,
are now abandoning many of those norms and are
becoming much more haredi.20 In part, this is a result of
the fact that, with Orthodox communal development,
increasing numbers of haredim feel free to move there.
This pattern manifests itself in a range of Orthodox
communities, such as Boro Park and Flatbush, in
Brooklyn, the Five Towns in Nassau County, Monsey in
Rockland County, Baltimore, Toronto, and others. But
there is much more to the pattern.

18 Etan Diamond, And I Will Dwell in Their Midst; Orthodox Jews in Suburbia (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 2000).
19 Chaim I. Waxman, Jewish Baby Boomers.
20 Etan Diamond, And I will Dwell in Their Midst; Samuel G. Freedman, Jew vs. Jew; Chaim I. Waxman, “The
Haredization of American Orthodox Jewry.”
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As I interpreted  the "haredization" of American
Orthodoxy, it was due to a number of sociological, ideo-
logical and institutional factors, including the higher birth
rate among haredim; the more highly organized character
of haredi communities, which have clear lines of authori-
ty with high degrees of social control; the reactionary
tendency of haredim,; the haredi dominance over day
schools; and the weaker institutional base of Modern
Orthodoxy.21

They also have a strong sense of ideological self-assured-
ness; that is, they have no doubts about the correctness of
their approaches.

Two important developments emerged during the late
1970s and 1980s to significantly affect American Modern
Orthodoxy. The first was a socio-cultural development in

the United States as a whole.

As I am wont to point out in a variety of contexts, the
statement attributed to the German apostate and poet,
Heinrich Heine,22 "Wie es sich christelt, so judelt es sich" ("As
Christianity goes, so goes Judaism"), is actually a variation
of a similar statement asserted centuries earlier by Rabbi
Judah he-Hasid,23 in his well-known work, Sefer ha-
Hasidim: "It is known that as is the Gentile custom in
most places so is the Jewish custom."  

With respect to the "turn to the right" in American
Orthodoxy, it was, in large measure, a reflection of the
broader turn to the right and rise of fundamentalism in a
variety of different countries and continents.

If, in mid-century United States, secularization appeared
to be the wave of the future, an inevitable consequence
of modernity—so much so that sociologist Peter Berger
predicted that by the year 2000, "religious believers are
likely to be found only in small sects, huddled together to
resist a worldwide secular culture"24—by  the closing
decades of the century, Berger had recanted and averred

21These are discussed in detail in Chaim I. Waxman, "The Haredization of American Orthodox Jewry."  It should be
emphasized, however, that the close-knit character of haredi communities and the concomitant strong social controls
do not necessarily mean that the rabbis have complete control. On the contrary, there is more than good reason to
suggest that haredi communities are not impervious and are not immune to many of the same forces at work in the
larger society. They, too, have experienced consequences of modernity and, even among them, the authority of rab-
bis has declined. If nothing else, there is now a much greater heterogeneity even among haredi rabbis. Consequently,
it is frequently "independent" zealots with little or no formal authority who are able to instigate "witch hunts" and
incite significant sectors of the haredi masses to enforce their desired ends. Accordingly, the authority of rabbis in
these communities is significantly weaker than is typically perceived, even as the zealots legitimate their actions under
the banners of "Da`as Torah."  On the politics of the concept, see Gershon C. Bacon, The Politics of Tradition: Agudat
Yisrael in Poland, 1916-1939 (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1996); Lawrence Kaplan, "Daas Torah: A Modern Conception
of Rabbinic Authority," in Moshe Sokol, ed., Rabbinic Authority and Personal Autonomy (Northvale, NJ: Jason Aronson,
1992), pp. 1-60; Binyamin Brown, "Mei-Hitbadlut Politit le-Hitbazrut Tarbutit: Ha-Hazon Ish u-Qevi`at Darkah shel ha-
Yahadut ha-Haredit be-Erez Yisra'el (5693-5714)," in Mordechai Bar-On and Zvi Zameret, eds., Shenei Evrei ha-Gesher:
Dat u-Medinah be-Reishit Darkah shel Yisra'el (Jerusalem: Yad Izhak Ben-Zvi, 2002), pp. 364-413.
22 1797-1856.
23 Rabbi Judah ben Samuel, “the Pious”; c. 1150-1217.
24 "A Bleak Outlook is Seen for Religion," The New York Times, February 25, 1968.
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that the world today "is as furiously religious as it ever
was."25

Moreover "On the international religious scene, it is con-
servative or orthodox or traditionalist movements that
are on the rise almost everywhere."26

The forces of moderation have widely been replaced by
fundamentalism and it has become fashionable to reject
the culture—although not the technology—of moderni-
ty in favor of "strong religion."27 It should, therefore, be
no surprise that American Orthodoxy moved to the right;
it was reflecting a pattern in the larger society and culture.

As suggested above, the move to the right in the larger
Orthodox community was present within the walls of
RIETS as well, and a "Rav revisionism," which often
manifested itself as in opposition to one or more com-
ponents of Modern Orthodoxy, emerged.28 Modern
Orthodoxy was not yet sufficiently equipped to withstand
this onslaught.

It should be emphasized, however, that part of the
haredization of American Orthodoxy was more illusory
than real. American Orthodoxy appeared to have been
haredized because the haredi element is much more visi-
ble than are the Modern Orthodox. Most obviously, the
haredim stand out with their unique patterns of dress.
The Modern Orthodox, by contrast, look like everyone
else. In addition, American haredim, as opposed to their
counterparts in Israel, are much more involved with the
larger society, and they have not been immune to the
impact of American culture—they have a much greater
visible presence in every occupational field than do Israeli
haredim. They appear to have a particular attraction to the
technological areas of computers and communications,

precisely the areas that burgeoned during the 1980s and
1990s. As such, increasing numbers of non-haredim
became aware of them and came into contact with them,
and they appeared to dominate Orthodoxy.

In addition, the very modernity of the Modern Orthodox
meant that they were less likely to be affiliated and active-
ly involved with Orthodox communal organizations than
are the haredim. Again, this is a phenomenon characteris-
tic of the larger American society and culture, and not
unique to Orthodoxy. The political scientist Robert
Putnam amassed considerable data indicating that
Americans are increasingly detached from social groups
such as community, are increasingly less likely to join par-
ent-teacher associations, unions, political parties, as well
as host of other social groups.29

Orthodox American Jews are not immune from this cul-
tural pattern and, although they clearly have much
stronger community bonds than do the non-Orthodox,
they are also affected by the move away from formal
organizations. To some extent, the phenomenon of
"shtibelization," of increasing reluctance to join formal
synagogues, may be a manifestation of the larger pattern
Putnam analyzes. Be that as it may, the Modern
Orthodox are more affected by the larger cultural pattern
than are the haredim and, therefore, the haredim may be
more visible because of their greater presence in the
organizational spheres.

It was not until the 1990s that Modern Orthodoxy began
to recoup some of its position with Orthodoxy. To some
extent, it has been strengthened by developments in
Modern Orthodoxy in Israel. As the late Charles
Liebman observed, "contrary to all expectations, a new
Modern Orthodox elite has emerged in the past few

25 Peter L. Berger, ed., The Desecularization of the World: Resurgent Religion and World Politics (Washington, DC: Ethics
and Public Policy Center and Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999), p. 2.
26 Id., p. 6.
27 Gabriel A. Almond, R. Scott Appleby, and Emmanuel Sivan, Strong Religion: The Rise of Fundamentalisms Around the
World (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003).
28 Lawrence Kaplan, "Revisionism and the Rav." 
29 Robert D. Putnam, Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community (New York: Simon & Schuster,
2000).
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years."30 The close connections between the American
Modern Orthodox and their counterparts in Israel have
been documented.31 There can be no question, therefore,
that the strength of Israeli Modern Orthodoxy feeds its
counterpart in the United States.32

Although the forces of the larger culture probably
depleted the Modern Orthodox population in recent
decades, those same forces strengthened that population
by their impact on the haredi community. This is obvious
is the areas of music, dress, and leisure-time activity, as is
obvious from the pages of the variety of weekly and
monthly publications, "newspapers," that have developed
in haredi neighborhoods, and is part of what Alan Wolfe
sees as the influence of American culture on religions in
all of its variation in the United States.33

As a result, Modern Orthodoxy has benefited from the
growth and acculturation of the haredi community. That
is, much as it may not wish to admit it, the haredi com-
munity is not immune to the forces of the larger society
and culture and there have been defections from it to
Modern Orthodoxy. In fact, the increases in the size of
the haredi community may also have resulted in greater
numbers of those leaving haredism and becoming part of

the Modern Orthodox community.

Perhaps most importantly, American Modern Orthodoxy
has begun to develop the institutional structure it previ-
ously lacked. In large measure, Yeshiva University (YU),
under the leadership of the late Rabbi Dr. Samuel Belkin,
served as the major institutional base for Modern
Orthodoxy during the 1950s and 1960s.34 As a result of a
variety of factors, including YU's growing financial hard-
ships and the severely declining health of its widely
revered spiritual leader, Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, that
institution's involvement in the larger community
declined sharply and, from the mid-1970s through the
1980s, Modern Orthodoxy suffered from both an institu-
tional and intellectual  leadership vacuum.

YU's next president, Dr. Norman Lamm, was very busy
in those years reestablishing the university's financial
base; when he took over, it was on the verge of bank-
ruptcy. But, by the end of the 1980s, he was able to real-
ize an idea which he had developed some time earlier and,
in September 1989, he formally convened the first
Orthodox Forum, a now annual meeting of Jewish schol-
ars, educators, and communal professionals, who serve as
a think tank for the Modern Orthodox community. Dr.

30Charles S. Liebman, "Modern Orthodoxy in Israel," Judaism 47, 4 (Fall 1998): 406; see also Yair Sheleg, The New
Religious Jews: Recent Developments Among Observant Jews in Israel (Jerusalem: Keter, 2000) (Hebrew).
31 For evidence that Orthodox Jews in the United States have much more extensive and intensive ties with Israel
than do the non-Orthodox, see Chaim I. Waxman, American Aliya: Portrait of an Innovative Migration Movement (Detroit:
Wayne State University Press, 1989), p. 111; Chaim I. Waxman, "Weakening Ties: The Changing Relationship of
American Jewish Baby Boomers and Israel," in Allon Gal, ed., Envisioning Israel: The Changing Ideals and Images of North
American Jewry (Jerusalem: Magnes Press and Detroit, Wayne State University Press), 1996, pp. 374-396, esp. pp. 385-
386.
32 Prof. Menachem Friedman, of Bar-Ilan University's Sociology Department, has suggested to me that the connec-
tions between the Orthodox in the U. S. and Israel could appropriately be analyzed within the context of such con-
cepts as the "haredi global village" and "Modern Orthodox global village."  For a perspective on the role of digital
communications technology in the formation of a "haredi virtual community" and "Jewish global village," see Orly
Tsarfaty and Dotan Blais, "Haredi Society and the Digital Media," http://www.tau.ac.il/institutes/bronfman/con-
tents32.html. On the influence of American Orthodoxy on Israeli Orthodoxy, see Yair Sheleg, The North American
Impact on Israeli Orthodoxy (Ramat Gan: Bar-Ilan University, Argov Center for the Study of Israel and the Jewish
People, 1999).
33 Alan Wolfe, The Transformation of American Religion: How We Actually Live Our Faith (New York: Free Press, 2003).
34 Victor B. Geller, Orthodoxy Awakens: The Belkin Era and Yeshiva University (Jerusalem and New York: Urim, 2003).
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Lamm likewise played a central role in the founding of
the Orthodox Caucus, another group that serves as a cat-
alyst for discussing and encouraging the implementation
of new strategies for dealing with issues confronting
Modern Orthodoxy and Jewry  in contemporary society.

In addition to these YU-fostered projects, a number of
other Modern Orthodox educational institutions
emerged during the 1980s and 1990s. These would
include the growing number of Torah Mitzion Religious
Zionist kolelim, post-graduate schools, of which there are
now 14 throughout the United States.

Another Modern Orthodox institution that has witnessed
growth is the Drisha Institute for Jewish education, a
women's center for higher Jewish learning. And, in 1999,
Rabbi Avi Weiss founded Yeshivat Chovevei Torah, a
Modern Orthodox rabbinical school that describes itself
as an "open Orthodox institution that views Orthodox
Judaism as an intellectually rich, questioning, spiritual and
inclusive Jewish movement" It is a new institution, and it
is too early to tell whether and to what extent it will suc-
ceed. There are even questions as to whether those it
ordains will be recognized by the established Orthodox
rabbinic organizations.

In 1996, a grassroots movement of Jews specifically com-
mitted to Modern Orthodoxy was founded. Led by
Rabbi Saul Berman under the motto, "The courage to be
modern and Orthodox," Edah held its first conference in
New York City in 1997, and it was attended by more than
1,500 people. Subsequently, it has held conferences every
two years, in New York and in Jerusalem, all of which
have been very well attended. Although there are no for-

mal empirical measures of its success, the interest in the
movement suggests that there is a rather broad popula-
tion out there that views itself as Modern Orthodox and
is seeking legitimacy and direction.

Finally, for our purposes, there is the Jewish Orthodox
Feminists' Alliance (JOFA), an organization which held
the first of its international conferences in 1997 and will
hold its fifth, now biennial, conference in 2004. Among
its agenda items is a project that mentors women in posi-
tions, such as chaplains and interns, which formerly were
solely within the male purview.

All of these ventures are new, and their long-standing
impact cannot yet be measured. Nor should it be
assumed that they are indications that Modern
Orthodoxy is becoming organized as is the haredi com-
munity. What is widely referred to as "the haredi commu-
nity" is, in reality, not one highly organized community
but a series of communities that have many internal con-
flicts despite their broad identification with general hare-
dism. The "Modern Orthodox community" is even less
organized. It is a collection of disparate individuals and
groups who may be identified by their broad agreement
on the three distinguishing characteristics of Modern
Orthodoxy indicated at the outset, namely, they relate
positively to the establishment and growth of the State of
Israel and regard it as religiously significant, they have
generally positive orientations toward modern society
and culture, and they place great inherent value on all
Jews and the corporate character of Jewry. Beyond these,
there are wide variations and a general modern (or "post-
modern") skepticism of institutionalization as well as a
growing sense of insufficient time and resources to
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become communally involved on any kind of regular
basis. But, should a crisis erupt, they are there and their
significance should never be underestimated. They may
not quite fit the traditional definition of community, but
they are much more than a virtual community.

In recent decades, especially since the death of Rabbi
Joseph B. Soloveitchik, there has been a perceived dearth
of rabbinic leadership in the Modern Orthodox commu-
nity. This is probably a reflection of the broader pattern
of fragmentation and detachment from communal
organizations discussed above. In addition, there is evi-
dence from numerous studies that, in the United States,
individuals increasingly arrive at their own religious
beliefs.35 One of the ways in which Modern Orthodox
American Jews manifest their modernity is in the realm of
self-determination, especially via-a-vis religious beliefs,
and this has had consequences for the nature of rabbinic
authority in the Modern Orthodox community.36

It is important to emphasize that the sense of a recent
decline in rabbinic leadership does not manifest itself in
a decline in the status of the rabbi as a profession. Given
the patterns of seminary enrollments in the United
States, in Christian as well as within non-Orthodox sem-
inaries, one might have expected that enrollments in
Orthodox seminaries would have declined as well. The
empirical data, however, suggest otherwise. In contrast
to seminary enrollment patterns in other American
Jewish denominations, there has been no decline in
enrollments at the RIETS over the past several decades.
Indeed, there has actually been a significant increase.

According to its Administrator, Rabbi Chaim Bronstein,
RIETS has experienced significant and steady increases in
enrollments since the early 1980s. In addition, there have
been significant increases in the percentages of enrollees
coming from outside Yeshiva University. Now, approxi-
mately 20% come from elsewhere, including Ivy League
universities and ba`alei teshuvah yeshivas.37

One is tempted to explain these figures as unique to
RIETS and the Modern Orthodox community, since the
institutional ideology of a synthesis of Torah and world-
ly knowledge emphasizes the value of learning for its
own sake and for enabling every individual, in whatever
occupation, to grow in Torah knowledge. Ordination,
therefore, may not career-related and thus may not be an
indication of the status of the profession of the rab-
binate.38

However, the available data indicate that the rabbinate or
a cognate field is indeed the professional choice for most
RIETS graduates. For example, an analysis of those
ordained between 1998 and 2002 indicates that the only
21% plan to enter totally secular professions. Another
7% plan careers in the Jewish organizational field.

The majority plan to enter the pulpit rabbinate (16%),

35Patrick H. McNamara, Conscience First, Tradition Second: A Study of Young American Catholics (Albany: State University
of New York Press, 1992); Wade Clark Roof, A Generation of Seekers: The Spiritual Journeys of the Baby Boomer Generation
(San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1993); Wade Clark Roof, Spiritual Marketplace: Baby Boomers and the Remaking of
American Religion (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1999); Steven M. Cohen and Arnold M. Eisen, The Jew
Within: Self, Community, and Commitment Among the Variety of Moderately Affiliated (Boston: Wilstein Institute of Jewish
Policy Studies, 1998); Steven M. Cohen and Arnold M. Eisen, The Jew Within: Self, Family, and Community in America
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2000); Chaim I. Waxman, Jewish Baby Boomers.
36 Much of the following is discussed in my paper, "The Role and Authority of the Rabbi in American Society,"
Orthodox Forum, New York, March 2003.
37 Rabbi Chaim Bronstein, personal communication, 2003.
38 Seth Farber, An American Orthodox Dreamer: Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik and Boston's Maimonides School (Hanover, NH:
University Press of New England, 2003); see also my paper, "Thought, Socioculture and Structure: Rabbi Joseph B.
Soloveitchik as the Leader of Modern Orthodoxy," presented at the conference, "Studies Exploring the Influence of
Rabbi J. B. Soloveitchik on Culture, Education and Jewish Thought," Van Leer Jerusalem Institute, Dec. 30, 2003.
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Jewish education at the primary, secondary, or post-high
school level (52%) and the chaplaincy in either a hospital
or university setting (3%).39

It must be pointed out, however, that only 16% expect to
enter the pulpit rabbinate. We have no data on the per-
centages of previous classes entering the pulpit rabbinate,
so it cannot be determined if there has been any change
in the patterns, but the available data indicate that only a
small percentage of the ordainees plan to become pulpit
rabbis.

One other indication of the status of the rabbinate in the
Modern Orthodox community is the previously men-
tioned founding of Yeshivat Chovevei Torah and its rab-
binic program. Although the school is new and the rab-
binic program is limited to only ten students per year, the
very fact that the Modern Orthodox community now has
another rabbinic seminary and RIETS's enrollment has
not correspondingly decreased suggests that, if anything,
the desire for ordination in that community is growing.

As for communal leadership, there appears to be a grow-
ing divergence in patterns between the haredi and Modern
Orthodox. Haredism, accompanied by the notion of the
rabbi's all-encompassing and charismatic (in the original
sense of that term), developed, in large measure, as a

response to modernization, pluralization, and seculariza-
tion.40

Given the strong sense of community and strong com-
munity bonds among haredim, the authority and power
wielded by rabbis in haredi communities far surpasses that
in any other, including non-haredi Orthodox communi-
ties. No other community has the kind of social control
commonplace in haredi communities and thus, for exam-
ple, no other community has been witness to the variety
of religious bans—public, widely circulated pronounce-
ments of herem—that are prevalent in the haredi commu-
nity. In the past year alone, such pronouncements have
succeeded in forcing an Orthodox writer from participat-
ing in speaking tours with his Reform co-author,41 in hav-
ing the Chief Rabbi of the United Hebrew
Congregations of the British Commonwealth revise a
book that was already in production,42 and in banning a
book on nineteenth and early twentieth century rabbinic
scholars,43 all because they did not conform to the per-
spectives—not solely halakhic—of some militant haredi
rabbis. Such power is found only in haredi and other, non-
Jewish, fundamentalist groups, which are composed of
individuals who are much more amenable to submission
to authority.44

In the non-haredi world, by contrast, lay people play much
more of a leadership role. This is not anything new.
Quite the contrary: From an historical perspective, the
haredi pattern of rabbinic dominance is the unique one.
As Haym Soloveitchik points out, "The lay communal
leadership had always reserved political and social areas
for itself. Even in the periods of maximum rabbinic

39 Unpublished data supplied by Rabbi Robert Hirt, based on a survey of ordainees in the 2002 Hag ha-Semikhah.
40 Peter L. Berger, The Sacred Canopy: Elements of a Sociological Theory of Religion (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1967).
41 Amiel Hirsch and Yosef Reinman, One People, Two Worlds: An Orthodox Rabbi and a Reform Rabbi Explore the Issues
that Divide Them (New York: Schocken, 2002).
42 Jonathan Sacks, The Dignity of Difference: How to Avoid the Clash of Civilizations (London and New York: Continuum,
2002).
43 Nathan Kamenetsky, Making of a Godol: A Study of Episodes in the Lives of Great Torah Personalities, vol. 1 (Jerusalem:
privately published, 2002).
44 Dennis E. Owen, Kenneth D. Wald, and Samuel S. Hill, Jr., "Authoritarian or Authority-Minded? The Cognitive
Commitments of Fundamentalists and the Christian Right," Religion in American Culture 1 (Winter 1991): pp. 73-100.
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influence, as in sixteenth-century Poland, political leader-
ship was firmly in the hands of laymen."45

However, even in the Modern Orthodox community and
especially in the United States, where denominations in
general have been important voluntary organizations,
rabbis have played important, if not decisive, roles in
communal affairs. In terms of the American Jewish
experience, it is not simply coincidence that the among
the first efforts at bringing some order to the chaotic reli-
gious life were efforts to organize a synagogue associa-
tion and a rabbinic association.46

Although there has apparently not been any decline in the
status of the rabbinate as a profession among the
Modern Orthodox, it does appear that the scope of rab-

binic authority has undergone changes commensurate
with the cultural shifts in the larger society. For the rab-
binate, this has resulted in a decreased role for Orthodox
national rabbinic groups. For the haredim and thof
Orthodox Rabbis, the Agudas Harabanim, this may not be
very significant because their roles have, to a large extent,
been taken over by heads of yeshivas, roshei yeshivah. For
the Modern Orthodox community, however, the new
social situation presents a serious challenge to its rabbinic
association, the Rabbinical Council of America, to rede-
fine its goals and objectives if it wishes to increase the
likelihood that rabbis will continue to play significant
roles in the broader communal agenda.

45 Haym Soloveitchik, "Rupture and Reconstruction: The Transformation of Contemporary Orthodoxy," Tradition,
28, 4 (1994): 64-130; reprinted in Roberta Rosenberg Farber and Chaim I. Waxman, eds., Jews in America: A
Contemporary Reader (Hanover, NH: Brandeis University Press/ University Press of New England, 1999), pp. 320-376.
46 Chaim I. Waxman, America's Jews in Transition (Philadelphia,: Temple University Press, 1982), pp. 14-15.
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn
For the last six years I have been working as the principal
of Himmelfarb high school in Jerusalem. Himmelfarb is
one of the largest religious high schools for boys in
Israel. The school has two main defining characteristics.
First, the school identifies itself as a Modern Orthodox
institution. The curriculum  encompasses not only clas-
sical Jewish texts but also the basic texts of Western cul-
ture. In fact, we try to teach some of the texts in tandem.
For example, the students are exposed to the great Jewish
medieval philosophers and concurrently study the evolu-
tion of Christianity and Islam. They study the Hasidic
movement and at the same time learn about the great
philosophical revolutions of the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries. Our students are taught that they have
to understand the different worlds they live in, their intel-
lectual roots, and the complex reality of being Orthodox
Jews in a modern Israeli society. They are taught that as
Modern Orthodox Jews we are constantly choosing
which of the developments that define "modernity" we
can embrace as part of our world view and which are
alien to our beliefs. They come to recognize that this
process is complex, and at times, confusing. They also
realize that their school's approach is unique. All the stu-
dents understand that we are trying to perform a complex
theological and educational balancing act within a polar-
ized society in which balance and compromise are out of
vogue. The fact that the school is both modern and
Orthodox is exhibited as well in the fact that that ninety-

nine percent of our graduates serve in the I.D.F, a much
higher percentage than the population at large, for they
believe that the modern Jewish state is something worth
protecting even at the cost of one's life. Most of our
graduates go on to pursue university degrees and become
active members of Israeli society.

The school's second characteristic is that it is a public
school. Most of the students come from feeders that
allow them entry into Himmelfarb without entrance
exams. More than ninety percent of the students who
enroll in seventh grade will graduate six years later. The
institution thus serves as a melting pot, fusing together
children from very different backgrounds. The diversity
is threefold, involving economic status, ethnicity (i.e.
Ashkenazi or Sefaradi), and level of religious observance.
This complexity forces both the staff and the student
body to come face to face with the great diversity found
in Israeli society. The ability to live with the "other" and
even respect him is one of the major challenges facing
Jews both in Israel and abroad.

It is my intention to present three core problems we face
in our work. The first is the question of authority: To
what extent do we want to adopt the values of the dem-
ocratic tradition in our schools, and what is the proper
power structure within our school system?

The second question is how one relates to the "other"
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within society: people of different socio-economic strata
or those Jews who are "traditional" but who do not abide
by the Shulchan Aruch and those who define themselves as
secular. Are we to encourage inter action with these dif-
ferent populations?  And perhaps the ultimate "others" in
the State of Israel are the Moslem and Christian Arabs.
What is our relationship to them?   Should they be
shunned as potential enemies or embraced as monotheis-
tic cousins and as fellow-citizens?

Finally, there is the question of family structure and sex-
ual norms. How do we deal with the fact that many years
pass between the time our students reach puberty and the
time they marry?  While classical Jewish teachings have
dealt with these questions time and again, the questions
today are more acute and complex than ever before.
These burning issues are not limited to schools and per-
tain to adults as well to adolescents, but they tend to be
emphasized when one works with adolescents because
tend to struggle with them the most and demand answers
to questions that adults, at times, overlook.

No one is to be blamed for these problems, which are
inherent in our being products of the tumultuous history
of the Jewish people and the world at large over the last
three hundred years. The changes in the Jewish people's
religious identity since the Emancipation in Europe and
the creation of the ethnically diverse democratic Israeli
State have raised many vexing questions for us and our
students alike. Our students are very much aware of liv-
ing in a multi-cultural society in which behavioral patterns
vary widely from group to group. Unfortunately, the
overwhelming complexity of these issues has discour-
aged their being discussed openly among  parents, teach-
ers and students, with the result that we tend to offer con-
tradictory messages regarding them. Courageous, mean-
ingful, and sometimes painful discussion is urgently need-

ed in order to confront the questions involved.

DDeemmooccrraaccyy  aanndd  AAuutthhoorriittyy
It is fair to argue that the basic tenet of our religion is 
"qabbalat ol malkhut shamayim," accepting the yoke of the
Almighty's sovereignty. In acknowledgement of that, we
recite the "shema" twice every day and declare our alle-
giance to the one and only God.1 God demands sub-
servience, and He orders the Jewish people to submit to
the Sanhedrin's authority in spiritual matters and to the
king's authority in temporal matters. While it is true that
the Sanhedrin ceased to function in late antiquity, local
rabbinic authorities continued to exercise authority in the
Diaspora Jewish communities under the rule of "lo tasur
mi-khol asher yomeru lekha yamin u’semol," (Do not deviate
from what they tell you, neither to the right nor to the
left)2. Accepted tradition was that this was true not only
in the time of an active Sanhedrin but in all generations:
"Yiftah be-doro ki-Shemu'el be-doro,(Jephthah, a less eminent
judge , nonetheless enjoys the same authority in his gen-
eration that the far greater Samuel enjoys in his).3 The
ultimate source of power was God, and He delegated a
portion of this power to human rulers. Humans were to
obey the authorities or else face sanctions.

The philosophical and political revolutions of the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries brought forth a very dif-
ferent concept. According to modern theory, political
power lies neither in the hands of God nor in the hands
of the leaders, but in the hands of the community itself.
Political power is derived not from God above but from
the human community living amongst us. Of course,
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there does not have to be a complete contradiction
between the traditional Jewish approach and that of
modern democracy.

One can argue that the democratic revolution is essential
in the process of "tiqqun olam," the process of repairing
and redeeming the world. One should argue that democ-
racy is a wonderful development, as important as the abo-
lition of slavery and bigamy, and should be embraced by
orthodoxy.4 And yet, one cannot deny the difference
between the traditional attitude to power and the modern
democratic approach. The modern democratic world
places the free individual human being at the center of
the political process rather than defining his role as one
whose main obligation is to be subservient to spiritual
and temporal authorities.

There are two relevant questions regarding the democrat-
ic process in the educational system. The first is whether
we are interested in introducing the democratic process
into the world of the sacred or only to questions of tem-
poral power. Are our religious authorities, i.e. the rabbis,
also part of the democratic process or are they exempt
from it?  Nowhere are the differences between the two
systems more vivid than in the laws pertaining to the obli-
gation to respect one's rabbi. According to halakhah, it is
forbidden to contradict the opinion of one's rabbi or to
give a religious ruling within his sphere of influence.5

The meeting of teacher and student is not the meeting of
equals but the  imparting of tradition by people of
authority. The laws of respect due to one's teacher define
a very clear hierarchy. In fact, it is the elders who have a
God-like role, and respecting them is the way to come
closer to God. Do we want our students to questions
their rabbis or do we want them to be molded by them?
Are we interested in the teacher who works with the class
as a partner or the teacher who rules the class?  We all
know that students daily question our authority and

beliefs. Do we want to encourage this questioning or do
we want to stifle it?  

The tension grows when we send our students to study in
post high school yeshivot. In that world, the rosh yeshivah
seldom stands for re-election, and he is usually the ulti-
mate decision maker on halakhic questions and matters
of policy and philosophy. Is that the model we idealize,
or are we interested in a more democratic style?   For
instance, one of the foundations of democracy is the
right to dissent. What is the amount of dissent we want
to allow in our schools? What happens if a student in the
Orthodox school refuses to participate in tefillah? To what
extent do we introduce our students to the question of
choice in spiritual matters and to what extent do we edu-
cate them to follow the authority of the rabbis?   Do we
feel free to questions decisions rendered by various rab-
binic authorities in the last century or should our
approach be one of reverence?  Is it proper to question
the decision of many leading rabbinic authorities to stay
in Europe just before the Second World War, or is it per-
haps healthier to let that issue rest?

The second issue has to do with the management of the
school as a whole. Are we interested in the authoritarian
or the democratic model?    To what extent do we want
to involve students in deciding educational and curricular
policy?  For instance, in most of the high schools I am
familiar with, most of the students feel that the burden of
Talmud studies is too heavy. Should the students or
teachers decide how many hours of Talmud they study or
should the decision be a joint one? To what extent do we
want the students defining the school rules and to what
extent do we want our students to follow school rules laid
down by the educational staff ?  Should disciplinary mat-
ters be decided by the students or laid out by the admin-
istration? 
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Perhaps the central religious and educational question
that has to be dealt with is whether one can educate for
yir'at shamayim, "fear of God," within a democratic insti-
tution?  If the individual becomes the center of the polit-
ical and spiritual realm, can he really feel like a servant of
“Ribbono shel Olam," the Master of the Universe?  Can the
democratic notion coincide with a true respect and rever-
ence for our sages?  

Of course, these issues are debated in any modern school
setting; they are not unique to Orthodox Judaism. They
raise fundamental questions of the place of hierarchy in
any institution that functions in a democratic society. My
point is that our religious schools pose these issues with
added force, for they function simultaneously within two
systems having contradictory notions of authority. We
have to consciously decide what balance we are interest-
ed in creating between these systems and what price we
are willing to pay for our decision.

Part of the solution would be for our rabbis and teachers
to view themselves as enablers of choice. Instead of
issuing an absolute ruling on every question posed to
him, a teacher can explain to his student the alternatives
legitimately available on personal or educational matters
and on halakhic matters. On many occasions, I
approached my roshei yeshivah at Yeshivat Har Etzion for a
pesaq halakhah, and they in turn discussed with me the var-
ious legitimate halakhic possibilities. It is this approach
that enabled them to use their absolute halakhic and edu-
cational authority on the rare occasions that they saw fit.

In a democratic world, one has to ensure that the act of
qabbalat `ol malkhut shamayim, accepting the yoke of heav-

en, is done in conjunction with respect for the autonomy
of each and every individual within the system. Our rab-
binic hierarchy cannot deny the spiritual autonomy of
each and every individual. This is not only practical
advice in a world in which no authority has absolute con-
trol over anyone else, but also a spiritually valid position.
If people accept the burden of the Torah out of free will,
we will have a more meaningful community of believers.
Many students do, in fact, understand that a commitment
to a life of Torah is the best way for them to exert their
personal autonomy in a chaotic, post-modern, world. If
the spiritual leaders understand that they have to help stu-
dents in the complex choices the students themselves
have to make, the unnecessary conflict with authority will
be eliminated. The students will also be better prepared
for the decisions they will ultimately have to make once
they leave the secure environment of the school.
Hopefully, when it is warranted, they will still come back
to consult with us.

It also seems personal example must now become a more
prominent educational tool than cohesion. If in the
Middle Ages the community had the power to coerce its
members into certain modes of behavior, today, for the
most part, we lack those coercive methods, and when
they are used, they usually lead to disastrous results.
Sincere educators who are committed to a life of Torah
because of its own intrinsic values are able to convey
their way of life to the next generation. Those who think
Torah is a form of social control are usually ineffective.

The role of those who run institutions as a whole or
classrooms as parts of institutions have the obligation to
define, sometimes by themselves and sometimes with
their colleagues and students, the parameters of the
debate they are interested in having within their institu-
tion.

I remember the opposing positions of different rabbis at
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Yeshivat Har Etzion during the dismantling of Yamit as
part of the peace accords with Egypt. The roshei 
yeshivah decided that this was a legitimate debate, and they
allowed the voicing of opinions different from their own.
I also know that no one in the Yeshivah was allowed to
support the Jewish underground, which was uncovered
shortly after.

Students coming into an institution have to recognize the
parameters of accepted behavior. Any institution, and
even more so a religious institution, has to demand a cer-
tain mode of behavior. In my judgment, however, the
parameters should be as broad as possible. In general,
the mere expression of ideas (as distinct from actions)
should not be subject to disciplinary responses. In our
school, I strongly urge teachers to relate seriously to all
questions respectfully asked, even if they seem to under-
mine everything we do and say. And yet, I demand a
basic adherence to the halakhah for those who want to be
members of our community. A principal also has to
decide which of the school can be negotiated and which
are cast in iron. These guidelines change from institution
to institution based on the ideology and population. But
any institution that does not impose boundaries encour-
ages chaos, and any institution that does not allow free-
dom and choice within those boundaries will end up with
an angry student body whose members will never inter-
nalize the institution's educational messages.

Unfortunately, this issue of rabbinic authority and
democracy is going to be debated within a much larger
immediate context. If Prime Minister Sharon in fact
plans to uproot thousand of Jewish settlers in conflict
with local rabbinic authority, the religious educational sys-
tem will have to choose whether to support the legitimate

democratic government when in conflict with halakhic
authority.

In this context, where there may be real danger of civil
war, the educational issue becomes a profound one, and
there is no doubt that if and when this conflict arises it
will be a watershed event defining the relationship
between "Church and State."  The national religious pop-
ulation as a whole and the educational leaders in the reli-
gious high schools, and, even more, in the yeshivot, are
going to have to decide which power reigns supreme: the
democratic power of the state or the consensus of rab-
binic  authorities on halakhic matters. Because of the
dire consequences of such an open conflict he intelli-
gence to avoid defining the conflict as one between
democracy and halakhah.

TThhee  QQuueessttiioonn  ooff  tthhee  ““OOtthheerr””
The second issue we confront is the relationship to the
"others."  To a large extent, this question, too, arises as a
result of life within a democracy.6 The autonomous
"other" in the democratic system is not to be killed, sub-
dued or humiliated, but is to coexist within a system that
is multi-cultural by definition. Unfortunately, each and
every group within Israeli society seems to feel itself
threatened by the existence of other groups. We have not
yet accepted the fact that the tumultuous history of the
Jewish people in the last two hundred years has created a
multitude of ethnic and religious entities having no
choice but to coexist together in one land.

The immediate and most threatening "other" in the reli-
gious high school system is the non-religious Israeli. He
is threatening because so many graduates of the
Orthodox high schools decide to live a secular life. But

6For an exposition of the meaning and challenges for education of a multi-cultural society, see Howard Grdener, The
Disciplined Mind, (Penguin Books,2000) p.50.
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this "other," secular, Israeli is our partner in the building
of the Zionist state.

In fact, it is crucial to define the Zionist secular Israeli as
our brother and partner, because there is otherwise no
theological justification for participating in the secular
Zionist endeavor. It was Rabbi  Kook, the most impor-
tant of the Zionist rabbis, who explained that Israel's sec-
ular founding fathers of Israel were unwittingly perform-
ing a religious act by returning to the land of Israel. 7 

Accordingly, our educational philosophy stresses our
identification with the great secular-socialist leaders who
established the State and teaches, as did Rav Kook, that
their accomplishments are a fulfillment of the prophecy
of the Jewish people's redemption.

And yet, we find the secularists' way of life, however
Zionist in its commitment, to be disturbing. This
ambivalence has led to an absurd situation. On the one
hand we talk about a joint destiny with secular Israelis,
and yet, on the other hand, there is almost no dialogue
taking place between secular and religious Israeli high
school students. It is no big secret that Gesher, the
movement made famous twenty years ago for bringing
together secular and religious Israeli youth can barely
mobilize enough religious high schools to continue the
project. Sadly, the dati le'umi national religious communi-
ty has become another sector of Israeli society that feels
threatened by the "other" groups and thus largely seclud-
ed from them. The absurdity of this situation is that the
vast majority of our students serve in the I.D.F and have
to face the only melting pot in the country when they
turn eighteen. This new, powerful meeting with the "sec-
ular" Israeli in the army setting is often the situation in
which our graduates abandon the orthodox life. Perhaps,

a more gradual acquaintance with the secular Israeli
would allow our students to confront him in a more
mature and confident fashion.

Another "other" to be considered is the Israeli Arab.
While the secular Israeli is talked about at length within
the system, usually as the "other" whose way of life is to
be avoided, there is a striking silence regarding 20% of
the Israeli population, the Israeli Arabs. To an average
Israeli student, it seems as if they do not exist at all. This
was true before the current war with the Palestinians and
it is especially true after three years of bloody terror. And
yet, we have to ask ourselves if it would not be smarter to
broach the subject of our complex relationship with
them. Do we view them as  gerim ve-toshavim, having the
right to dwell amongst us?  Are we willing to treat them
with the dignity of full class citizens, or do we perceive
them merely as resident aliens if not potential enemies?  

These frightening and painful questions are extremely
complex and are part of a wider political debate, but they
must be asked. I remember asking a student who was
wearing a shirt which declared, "No Arabs-—No Suicide
Attacks" to cease wearing his shirt. I tried to explain to
him that mass deportations of Israeli Arabs are not
acceptable according to the way we interpret the Torah in
our school. The discussion was tough and intense, espe-
cially since it took place during one of the worst periods
of the Intifada. I think the student agreed to stop wear-
ing the shirt to school mainly because I legitimized his
feelings of anger and fear. And yet, it is clear to me that
it would be impossible, and perhaps morally wrong, to
create dialogue at this point of the conflict. It is unfair to
ask our students to understand the plight of Israeli Arabs
while their lives are physically threatened by the
Palestinians. If we are fortunate, the future will offer new

7Rabbi A. I. Kook, Orot ha-Tehiyah, (Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1985), Chap 43.
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opportunities for dialogue. One would hope that the reli-
gious students, even more than secular Israelis, would be
able to form a successful dialogue with members of the
other great monotheistic tradition in the region.

The third "other" that has to be confronted is the Israeli
of lower socio-economic status. Deborah Meier, the out-
standing principal of Central Park East Secondary
Schools in Harlem, New York City, has argued that the
only way to maintain a true democracy is through an
equal and integrated school system.8 This has not been
the premise of the elite yeshivah high schools in Israel or
in the United States. At times, it seems the yeshivah edu-
cation is more about socio-economic stature than about a
responsibility to "Kelal Yisrael", to the community of the
Jewish people as a whole. In Israel, this discrimination
has led to the angry, powerful, and successful Shas move-
ment. The only way to educate toward true Ahavat
Yisra'el, love for the Jewish people, is to accept into our
educational system those from the lower socio-economic
strata or less observant communities. John Dewey was
right to observe that schools should be about doing and
not about theorizing.

If the students see us coping with the gaps dividing our
society, they will understand that this is a worthy endeav-
or. If they see us volunteering with the underprivileged
but not allowing them into our schools, they will infer
that we favor keeping these "other" Jews at a distance.

Adolescents learn from the way we behave, not from the
way we talk. Having a student body that is mixed socio-
economically, ethnically and religiously means that we
have to acknowledge the facts that we live in a diverse
society and that we have to work very hard in solving the
differences within student groups. Ultimately, it is per-
haps the only chance to mold Israeli society into a living
organism rather than an amalgamation of threatened
socio-economic and ethnic groups. Our school enjoys
the happy singing of the Sefardi selihot before the High
Holy Days as we enjoy the somber selihot read by mem-
bers of the Ashkenazi minyan. At no time can I find
greater satisfaction than in the friendships struck up
between boys whose fathers would never have crossed
paths.

TThhee  QQuueessttiioonn  ooff  SSeexxuuaalliittyy
The third major issue we face is the conflict between
halakhic demands and the sexual norms of modern soci-
ety. Specifically, the problem stems from the long inter-
val between the age of puberty and the age of marriage.
For years I have been telling my students that there is a
major theological difference between Catholicism and
Judaism and that it has to due with the way we view sex-
uality. I claimed that Catholics view sexuality as some-
thing evil, which has to be suppressed. According to
Catholic theology, I tell my students, marriage is intend-
ed for those who are unable to suppress their sexuality. I
contrasted the position of the Catholic Church with the
Jewish position, which views marriage and the sexual
relationship that follows as a great mizvah. Jews, I tell my
students, should not feel bad about their sexual impulses
if they are expressed according to halakhah. But the
problem with what I tell my students is that until they
marry they do  in fact  have to live like Catholic monks.

8D. Meier, The Power of Ideas (Beacon Press, 1995).
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According to halakhah there is no legitimate sexual
expression until marriage.

Not only is all sexual contact forbidden; so is masturba-
tion. It seems that during most of our history young men
and women married close to the time of puberty. While
the Mishnah Avot states  that one marries at the age of
eighteen,9 we know that before the Second World War in
the traditional communities of eastern Europe and
North Africa, the age of marriage was often much
younger.

Yet today, it is almost impossible for a young Israeli to
marry before he finishes his army service at the age of
twenty-one or twenty-two. And we encourage our chil-
dren to pursue higher education, so it is financially very
difficult for most of them to marry before their mid
twenties.

The problem is of acute importance during adolescence.
Many of our students develop friendships with the other
sex and have no ability to express that friendship in a
physical manner. The halakhah viewed physical relation-
ships between men and women as something that hap-
pens within the family, as husband and wife. The concept
of long-term  friendship between a boy and a girl does
not exist within the halakhic framework. The problem is
compounded by the fact that our students live in a very
coarse world, where the media presume that adolescents
should be living promiscuous sexual lives.

It is  my opinion that this is the hardest of all problems
and is the main reason that so many leave the fold.
Judaism has always been traditionally practiced within the
family framework. One existed either as a child in one's

parents' home or as a spouse in ones own home. One
was either a child or rearing children. Until the modern
era  Judaism never dealt with a situation in which a large
number of adults from the ages of approximately fifteen
to approximately twenty-five were not married. While
an important part of our educational philosophy has to
be about controlling urges, including sexual urges, we
cannot deny the legitimate sexual needs of young adults.
The problem is only compounded when they confront
the tensions facing young men and women serving in the
I.D.F.

This fact leaves the educators with a complex dilemma.
As Orthodox educators, we can't compromise halakhah
since halakhah is at the core of our identity as Orthodox
Jews. We cannot deny halakhah and permit any kind of
physical relationship with a woman who is not ritually
pure. And yet, we cannot deny the impossible situation
our students face in trying to work out their legitimate
emotional needs. Many of our students have girl friends
and have developed some kind of physical relationship
with them. How do we coach our students when they
consult with us on this matter?  

One has to realize that there is no ideal solution to this
problem. The educator has to insure that failure in this
field does not lead to feelings of guilt that lead, in turn,
to total detachment from a life of mizvot. This process

9Avot 5:24
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does not have to legitimize unacceptable halakhic behav-
ior, but it does have to be understanding of the difficult
situation our students face. One also has to be able to
differentiate between different levels of halakhic trans-
gressions on both the halakhic and the psychological
level. The overall nature of the relationship is very
important. An educator has to find out if the relation-
ship is deep and meaningful or corrupt and manipulative.
What is the level of the intimacy between the couple?
Both halakhically and psychologically there is a tremen-
dous difference between limited physical contact and a
full sexual relationship. We also have to learn that this
complex situation forces us to use certain terminology
when addressing these issues publicly and a different,
more personalized, and usually more understanding one
when counseling privately. When the Talmud states that
if one has to sin, he should wear black clothes and go to
a place where he can act anonymously, they were not talk-
ing about a general act of defiance, but an understanding
of the impossible situations the individual can find him-
self in. 10 The Talmud is also distinguishing between a
private transgression of halakhah and a public act of defi-
ance.

We also have to decide the proper form of sexual educa-
tion in our schools. If we assume that a small percent of
our students are having sexual relations, are we obliged to
educate them on how to prevent the transfer of sexual
diseases?  It seems that if we shy away from discussing
these issues in a mature and responsible manner we will
be denying our students important material that they oth-
erwise will probably learn from a less desirable source.
Sexual information can be taught in conjunction with a
strong ideological message  insisting that love is an essen-
tial part of sexual relationships and that sexuality is

strengthened by marital commitment.

At times the challenges from the world we live in seem so
great that I understand why so many Orthodox Jews want
console themselves within the confines of Me'ah She`arim.
The extreme sexual promiscuity that comes with the cul-
tural freedom of the modern world can be so over-
whelming that one feels a deep need to protect oneself.
The complexity of dealing with those "others" in our
society can be extremely confusing, and the fear of our
children leaving the fold is so great that we prefer no dia-
logue with the secular Israeli, not to mention the Arab
Israeli. I also understand why it is so difficult for so many
adolescents to be Orthodox and why they have immersed
themselves in what they view as the total freedom of
modern life. They perceive many of their educators to be
frightened of the world outside and they naturally are
interested in discovering that tempting world. The dem-
ocratic process seems, at times, especially in Israel, to be
chaotic; and, therefore, many prefer a religious world of
absolute authority and, or imagined absolute order. Yet,
for myself, I feel that we live not in a world of absolutes
but in a world of compromises, a world where religious
order has to be balanced with democratic freedom, and
the need to preserve one's own religious identity has to be
balanced with the acceptance of "others."    We have to
cope with the challenges of the modern family structure
and with ethnic and religious diversity as bravely as we
can. A candid discussion of the issues among students,
parents and educators can help us define who we are in a
difficult, but ultimately, rewarding process. An intelligent
approach by educators who understand the complexity of
these issues can help raise a generation of healthy,
autonomous and halakhically committed Jews.

10Qiddushin 40a; Mo’ed Qatan 17a; and see the Tosafot’s reservation. This problem seems to beinherent to the human
condition. Maimonides writes that in all [Jewish] communities there always existed those who sinned in improper
sexual conduct Mishneh Torah, Hilhot Issurei Bi’ah, chap. 22.
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Over the last five years, London's Littman Library of
Jewish Civilization, perhaps the world's most active pub-
lisher of English language Judaic scholarship, has pub-
lished three books concerning Orthodox Jewish theology.
These books are works of scholarship but also seek to
raise discussion of theological issues in the public square
of Orthodox Judaism to a higher level of reflective self-
scrutiny. In 1999 my own Must a Jew Believe Anything?
appeared; 2001 saw the publication of David Berger's The
Rebbe, the Messiah, and the Scandal of Orthodox Indifference; we
now have before us Marc Shapiro's The Limits of Orthodox
Theology: Maimonides' Thirteen Principles Reappraised. Each of
these books was written by a professional academic spe-
cializing in Judaic studies;1 the three authors are them-
selves personally observant Jews, roughly affiliated with
what used to be called "Modern Orthodoxy."

Of the three, Shapiro's book (which, like all of his work,
combines remarkable erudition with clarity of vision)
appears to be well on the way to creating the biggest stir
in Orthodox circles, even though it is actually the most
conservative of the three. In my own book I argued that,
strictly speaking, Judaism has no dogmas and that
Rambam's attempt to establish Judaism on a firm dog-
matic footing represented a novum in the history of
Judaism.2 Berger took an opposed position, arguing that

Judaism surely has dogmas, that Rambam's Thirteen
Principles are the closest thing Judaism has to an official
statement of creed, and that Habad fails the test of
Orthodoxy because of its beliefs concerning the Rebbe's
quasi-divine status and his status as a soon-to-be-resur-
rected Messiah. Shapiro accepts the notion that Judaism
has dogmas (pp. 29-30, 32) but, building on a controver-
sial article he wrote for The Torah u-Madda Journal (Vol. 1,
1989) he here seeks to demonstrate that "even a cursory
examination of Jewish literature reveals that, both before
and after his time, Maimonides' Principles were not
regarded as the last word in Jewish theology" (p. 4). This
despite the fact that a long string of nineteenth- and
twentieth-century authorities cited by Shapiro (pp. 17, 22-
24) have maintained that Rambam's Thirteen Principles
are "the bedrock of Orthodoxy".

So far as I can judge, my book was simply ignored in
Orthodox circles (with the notable exception of a friend-
ly if critical review by Berger in Tradition (33:4; Summer
1999), while Berger's book has been met with an
embarassed "Yes, but…" Shapiro's book, on the other
hand, has already sparked discussion in the Forward and
on e-mail discussion sites; these discussions give every
indication of growing ever more lively.
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1 Shapiro's book, like all books published by  the Littman Library, meets the high level of technical perfection demand-
ed by that press. In an age in which even books published by prominent university presses are marred by obvious mis-
takes, it is a pleasure to read books which have been carefully edited, proofread, and designed (even if the index to
Shapiro's book leaves a lot to be desired).
2 It is important to bear in mind that at the conclusion of his presentation of the principles, Rambam makes it clear
that they are dogmas in the strict sense of the term: beliefs laid down as true by the highest religious authority (the Torah
itself), and which are necessary and sufficient conditions both for being part of the Jewish community in this world and
for achieving a share in the world to come. I have tried to keep footnotes here to a minimum. Readers interested in
elaboration upon and documentation for the claims advanced here are invited to examine M. Kellner, Dogma in Medieval
Jewish Thought: From Maimonides to Abravanel (another Littman book, this one published in 1986 and soon to be reissued).
Among my other studies on the subject, the most relevant in this context is "Could Maimonides Get Into Rambam's
Heaven?," Journal of Jewish Thought and Philosophy 8 (1999): 231-242.
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There is very little point in reviewing the detailed con-
tents of Shapiro's book in this essay. There can be no
doubt that he is right in every important claim he makes
about the reception of Rambam's principles. Shapiro's
method in the book is straightfoward and crushingly
effective. With respect to each of Rambam's principles
(with the obvious exclusion of the first, which affirms the
existence of God), Shapiro adduces Jewish thinkers over
the generations who have rejected the principle outright,
or revised it in ways that would have been absolutely
unacceptable to Rambam. With an eye to his intended
audience, Shapiro cites only authorities who pass what
might be called the "Artscroll" test (pp. 27-29, 73n24):
"frum" enough to be cited in an Artscroll publication.
After reading Shapiro's book, no one can deny that
Orthodoxy has historically been much more latitudinari-
an in matters of doctrine than is ordinarily thought to be
the case today.

Why, then, the stir? One reason is that Shapiro's apparent
aim is to encourage Orthodox Jews to expend less ener-
gy on sniffing out epiqorsut (heresy), and more energy in
finding ways to live with other Jews. This clearly goes
against a major trend in contemporary Orthodox circles,
a trend I will try to explain below. Thus, while reading the
book, I was reminded of the old story concerning a
young woman forced to spend the night alone in a sinis-
ter Transylvanian castle. In the middle of the night a huge
vampire bat enters her room. Jumping out of bed in ter-
ror, the girl flees through the castle corridors, the vampire
hard upon her heels. Making her terrified way to the cas-
tle chapel, the unfortunate woman grabs a crucifix from
the chapel altar and shoves it in the face of the menacing
bat. The vampire bat hovers in the air opposite her,
shrugs its shoulders, and says, "Es vet gornisht helfen!"

Es vet gornisht helfen: those Jews who in Shapiro's eyes
appear to need his message most have been long since
immunized against both the message and its author, a
beardless academic with no formal rabbinic credentials,
and who has written a "scandalous" work about R. Jehiel
Weinberg, z"l, to boot. But that is not to say that
Shapiro's efforts have been wasted. If his aim is to sup-
port those Orthodox Jews who are more interested in liv-
ing with other Jews than in measuring their Orthodoxy
with a frumometer, then he will surely have succeeded
admirably in this book, providing such people with
important support for their views, all the stronger for its
being drawn from impeccably Orthodox sources only.

Why, then the stir? In order to understand it, we must
take a quick tour of recent Jewish history. Pre-emancipa-
tion Judaism was an unselfconscious amalgam of religion
and what came, in the nineteenth century, to be called
nationality. With very few exceptions (the anusim of Iberia
being the most prominent example), Jewish authorities
never had to define who a Jew was, since the matter was
clear, both to the Jews and to the Gentiles. When, after
the French revolution, Jews were invited to participate in
the world around them, they found a world in which reli-
gion had been largely "privatized," a world in which reli-
gion had been severed from nationality, a world in which
there developed a confusing myriad of news ways of
being Jewish. It was suddenly not so clear anymore who
was a Jew, and it was certainly no longer clear who a
"good" Jew was. The world had become a place in which
membership in good standing in the Jewish community
was no longer determined by descent (since so many Jews
by descent had ceased being Jewish by belief and prac-
tice, or were adopting new beliefs and practices, while still
calling themselves "good" Jews), a place in which mem-
bership in the Jewish community was no longer deter-
mined by identity with a shared Jewish past and hopes for
a shared Jewish future (since so many Jews who identified
with the shared Jewish past hoped for a shared Jewish
future defined primarily in national or cultural terms). In
that context, Rambam's Thirteen Principles, wholly
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ignored by poseqim since their publication and ignored by
theologians (except in Iberia between 1391 and 1492),
suddenly came into their own and began to be used, with
increasing vigor, to define the line between "good" Jews
and those who must be excluded, those with whom no
religious cooperation may be permitted, those who, from
the most lenient viewpoint, are tinoqot she-nishbu (unin-
formed and therefore inadvertent and blameless trans-
gressors), and, from the most stringent, are out-and-out
heretics.

A consequence of all this, I believe, is the following inter-
esting anomaly. While Orthodoxy strongly adheres to the
notion of yeridat ha-dorot (decline from one generation to
the next), it is actually the latest of the aharonim (later,
post-Shulhan-Arukh authorities) who really determine
what Jewish orthodoxy is. This may be illustrated by the
following story. A respected friend of mine teaches
Tanakh in an Orthodox institution. In a class on Qohellet,
one of his students said, "But, Rebbe, there is a qasha on
this pasuq (an objection to this verse) from a passage in
the Ramhal [R. Moses Hayyim Luzzatto, eighteenth cen-
tury]!" My friend gently pointed out to his student that if
there is a "qasha" it is on the Ramhal, and not on Qohellet.3 

Rambam himself was deeply critical of many aspects of
the Judaism of his day and expressed contempt for many
contemporary rabbis. He clearly held that there were rab-
bis in the generations preceding his who failed the doc-
trinal test of the Thirteen Principles. Rabbis of his own
and subsequent generations held that Rambam himself
(not to mention his disciples) held views that it is forbid-
den to hear. Today, Rambam may be beyond criticism in
Orthodox circles, but in his own day his books were
burned at the instigation of Jewish opponents, and, as we

know from the evidence of Ramban, some of the
Tosafists wanted to ban the Guide of the Perplexed and
Sefer Madda of the Mishneh Torah. But despite the accusa-
tions (to speak anachronistically) of "non-Orthodoxy"
leveled by Rambam and against him, no one in the
Middle Ages suggested excluding such people from the
public square of Judaism. Even Ralbag (R. Levi ben
Gershon) was let into the Miqra'ot Gedolot.4 Instead, the
attitude appeared to be the relative tolerance expressed by
R. Isaac Abravanel, who is reputed to have ended lectures
on Rambam's philosophy with the words: "This is the
opinion of Rabbenu Mosheh, not of Mosheh Rabbenu."
Abravanel thought that Rambam held views at variance
with those taught in the Torah, but he still taught those
views in shul!

At some level, Orthodox leaders today realize that the rel-
atively relaxed attitude towards dogma adopted by the ris-
honim is a function of the medieval situation and context.
Modernity, as I described it above, has made new and
unprecedented demands upon Jews and Judaism. Thus,
while paying lip service to the notion that the aharonim are
subordinate to the rishonim, many Orthodox Jews and cer-
tainly their rabbis act as if the reverse is the case. Note
well Shapiro's list of authorities who hold that the
Thirteen Principles represent the bedrock creed of
Judaism. It was not for want of trying that Shapiro could
not find a single pre-seventeenth century authority who
made that claim.

Shapiro's book is thus a call to "return the crown to its

3 This story, I hope, explains why the issue of hilkheta ke-batra'ei (the law is decided in accordance with more recent
opinions) (raised by several friends to whom I showed this review) is irrelevant in the present context. According to
this principle, later poseqim trump earlier poseqim. But the principle is not applied to allow aharonim to dispute with ris-
honim, rishonim to reject the opinions of ge'onim, ge'onim to ignore the decisions of amora'im, or amora'im to decide
against the rulings of tanna'im. It is certainly not used to justify the views of R. Moses Hayyim Luzzatto when they
appear to contradict verses from Ecclesiastes!  See Israel Ta-Shema, "Hilkheta ke-batra'ei - Historical Aspects of a
Legal Maxim," Annual of Hebrew Law 6-7 (1979/80): 405-423 (Hebrew).
4 True, the decision to do this was made by a Gentile, Daniel Bomberg, and a Jew who was then or would soon be
an apostate, Cornelius Adelkind, but that decision was a function of Ralbag's antecedent popularity in Jewish circles.
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ancient glory." But this is a call that is deeply discomfiting
to rabbinic leaders who have been trained to believe that
what is good for the Jews according to rishonim is good
for the Jews according to aharonim, even if in fact they do
not behave that way. A person who points out such cog-
nitive dissonance is not likely to make many friends.

Why then the stir? I want to tell two brief anecdotes to
explain another aspect of Shapiro's accomplishment that
is upsetting to contemporary Orthodoxy. A number of
years ago I published an article arguing that in Rambam's
view, the distinction between Jew and Gentile would ulti-
mately disappear in the messianic era, that indeed, the
whole world will serve God with one accord (Zeph. 3:9).5 I
gave the article to a respected friend in my synagogue in
Haifa. He read it carefully and said that it was not possi-
ble that Rambam held such views. I promised to write a
second article, showing why Rambam had to hold such
views; that project turned into a book, Maimonides on
Judaism and the Jewish People.6 I presented the book to my
friend who took the trouble to read it carefully and then
told me: "I find your arguments convincing, which means
that I now have less regard for Rambam as an authorita-
tive spokesperson for Judaism."

The second anecdote relates to a course I taught once at
the University of Haifa on Rambam's philosophy, in
which I had occasion to elaborate upon a point also made
by Shapiro (p. 16). Attending the classes was the wife of
a deeply learned and leading figure in the Haifa rabbinic
establishment, a woman of (then) unusual Jewish learn-
ing in her own right, who went on to become one of
Israel's first to`anot rabbaniyot. Meeting my student's hus-
band at a community function once, I found myself
accosted with the following "accusation": "The rebbitzen
[i.e., his wife] tells me that his honor [i.e., me] taught that
according to Rambam divine providence does not extend
equally to all Jews." I agreed that that was what I had
taught. He objected that it was impossible for Rambam to

have held such a view, since such a view contradicted sev-
eral rabbinic statements. I replied that the issue of how to
relate to such aggadic statements in general and how
Rambam related to them in particular was too big a topic
to go into at a dinner, but that Rambam had certainly said
precisely what I had imputed to him. He replied: "There
are three possibilities here: (a) the translation of the
Guide of the Perplexed being used was simply incorrect;
(b) if the translation was correct then, in the course of
the generations since the time of Rambam, the text of
the Guide of the Perplexed at this point had become cor-
rupted; (c) his honor [i.e., me] did not understand
Rambam."

In his book Shapiro (correctly) imputes to Rambam cer-
tain views that run counter to the mainstream of tradi-
tional Jewish thought, most prominently: (a) the theory of
immortality implied by the doctrine of the acquired intel-
lect (i.e., that the key to earning a share in the world to
come is intellectual perfection; obedience to the com-
mandments in and of itself is not enough) (pp. 12, 46-47,
and 70); (b) the distinction between necessary and true
beliefs (i.e., that both the Torah and Rambam teach as
true certain doctrines which are actually false) (p. 119-
121, 131); (c) that there is no punishment after death for
the wicked (they simply cease to exist) (p. 137). These
views, all held by Rambam, were unacceptable to many
Jews in his day (remember, his books were burned in
Montepellier in 1232 by, or at the very least, at the insti-
gation, of Jews who opposed his doctrines) and are cer-
tainly unacceptable to Orthodox Jews today.

What is to be done? The most intellectually honest
approach is that taken by my friend from shul: Rambam
may have said these things, but all that means is that he
was wrong about some important issues. The more wide-
ly adopted approach (on which, see p. 83) is likely to be
that of my student's husband: "But it is not possible for
Rambam to have held such views!" It is not possible

5 "A Suggestion Concerning Maimonides' Thirteen Principles and the Status of Gentiles in the Messianic Era," Tura:
Oranim Studies in Jewish Thought, vol. 1: Simon Greenberg Jubilee Volume, (Tel Aviv: Ha-Kibbutz Ha-Meuhad, 1988): 249-
260 (Hebrew).
6 Albany: SUNY Press, 1991
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because these are views which, while tolerated by many
rishonim (and even held by some of them) have been
rejected by aharonim as heterodox. Since Rambam cannot
be heterodox (he is, after all, the authority upon whom all
rely to define Orthdodoxy), he could not have held these
views, and anyone, such as Marc Shapiro, who imputes
them to him must in the best case be a fool and in the
worst case a knave. And, it will be said of the author, that
he may call himself Orthodox, but that does not make it
so. Es vet gornisht helfen.

It will also be argued against Shapiro and my defense of
him here that matters of theology are assimilable to
halakhah. Whatever the rishonim may have "paskened," as
it were, on specific details of theology, we are duty bound
to follow the pesaq of the rabbis of our own day. This is
a popular position, even though it is historically unsound
and conceptually muddled.7 With respect to the histori-
cal reality, Rambam himself, accepted by all as the great-
est poseq in matters of theology, explicitly rejected the
assimilation of theology to halakhah. Shapiro (pp. 116-
117, 141-142) cites three clear-cut statements to this
effect made by Rambam (statements which the late
Yeshayahu Leibowitz used to quote regularly), who care-
fully distinguished halakhah from aggadah (in which latter
he included theology).8 Conceptually, the notion that

dogma can be determined in the same way as the kashrut
of a chicken leads to weird consequences, the weirdest of
which is the idea that holding a certain belief at one time
time could cause one to be excluded from the communi-
ty of Israel and to lose his or her share in the world to
come, while holding that belief at another time carries
with it no such consequences. Dogmas, it must be
recalled, are beliefs taught as true by the Torah; is the
truth taught by the Torah historically conditioned?9

I know personally one of the rabbis who was quoted in
the press as being highly critical of the theses so ably
defended by Shapiro in his book. This person, a distin-
guished halakhist in his own right, is also intimately famil-
iar with the literature of medieval Jewish philosophy. It is
inconceivable to me that he actually believes some of the
things he has been quoted as saying. Rather, I suspect, he
is following in the footsteps of Rambam himself, who
sought to hide his true views for what he took to be the
good of the community. It may be, to judge some of
Shapiro's critics le-khaf zekhut, that they realize full well
that he writes the truth, but believe that in our day and
age certain truths are dangerous and must be hidden. If I
am right about this, then Marc Shapiro is a true disciple
of Rambam in seeking to uncover the deepest truths
about God's Torah, and his critics are also true disciples
of Rambam in seeking to hide aspects of that truth from
the Jewish masses.
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Is the truth taught by the Torah historically condi-
tioned?

7 Valuable insights on this issue may be found in Jonathan Sacks, One People? Tradition, Modernity and Jewish Unity
(published by Littman in 1993), pp. 99-100. For historical discussion, see Norman Solomon, The Analytic Movement:
Hayyim Soloveithik and his Circle (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1993), pp. 223-240.
8 For details, see I. Twersky, Introduction to the Code of Rambam (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980), pp. 11-12,
46-48. There are, of course, statements about God which Rambam requires Jews to know (not simply to believe);
but these are, to his mind, provable with the tools of Aristotelian philosophy. For details, see my "Could
Maimonides…" (above, note 2).
9 Other logical and psychological problems with the notion of assimilating dogma to halakhah were explored as
long ago as the fifteenth century, in the writings of R. Hasdai Crescas (p. 10) and R. Isaac Abravanel (p.33).
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Rabbi Professor Alan Brill's study of R. Zadok ha-Kohen
offers an incisive portrayal of a traditional Jewish thinker
who internalized the sensibility of modernity into his
probing religious thought.

R. Zadok and his interpreter, R. Brill, present an
Orthodox Judaism that requires that God and not com-
munal convention be the center of the religious quest.
Orthodox Jews who live in Orthodox subcultures mimic
peers, but rarely confront the core issue of the religious
mind, namely how can an individual serve God correctly
as he lives his life.

Brill is expert in theology, philosophy, history of ideas,
and the canon of classical Judaism. As a modern thinker,
Brill is unwilling to reduce Torah to culture mimicry. In
R. Zadok, he finds a model from the past that is reli-
giously usable in the modern present.

The monograph proceeds in a paced, logical direction
with ideas being presented in a fashion that guides as well
as informs the reader. For example, Brill traces the histo-
ry of halakhic/mystical ideas from R. Elijah ben
Solomon Kramer (the Ga'on of Vilna), who is the model
of the lamdan hasid of Lita. R. Elijah reflects not only
early modern thought, but also Kabbalah, which are mys-
tical ideas that appear in apocalyptic scripture, the
Heikhalot literature, in the 13th Century kabbalistic revo-
lution in Western Europe, and in the Hasidic movement

of early modern Judaism.

The particular Judaism of R. Zadok finds its roots in R.
Simcha Bunim of Prysucha, who initiated the move to
cognitive mysticism, in order to "uplift the mind." R.
Menahem Mendel Morgenstern of Kotsk aimed to
merge emet, truth, with emunah, faith. For Brill, R. Zadok
is the hasid lamdan who, unlike R. Elijah, uses the mind,
the instrument of Torah, and his individual will to come
to know God as best a mortal can. R. Zadok's introspec-
tion was "self-analytical nature," which is a sensibility not
present in pre-modern thought. Brill's reading of R.
Zadok seems to bridge the gap between Maimonidean
rationalism and Nahmanidean mysticism. R. Zadok care-
fully adheres to the canons of rational thought, with his
panentheism providing the sense of Divine immediacy.

Brill's book must be read slowly, in its entirety-including
footnotes-and savored at that!  For further study, the
massive bibliography will inform those readers who allow
Brill to direct them in the orchard of spiritual growth. A
rapid reading will miss the nuances that Brill finds in the
rational development of metaphysical ideas. For example,
R. Zadok believed that the Torah is a mental construction
of reality and he believed that one may find God in one's
mind. He also believed that will is a critical emotional
fundament in the authentic religious consciousness. The
notion of space, time and sufficient reason are, for
Immanuel Kant, conditions of human knowing.
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The post-Kantian thinker, Arthur Schopenhauer,
believed that the Kantian "thing-in-itself," or reality
unmediated by the human cognition, is will. Brill demon-
strates the similarities of R. Kook and R. Zadok, and Rav
Kook happily confesses Schopenhauer's impact on his
thought. Brill demonstrates that the internalization of
the modern sensibility in R. Zadok's thought enriches and
syncretizes his thought. This synthesis is the hallmark of
the authentic Modern Orthodox thinker. In order to cre-
ate an authentic theology, R. Zadok examined his own
subjectivity with objectivity, seeing his individuality as
an object; this sensibility parallels Schopenhauer's his
own individual subjectivity as if it were an object.

R. Zadok Hasidic worldview never compromised his
Lithuanian intellect. Known as "ha-Kohen" (the priest), R.
Zadok's priestly nature echoes the early mystical tradi-
tions, which portray angels and priests with similar
metaphors. On one hand, R. Zadok was meticulous in
his observance. His first marriage failed because his wife
was not sufficiently scrupulous in observing proper inter-
gender restrictions. Yet as will be demonstrated below,
sin may be used as an instrument of improvement
through repentance.

R. Zadok found in R. Mordecai Leiner the fusion of tal-
mudic erudition, personal emotion, and the quest for
religious authenticity. It is desire that that raises humans
over angels. It is channeling of will, itself inherently neu-
tral, that sanctifies the soul.

Brill takes appropriate note of the common concern for
the unconscious and dreams in Western and Hasidic
thought. The unconscious in R. Zadok finds expression
in the mental torment after sin, which is a reflection of
hell.

Brill is at his best when describing the problem of reli-
gious determinism in the Izbica tradition, the roots of
which are found in R. Isaiah Horowitz's Shenei Luhot ha-
Berit. As noted, sin is necessary because it lays the
groundwork for repentance. This antinomian streak may
be an anticipation of modernity. Similarly it seems to

anticipate R. Kook's theory of heresy, which is a correc-
tive to false, conventional clichés that are routinely taken
to be true.

R. Zadok finds that the greater the Divine control of the
human mind, the greater the "Divine determinism" of
the person. (This doctrine parallels the Maimonidean
notion that the greater an individual's attainment in
Torah, the greater the Divine Providence allotted to that
person). The indwelling of God in the individual's mind
reflects a redemptive determinism. R. Zadok maintained
that free will is not a fact; rather, as Kant suggested, it is
a disposition of the mind. While R. Zadok was a fully tra-
ditional Jew, his view of sin is strikingly modern and indi-
vidualistic. Brill contends that this individualism appears
in Hasidim who migrated to the city from rural areas,
thereby integrating new and modern ideas into their
thought.

Brill finds four levels of piety in R. Zadok's thought.
The first is found within the living culture of "traditional
Jewish piety."  The second level is expressed in precise
Jewish observance. Third, talmudic rationalism provides a
social break. While Brill does not explicate this break, I
suspect that through talmudic learning one expresses
individualism and reasoned uniqueness as an authentic
expression of piety. Finally, the Jew examines one's own
unconsciousness introspectively.

Brill exploits the mind of R. Zadok as means of discov-
ering a modern or post-modern piety, synthesizing our
consciousness of mind, our commitment to tradition,
and our very modern quest for existential authenticity.

R. Zadok's mysticism uses the instrument of Torah study
to empower the contemplative learner to appreciate the
higher unity of God by rising above the multiplicity and
accidents of creation. By stressing individuality in this
quest, R. Zadok is at once a modern and pre-modern
thinker. This individualism finds expression in R.
Zadok's linguistic inquiry, anthropological observations,
history of culture, and psychology. His pre-modern syn-
thesis of Torah and secular learning provides a fully
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usable model for Orthodox Jews who take the spiritual
challenges of modernity seriously.

Alan Brill's study of R. Zadok and modernity is descrip-
tive in its presentation, but normative in its application.
After tracing R. Zadok's thought in pre-modern Jewish
precedents, he explicates R. Zadok's fully modern con-
cepts of individuality and interiority. Following
Cooperman's critique of Jacob Katz (that medievalism is
as static as originally conceived), Brill finds seeds of an
incipient modernity in pre-modern Jewish culture.
Unlike liberal forms of Judaism that endorse the
Enlightenment project and cast aside thick Jewish culture
and faith, R. Zadok remained fully anchored in tradition-
al culture while allowing modern ideas to fructify his indi-
vidualistic traditional thought.

Brill maintains that Orthodoxy need not fear the infusion
of modern insight, and in this regard, he views Modern
Orthodoxy not a form of "haredi Judaism lite," but
authentic Orthodoxy rooted in the realities of the pres-
ent. R. Zadok was aware of the innovative rational
thought and the modern ideas then current in urban
Poland. The response to these new ideas, especially the
sense of self interpreted as a strengthening of a faith
addressed in a natural way. Like Rav Kook, who con-

fessed the influence of Schopenhauer, R. Zadok's "Torah
u-Madda" is not at all an allowance for secular learning as
an instrumentality of earning a living, but part of a seam-
less spiritual cloth that naturally and authentically synthe-
sizes internally Jewish and non-Jewish doctrines that ring
true. Brill insightfully calls attention to R. Zadok's leaving
theosophy, or speculation about God, to the study of
interiority, the role of God in the shaping of the mind,
which is itself a characteristic of modern thought.

The abiding contribution of this scholarly book lies in its
implications. The precedent for individualism and self
within Judaism is manifest in the person of R. Zadok, a
very traditional Jew with a strikingly modern mind. While
R. Zadok's synthesis may be too medieval for today's
modern Jew, in a historical context, his quest is our quest.
Although communal expectations ought not to be taken
lightly, this journey is not about conforming to such
expectations, but about mustering the intellectual and
religious integrity to think about God.

Rabbi Professor Alan Brill has translated the idiom of R.
Zadok into a readable and inspiring piece of scholarship.
He reminds us all that, like R. Zadok, to be authentic
Orthodox Jews we must be "Thinking about God."
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